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Abstract

Today’s rich service offer in the World Wide Web increasingly requires the disclosure of personal user data. Service providers’ appetite for personal user data, however, is accompanied by growing privacy implications for Internet users. Targeting the rising privacy concerns of users, privacy-enhancing technologies (PETs) emerged. One goal of these technologies is the provision of tools that facilitate more informed decisions about personal data disclosures.

Unfortunately, available PET solutions that protect personal user data are used by only a small fraction of Internet users. A major reason for the low acceptance of PETs is their lack of usability. Furthermore, most PET approaches rely on the cooperation of service providers that do not voluntarily adopt privacy components in their service infrastructures.

Addressing the weaknesses of existing PETs, this work introduces a user-centric privacy architecture that facilitates a provider-independent exchange of privacy-related information about service providers. This capability is achieved by the privacy community, an open information source within the proposed privacy architecture. A Wikipedia-like Web front-end enables the collaborative maintenance of service provider information that includes multiple ratings, experiences and data handling practices.

In addition to the collaborative privacy community, the introduced privacy architecture contains three usable PET components on the user side that support users before, during and after the disclosure of personal data.

The Privacy Preference Generator component offers a user-friendly tool that captures the conditions under which users are willing to disclose personal data. The designed configuration wizard generates these so-called privacy preferences for up to twelve Internet service types, using understandable language and supportive icons. A privacy cockpit presents a summary of the configured settings, including an intuitive evaluation.

When personal data are about to be disclosed, the Privacy Agent component assists users in making an informed choice. In particular, the developed browser extension provides selected reputational information of the visited service provider, which is queried from the privacy community. Moreover, a matching of machine-readable privacy policies with previously defined privacy preferences of the user is performed. The offered assistance is complemented by a mechanism that observes the usage of partial identities and a list of already disclosed personal data.

Finally, the Data Disclosure Log component enables users to review past personal data disclosures. We created a browser extension that automatically detects and stores personal data transfers. Based on the resulting transaction history, an additional tool displays logged personal data disclosures from different perspectives, employing intuitive visualization techniques. A flexible graph-based view offers a user-defined visualization of relations between involved entity types.

All introduced components were prototypically implemented and underwent several user tests that guaranteed usability and user acceptance of the final versions.
The elaborated solutions realize usable interfaces as well as service provider independence. Overcoming the main shortcomings of existing PET solutions, we make a significant contribution towards the broad usage and acceptance of tools that protect personal user data.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The trend towards easily accessible online services in the World Wide Web is building momentum ever since the Internet gained popularity in the late 1990s. The Web significantly changed the way people obtain and interchange information and was responsible for a tremendous shift in companies’ marketing strategies and service offerings, as the Internet enabled businesses to offer information and services of any kind online. The user, on the other hand, benefited from availability and accessibility of the growing variety of services in the World Wide Web.

The rise of omnipresent online services, however, was accompanied by privacy implications, as most service providers require the disclosure of personal user data, before a service can be executed. A study revealed that 71% of German Internet users take advantage of the opportunity to shop online [Sta08], which indicates that a massive amount of personal user information is transferred to and stored by online service providers.

In fact, the enormous amount of stored personal data frequently leads to privacy violations. Examples of data misuses are, for instance, unsolicited promotional offers of service providers, which are enabled by submitted e-mail addresses and telephone numbers. A more dangerous privacy threat represents the trade of personal user data. A recent study proved how simple personal user information can be purchased on the Internet [NDR09]. These data sets include sensitive data like account and credit card information, whose misuse has severe consequences for the user. Even if disclosed personal data are handled responsibly by service providers, the privacy threat of a data theft remains. An actual incident involves the telecommunication company T-Mobile that was victim of a theft of 17 million customer data sets [Mey08].

In the wake of the rising number of personal data misuses, users increasingly get concerned about personal data disclosures [JPJ05, Kob07b]. Addressing these privacy concerns, the European Union enacted the Directive 95/46/EC on the protection of personal data [Eur95]. In addition to data minimization, the principles of the Directive include the necessity of an explicit user consent before the collection of any personal data as well as the exclusive use for the purpose stated in a published privacy policy. A further principle of the Directive targets
users’ control of and access to personal data already transferred to a service provider. Similar legislations arose on national levels and in other areas of the world. In order to take advantage of effective privacy rights, average Internet users rely on technical means that protect personal user information and facilitate a more informative decision about personal data disclosures. Targeting these user needs, privacy-enhancing technologies (PETs) emerged, a dedicated field of research in the area of IT-Security [Bur97; GWB97]. An important early PET system aiming at aiding users in decisions regarding the disclosure of their personal data is the Platform for Privacy Preferences (P3P) [CLM+02b]. Offering an appropriate policy language, P3P gives service providers the opportunity to express their privacy policy in a machine-readable format. When the user visits a Web site, a dedicated P3P privacy agent matches the P3P privacy policy of the service provider with pre-defined disclosure rules of the user (so called privacy preferences). The matching process results in a recommended disclosure behavior, which is signaled by the privacy agent. Another interesting PET that was built within the scope of the European PRIME project is Data Track. The tool provides an overview of already disclosed personal data transactions, which represents a prerequisite for exercising users’ right to revoke past personal data disclosures [PFHB06].

Unfortunately, available PET tools designed for the protection of personal data are used by only a minority of Internet users, while most users disclose personal data with no technical assistance and no information that would aid their decision-making. Significant reasons for the low acceptance of PETs are apparent usability deficits. Available solutions that capture privacy preferences are not understandable for the general user. Studies prove that users are misled by the language and ambiguous expressions in the process of obtaining privacy preferences [FHP04]. Likewise, existing privacy agents fail to offer intuitive user interfaces that show the consequences of the user’s data disclosure behavior. Logging tools like Data Track do not utilize the full visualization potentials and are not capable of providing a clear overview of a large number of data disclosures.

A further reason that prevents the widespread use of PETs is their dependency on service providers. The P3P specification, for instance, requires service providers to generate, publish and maintain a machine-readable P3P privacy policy, which is provided by only a small fraction of service providers [RBDM07]. Similarly, the use of Data Track assumes the installation of the PRIME middleware on the provider side. However, the wide adoption of powerful PRIME components in proven back-end infrastructures of service providers seems considerably unlikely.

The examples of P3P and Data Track demonstrate the evident conflict of interest in the area of personal data protection. While users are seeking to protect their privacy, service providers have no incentives to provide resources that restrict the collection of valuable user data.

Addressing the above-mentioned deficits, this dissertation focuses on the exploration, development and evaluation of a usable, provider-independent privacy infrastructure. Offering a collaborative privacy community, our solution does not rely on the cooperation of service...
providers. Local components of the introduced privacy infrastructure effectively support average users in managing personal data disclosures. In particular, the developed components provide the understandable capture of privacy preferences, a comprehensible browser-based privacy agent as well as intuitive visualizations of logged personal data disclosures.

1.2 Research Questions

Focusing on the goals defined in the previous section, this work will address the following research questions:

- **What are digital identities and how are they managed in the World Wide Web?**
  The digital identity, which includes user’s personal data, represents the protection goal within the scope of this work. Before the discussion of privacy and privacy measures, we need to define and analyze the management of personal data in the World Wide Web.

- **To what extent do service providers collect personal data and what is the reaction of users?**
  After the specification of the protection goal, we need to identify service providers’ personal data collection practices and conditions as well as the disclosure habits of users. The user analysis includes an outline of prevalent privacy concerns, privacy attitudes and disclosure behaviors.

- **How can existing privacy-enhancing technologies protect personal user data?**
  The summary of the status quo in the context of our defined goals is complemented by a state-of-the-art analysis of available policy languages and tools that target the protection of personal user data. The outcome needs to identify weaknesses that are responsible for the lagging acceptance of these technologies.

- **What are the usability requirements of privacy-enhancing technologies?**
  In the previous section we pointed out the importance of usability for the emergence of privacy-enhancing technologies. For this reason, requirements of understandable tools and user-friendly interfaces need to be identified. The requirement collection includes the conduction of several user studies.

- **How can privacy management be executed more provider-independently?**
  An additional goal of this work is provider-independent privacy protection. Hence, we need to propose a privacy architecture that does not rely on the active support of service providers.

- **What are the content and design requirements of a collaborative privacy community?**
  Over the course of this work we propose a collaborative privacy community that enables the exchange of privacy-relevant information about service providers. Consequently, we
need to specify the required content, the architecture and the design of such a central privacy platform.

- **How can privacy preferences of the user be captured and fine-tuned in a user-friendly way?**
  The user-friendly generation of privacy preferences represents a crucial factor for the quality and accuracy of the recommended disclosure behavior determined and signaled by privacy agents. For this reason, we need to develop user interfaces that facilitate the understandable capture of these disclosure rules.

- **How can a privacy agent in the Web browser improve the user’s basis for decision-making, when personal data are about to be disclosed?**
  In order to make a more informed disclosure decision, the average Internet user requires assistance, when personal user data are requested by a service provider. Thus, we need to develop a browser-based privacy agent that collects, processes and presents privacy-related information and recommendations in a comprehensible way.

- **How can historic transactions of personal data be stored and visualized in a user-comprehensible manner?**
  An ex post manipulation or removal of disclosed personal data inevitably requires an overview of past personal data transfers. Hence, we need to develop a solution that records personal data disclosures in the Web browser. The generated transaction log needs to be visualized employing intuitive user interfaces.

### 1.3 Methodology

Analyzing research methodologies in information systems research, Hevner et al. identify two main paradigms \[\text{HMPR04}\]. Originating from natural sciences, *behavioral science* aims at the development of theories that explain and predict organizational or human behavior within the context of information systems. On the other hand, *design science* represents a problem solving paradigm and has its roots in the engineering sciences.

In addition, the authors propose and discuss a set of design science research guidelines, including the necessity of proposeful artifacts for a specified problem domain \[\text{HMPR04}\]. Furthermore, the needs for a verifiable solution of a known problem and a thorough evaluation are pointed out. Finally, design researchers are required to communicate their work to technical and managerial audiences.

Considering the research questions defined in the previous section, we followed the design science research approach. Building on earlier work in this field, Peffers et al. propose and demonstrate the process of design science research, which is divided into six sequential phases \[\text{PTG}^+06\]. In the following, the characteristics of the individual phases are sketched and applied to the outline of this work:
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- **Problem Identification and Motivation**
  The definition of a problem and the justification of the value of its solution mark the goals of the first phase of the design science research process. In particular, Peffers et al. suggest the conceptual atomization of the problem in order to capture its complexity. The justification of a solution’s value helps researchers and audiences to accept and understand the developed contributions. The problem identification and motivation require knowledge about the state of the problem.

  The motivation of this work is first introduced in Section 1.1 which highlights the lacking user-friendliness and the dependency of tools that assist users in protecting their personal data. Chapters 2 and 3 present an overview of prevalent user behaviors and service provider practices in the context of personal data disclosures in the World Wide Web. Finally, Chapter 4 lays out an analysis of existing privacy-enhancing technologies and their shortcomings.

- **Objectives of a Solution**
  This phase specifies the objectives of a targeted solution, which are inferred by the defined problems. The specification of objectives can include the definition of requirements as well as the proposal of a new artifact that solves the problems identified in the first phase.

  Chapter 5 proposes an approach that overcomes the dependency on service providers and addresses identified usability deficits. In particular, the chapter introduces a collaborative privacy architecture along with the purposes of its four components.

- **Design and Development**
  After the introduction of the proposed concept, this phase develops the tentative design of the proposed solutions, including the detailed definition of the artifacts’ functionality.

  In this work, Chapters 6, 7, 8, and 9 discuss the functionality of the privacy architecture’s four proposed components. The chapters also introduce the design of suitable user interfaces that contribute to usability and user acceptance of the components.

- **Demonstration**
  This phase aims at the analysis of the artifacts’ efficacy to solve the defined problems and demonstrates the developed solutions in the targeted areas.

  The privacy infrastructure introduced in this work was prototypically implemented and is applicable in real-world scenarios. Chapter 10 provides technical details of the fully operational prototype.

- **Evaluation**
  The evaluation phase measures the extent to which a solution solves the problems defined in the problem identification phase. This assessment includes the comparison of actual results of the demonstration phase with the goals and requirements defined in the objective specification phase. The outcome of the evaluation phase can trigger another cycle of the design science research process.
Within the scope of this work, our developed solutions were evaluated in two user tests. The tests revealed remaining deficits of initial approaches and prototypes and served as input for the refinement of final versions. The conditions of the conducted user tests are sketched in Chapter [5] while the test results are integrated into Chapters [6][7][8] and [9].

- **Communication**

Finally, in the communication phase the proposed solutions are presented to selected audiences, highlighting their importance, novelty, design and effectiveness.

Selected contributions of this work have been published at internationally recognized IT conferences. The summary of all prior phases is presented in this work, which complements the design science research process.

### 1.4 Chapter Structure

Structuring the results of the research questions and the phase outcomes of the design science research process, we divide this work into three parts. In Part [I] we discuss the status quo of personal data disclosures in the World Wide Web as well as existing privacy-enhancing technologies and their usability weaknesses. Representing the main contribution of this work, Part [II] introduces a user-centric privacy infrastructure that provides a collaborative privacy community and three usable client components. Finally, Part [III] lays out details about the prototypical implementation of our solutions as well as a concluding summary. Figure [1.1] depicts the chapter structure of this work.

**Part [I]: Fundamentals**

Chapter [2] defines basic terminology of personal data disclosures in the World Wide Web. In that context, linkability of personal data sets and frequently used identity management solutions are discussed. Chapter [3] shifts the focus to privacy and the handling of personal user data. We sketch the business value of personal data and lay out actual privacy regulations. We continue with a discussion of observed privacy attitudes and disclosure behaviors of Internet users. In Chapter [4] we present a detailed evaluation of privacy policy languages and available privacy tools that support users in making an informed choice about the disclosure of personal data. Over the course of the chapter, we highlight usability deficits of existing solutions.

**Part [II]: Proposed Privacy Management Infrastructure**

Focusing on provider independence and usability, Chapter [5] introduces the characteristics and the components of our proposed privacy architecture. The chapter also outlines the conditions of user studies we conducted over the course of the component development. Chapter [6] defines the purpose, the composition and the design of a collaborative privacy community, which maintains information about data handling practices of service providers, serving as open...
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Figure 1.1: Chapter Structure
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information source for the remaining local privacy components. In Chapter 7 we present a novel configuration tool that captures the preferred circumstances of personal data disclosures in a user-understandable way. Chapter 8 lays out the design of a browser-based privacy agent that offers privacy-related information about the visited service provider, when personal data are about to be disclosed. Finally, Chapter 9 discusses a logging component that keeps track of past personal data disclosures. The chapter presents a browser extension that records personal data transfers and introduces clear and intuitive visualizations of these logged transactions.

Part III: Implementation

Demonstrating the developed solutions of this work, Chapter 10 provides prototypical details of the implemented privacy infrastructure. Finally, Chapter 11 concludes this work by summarizing the results of the research questions defined in Section 1.2.
Part I

Fundamentals
Chapter 2

Identities in the World Wide Web

The disclosure of personal user data is a basic requirement for the use of many services in the World Wide Web. The transmitted personal data make up the user’s digital identity and represent the user on the provider side. This chapter starts with basic definitions of the terms identity and partial identity and continues with a discussion about the potential linkability of partial identities. Finally, the chapter presents relevant identity management solutions that support users in controlling the disclosure of partial identities.

2.1 Identity

In general, user attributes that are electronically collected and stored are referred to as digital identity [CKK05].

The term digital identity is first mentioned in the context of data surveillance [Cla93] and defined as a set of user attributes bound to a distinct user in a certain domain. From the moment of creation the digital identity is used to identify the user in that domain [JZS07].

A broader definition of the term identity – without the specification “digital” – is suggested by Hansen and Meissner who define an identity as all available properties and characteristics of the user [HM07]. According to this definition, every user possesses a single identity. The digital identity represents a subset of the user’s identity and includes attributes that can be captured technically.

In contrast, Pfitzmann and Hansen define an identity as all combinations of attributes that identify a user [PH08]. This implies that multiple identities can be generated and used based on the user’s complete identity.

2.2 Partial Identity

A user generally does not transfer his/her complete digital identity when interacting with a service provider in the World Wide Web. Instead, only certain attributes of the identity are
used for a transaction. This subset is generally referred to as partial identity and represents a person in a certain context.

Partial identities are generated depending on the situation, the communication partner and the contextual requirements and, hence, include varying sets of attributes. This action corresponds to the natural behavior of humans in everyday life where identity management is carried out intuitively. An example of such an intuitive release of personal information is the release of a credit card for a specific purchase. As the user interacts with numerous service providers, the use of multiple partial identities is a logical consequence (see Figure 2.1).

Unlike identities, a partial identity does not necessarily identify a user and moves between anonymity and identifiability, depending on the amount, type and truth of the attribute values. If a partial identity solely consists of attributes that do not sufficiently identify a user, the user is regarded as anonymous within the set of all remaining users.

When services in the World Wide Web are used, total anonymity is rarely possible. Its corresponding lack of relation to the user prevents any attributability and, hence, the fulfillment of most services. Due to this fact, a partial identity is usually bound to a pseudonym, which serves as identifier for the service provider. In a given domain a pseudonym represents a unique identifier that differs from the user’s real names. A pseudonym allows the attributability of user actions without identifying the user. When a pseudonym for a user is chosen, the pseudonym should not reveal any information about the user, including the linkability of the pseudonym to the user and the linkability of different pseudonyms.
2.3 Linkability

The linkability of used partial identities represents a serious privacy threat in the World Wide Web, as it allows cooperating service providers to combine different sets of disclosed attributes and to generate a larger partial identity of the user.

Pfitzmann et al. provide a general definition of unlinkability, specifying that two objects are unlinkable, if the attacker cannot determine whether or not a relation between both objects exists [PH08]. According to this definition two unrelated objects are also regarded as linkable, if the attacker can rule out a relation between them.

A definition of Hansen and Meissner is more application-oriented and focuses on linkable data, which exist, if different attributes bear identical values and if this is visible to humans or computers [HM07].

Both definitions show that it is not trivial for the user to recognize the linkability of used partial identities. A main reason for this difficulty is the perspective of the attacker. Without the consideration of the attacker’s knowledge, linkability can only be estimated [SK03].

The protection against linkability threats requires a measurement of the possibility that disclosed personal data can be linked by third parties. In the following, we present existing approaches for the formalization and quantification of unlinkability.

Based on methods for the measurement of anonymity Steinbrecher and Köpsell specify a general information-theoretic model for the representation and quantification of unlinkability [SK03]. The model is based on a set of elements in a system that are defined by an equivalence relation. Elements share transitive relations to each other, which allows for the generation of equivalence classes. Elements are related, if they belong to the same equivalence class.

Furthermore, the authors define a degree of entropy that quantifies the unlinkability and expresses the likelihood that an attacker determines the relation of two objects. According to the model \( P(a \sim b) \) represents the probability of linkability between the elements \( a \) and \( b \). The degree of unlinkability is calculated by this probability and the converse probability. The formula results in a degree of unlinkability \( d(a, b) \) ranging from 0 to 1:

\[
d(a, b) = -P(a \sim b) \ast \log_2 P(a \sim b) - P(a \not\sim b) \ast \log_2 P(a \not\sim b)
\]

For the calculation of the degree of unlinkability only the statistical distribution of elements within equivalence classes is used. The authors do not offer guidance, how an attacker determines those probabilities.

Building on the previously described model, Clauß defines a framework for the measurement of unlinkability in an identity management system [Cla06]. Unlike the model of Steinbrecher and Köpsell, this framework focuses on the attribute values of partial identities.

In particular, the model includes users, digital identities, messages and attributes. It assumes a finite amount of users who exchange their digital identities in messages. Moreover, possible values of a finite amount of attributes are defined in advance. An attacker intercepts messages...
of interacting users and processes the contained attributes. As the model defines that attributes in a given message belong to the same user, messages can be linked by searching for identical attribute values.

The framework of Clauß also considers the statistical distribution of sent messages for the inference of the total distribution. For each intercepted message the appearance probability of all possible digital identities is calculated. Furthermore, a set of suspects is calculated, which contains all digital identities that match the attributes of the intercepted message. The set of suspects in combination with the appearance probabilities allows for an accurate calculation of the probability that a message belongs to a certain digital identity. Out of these values the linkability probability of two messages as well as a degree of entropy is calculated.

Malin presents an alternative for the above-described information-theoretic models. His model of k-unlinkability is based on the existing approach of k-anonymity and requires sensitive data to be linkable with not less than k identities [Mal08]. Applied to the World Wide Web, each service provider possesses a so called Trial Matrix. The rows of the Trial Matrix represent users, while the columns store transferred attribute values. A link occurs, if two rows from two associated Trial Matrices bear identical values. This, however, does not necessarily mean that both sets originate from the same user, as the selected rows may have additional links. The model requires that each row holds at least k links to associated Trial Matrices. In this context, k can be regarded as degree of unlinkability, as it reflects the challenge to find true links.

Unfortunately, the k-unlinkability model assumes associated Trial Matrices to contain the same set of subjects, meaning that the model requires all service providers to have identical users. This scenario, however, seems considerably unrealistic in the context of the World Wide Web.

2.4 Identity Management

Identity management is not clearly defined in literature and refers to systems with different characteristics. A frequently cited terminology of the FIDIS project [BMH05] divides identity management systems into three groups. The first group defines account and access administration of computers and network services within organizations. These systems utilize directory services to store personal data for extended use. Solutions of the second group log user interactions and generate user profiles for further internal use. While the first two groups are primarily applied in large organizations, the third group of identity management systems focuses on user-controlled context-dependent role and pseudonym management, which corresponds to our examined context.

As indicated in the previous sections, users generally disclose large numbers of partial identities in the World Wide Web. Moreover, these multiple identities require the secure application of credentials, which becomes a growing challenge for most users. Offering mechanisms for the control of authentication credentials and personal attributes, identity management systems support users in the application of digital identities and their included partial identities [KP01].
Early identity management solutions in this area, so called identity silos, facilitate the simultaneous login for multiple service providers using the same identifier [JZS07]. This practice is also referred to as Single Sign-On. A famous representative of an identity silo is Microsoft Passport, which was later renamed to Windows Live ID. After a successful login on the central Passport identity provider, an issued token permits access to all participating service providers. Unfortunately, centralistic identity management systems like Windows Live ID provide little transparency with regard to the selection of attribute sets that are disclosed to service providers. Furthermore, Single Sign-On is limited to participating service providers. As all login actions are forwarded to a central identity provider, identity silos are frequently presumed to monitor users [PBP06].

Federated identity management systems like the Liberty Alliance constitute a ”Circle of Trust” including service providers and identity providers that agreed to trust each other. Within the ”Circle of Trust” users can choose to federate identity information and share personal attributes with additional parties. However, federated identity management solutions offer little remedy for the identified deficiencies of identity silos. Specifically, these approaches are still restricted to a limited selection of identity providers and service providers [EMS07]. Moreover, users have little options to influence disclosed attribute sets [PBP06].

Addressing the deficits of identity silos and federated identity management systems, the focus shifted to user-centric identity management. In systems of this type, the control over identities and attributes originates from the user and not from service providers [RR06, EHG07]. More specifically, Kobielus postulates that in user-centric identity management systems users exclusively generate identities and users explicitly confirm all interactions with service providers [Kob07a].

Providing criteria for the evaluation of user-centricity, Cameron defined the widely recognized seven ”Laws of Identity” [Cam05]. These seven laws are collected from numerous discussions and observations and represent requirements to a user-centric identity management system. In particular, Cameron’s laws of identity require the explicit user consent for the disclosure of identifying user information. In order to mitigate the magnitude of a security breach, the amount of released personal information should be minimized. Moreover, Cameron proposes to make users aware of the interacting party. Finally, the use of multiple identifiers in favor of a unique global identifier is recommended.

Two modern identity management systems that are regarded as user-centric are OpenID and Microsoft Cardspace.

OpenID offers users to select one out of numerous available identity providers [RR06]. When visiting an OpenID-enabled service provider, the user is directed to his/her identity provider to login. After a successful authentication, the user is redirected to the service provider that grants access to the service offer. Apart from the freedom to choose a preferred identity provider,
OpenID does not require users to disclose a context-wide identifier to service providers, which lowers the risk of linkable partial identities (see Section 2.3). In addition, OpenID identity providers facilitate the optional upload of personal attributes that can be forwarded to selected service providers.

Microsoft Cardspace implements a user-friendly identity selector for the platform-independent Microsoft Identity Metasystem [CJ06]. With the introduction of Windows Vista, Cardspace is an integral part of the Microsoft operating system. The client tool depicts generated partial identities of the user as cards in a clearly arranged user interface (see Figure 2.2, LiveSide.net). Containing a set of personal user attributes, each card is either self-generated or directs to an identity provider that stores the respective attributes. If a service provider supports the Cardspace protocol, the identity selector on the client side automatically opens and asks users to select the adequate card to be disclosed. Consequently, the attribute values of the selected cards are transferred. Similar to OpenID, a context-wide unique identifier is not required. However, Cardspace depends on a locally installed client that maintains the individual card data of the user.

The discussed user-centric identity management systems highlight the advanced capabilities of modern identity management systems. While OpenID and Microsoft Cardspace provide comfortable mechanisms to manage and control the disclosure of partial identities, these systems do not support users in the decision about the disclosure of personal data and, hence, do not help protect the privacy of users. In the following chapters we shift the focus to privacy

and describe technical solutions that are specifically designed for the protection of personal user attributes.

2.5 Summary

This chapter defines the terms identities, partial identities and their relation to personal user data. We discuss the use of multiple partial identities in the World Wide Web and describe the purpose of pseudonyms. We continue with potential threats that originate from linkable partial identities and present approaches for the measurement of unlinkability. We concentrate on information-theoretic models as well as the k-unlinkability model. After a categorization of identity management systems, we characterize the development from identity silos and federated systems to user-centric identity management solutions like OpenID and Microsoft Cardspace.
Chapter 3

Privacy

In order to specify the scope of privacy within this work, this chapter starts with an analysis of privacy definitions. After summarizing the characteristics of personal user data, we weigh the business value of personal user information. We continue with an overview of effective privacy laws and regulations. Finally, we discuss user attitudes and user behaviors in the context of personal data disclosures.

3.1 Definition

One of the first definitions of privacy originates from the year 1890 and was published in the "Harvard Law Review". In the article "The Right to Privacy" the authors Warren and Brandeis define privacy as

"the right to be let alone" [WB90].

This simple definition reflects the recognition of privacy at the end of the 19th century, when print media and new technological innovations like photography were responsible for the growing invasion of private and domestic areas. The authors express that the circulation of personal information is perceived as privacy violation and suggest prioritizing humans’ basic rights over the interest of the society to spread information.

Almost eighty years later in 1967, at the beginning of the information age, Westin proposed a novel definition of privacy. In his article of the book "Privacy and Freedom", Westin coined the well-known definition that privacy represents

"the claim of individuals, groups or institutions to determine for themselves when, how, and to what extent information about them is communicated to others” [Wes67].

A different view on privacy is provided by Goldberg et al. in the context of their work on privacy-enhancing technologies. This definition focuses on the user’s defensive abilities and specifies privacy as
"the ability of the individual to protect information about himself" [GWB97].

The cited definitions demonstrate the differing interpretations and recognitions of the term privacy. Considering the research questions we phrased in Chapter 1.2, the scope of this work is best summarized by the privacy perspective of Westin, which addresses the self-determined management of personal data.

In addition to the discussed views on privacy, several contributions have been published that define privacy in a variety of ways. For a comprehensive overview the interested reader is referred to [You78, Bur82, IP99, Sol08].

3.2 Personal Data

As personal user data represent the fundamental elements of our focused privacy perspective, we provide a brief overview of this sensitive information. According to the EU Directive 95/46/EC personal data are defined as

"any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person (data subject); an identifiable person is one who can be identified, directly or indirectly, [...]" [Eur95]

Analyzing this definition, we infer that personal data describe any characteristics attributable to a natural person.

The EU Directive provides six attribute groups suitable to describe a person, which include physical, physiological, mental, economic, cultural and social data [Eur95]. A broader scope of potential descriptive attributes is provided by user models. User Modeling targets the collection and structured storage of user data, which results in the accurate representation of a person [KKP01].

In addition to the characteristics of descriptive data, identifiable user data allow for the direct identification of data subjects [May06]. According to the Independent Center for Privacy Protection, Schleswig-Holstein, combinations of the following attributes have the function to grant uniqueness to a person [Ind03]: gender, first name, surname, date-of-birth, birthplace, number of birth certificate, identity of the parents, nationality, place of residence and profession. As the value of these identifying attributes has been proven in jurisdiction, many of these attributes are listed on national identification cards and passports.

The extent to which specific attributes are capable of uniquely identifying a person cannot generally be determined. For example, in a small group of persons the value of the attribute surname may be sufficient to uniquely identify each person. If the population of a whole city is considered, additional attributes are required (see also Chapter 2.3). In the context of k-anonymity, Sweeney proves that combinations of few demographic characteristics facilitate the unique identification in large populations [Swe02].
3.3 Business Value of Personal Data

In today’s information age, service providers are able to easily capture, process and forward personal user data [HAF05], which leads to an increased collection of this information. In many cases, a company’s business model relies on the collection of personal user data, which are, for instance, used to tailor personalized advertisements [CS07]. Consequently, the amount of personal user data represents a significant asset for these service providers. In the following we show the business potential of personal data for service providers.

3.3.1 Marketing

E-mail marketing represents a frequent form of direct marketing and plays an important role in the online marketing mix of companies [Lam06]. The sending of e-mails only requires valid e-mail addresses. Additional user attributes like address and personal interests allow for an individualized customer contact. Low costs and flexibility are regarded as main advantages of this type of marketing [Lam06].

Telephone marketing consists of all active and passive marketing measures that utilize the telephone [BK02]. Unfortunately, this type of direct marketing bears a considerably negative reputation. For this reason, Binder-Kissel recommends sales agents to listen 45% of the time of a telephone call [BK02]. In addition to a telephone number, effective telephone marketing relies on a full name, which is essential for the sales agent to relate a potential customer.

Personal user data also create additional options for a company’s price policy. In particular, detailed information about customers allows for price discrimination. This strategy sets an individual price of a product or service for each customer [Odl03]. Inputs of these pricing methods are the individual price elasticity of customers (first degree price discrimination) or the sold quantity (second degree price discrimination) [CSW97]. Third degree price discrimination prices products or services depending on the segment or location of a customer. The required market segmentation is enabled by personal customer data.

3.3.2 Personalization

In addition to conventional marketing techniques, stored personal user data are increasingly used for personalization [Tre07], which is defined as any modification process of systems that considers information about the user [Sea03].

In general, personalization systems are divided into the following categories [Kob04]:

- **Adaptable Systems**
  
  Adaptable systems enable users to specify interests and preferences, which are considered in future user interactions of the system. The user manually adapts the system to his/her needs.
• **Adaptive Systems**

These personalization systems execute fully automated adaptation processes. Behavioral user data and explicit user input serve as basis for adaptive systems.

Both types of personalization systems rely on the collection of user data, in order to determine specific user preferences and to execute adaptations to the system. For the collection of personal data user model acquisition methods are applied [KKP01].

According to Searby [Sea03] motivations for the application of personalization systems include targeted advertising, which generates increased revenue in the consumer market. Furthermore, personalization allows for the application of advanced customer relationship management that facilitates a customer-centric marketing approach. In that context, personalization has been identified as an essential instrument for customer loyalty [KKP01].

### 3.4 Privacy Laws

Privacy laws and regulations generally apply when identifying personal data are processed [WK08]. In the following we outline the background of existing privacy legislations.

Within the last thirty years, more than forty countries enacted national privacy laws, which define different technical and organizational requirements for the storage and processing of personal data in information systems [WK08].

A pioneering incubator for most effective privacy laws is the ”Guidelines on the Protection of Privacy and Transborder Flows of Personal Data” published by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) in 1980 [Org80]. The guidelines consist of non-binding recommendations for companies within the OECD member countries and aim at the international harmonization of privacy regulations, the facilitation of a free information exchange and the avoidance of unjustifiable trade barriers. We aggregate the OECD guidelines into the following principles:

• **Notification & Consent**

  In order to obtain data by lawful and fair means, users should be notified or explicitly accept the collection of personal data.

• **Purpose**

  Personal user data should be relevant for the purpose they are collected for. Additionally, the intended purpose should be specified and communicated to the user not later than at the time of data collection. In the consequence, personal data should exclusively be used for that specified purpose.

• **Third Parties**

  Likewise, personal data should not be forwarded to third parties without the prior knowledge and agreement of the user.
Security
Collected personal user data should be protected by the data collector from any potential misuse.

Openness & Access
Data collectors should follow a policy of openness with regard to privacy practices and privacy policies. Users should have the option to access stored personal data and to request the removal of personal data under certain circumstances.

Accountability
Finally, data collectors should be held accountable for the fulfillment of the stated principles.

In 1995 the European Union (EU) enacted the "Directive 95/46/EC on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data" [Eur95]. Unlike the OECD guidelines, the Directive is binding to all EU member states. Specifically, the legislation defines minimum standards that need to be implemented by national laws.

Most of the specified rules are based on the OECD guidelines. In addition to the OECD principles, the EU Directive regulates data traffic to non-EU countries. The data collector is only permitted to transfer personal user data to these countries, if privacy laws are effective that are in accordance with the EU Directive.

While the Directive dictates a national adoption in all member states, a review of the Commission of the European Communities in 2003 did not result in a positive evaluation [Com03]. The report states that privacy legislations in member states still show significant differences, which prevents multi-national organizations to develop European-wide data handling strategies.

The negative attestation triggered the foundation of a Work Programme for the better implementation of the Data Protection Directive. In 2007 a report of the Work Programme concluded that compliant privacy regulations are implemented in all member states [Com07].

In Germany the Federal Constitutional Court regards privacy as basic right, allowing persons to decide for themselves who to entrust personal information.

The Bundesdatenschutzgesetz (BDSG) defines general privacy regulations for public authorities as well as for private and corporate areas [BDS06]. The paramount purpose of the BDSG is to protect the individual from any processing of personal information that violates personal rights. The BDSG defines that the collection and processing of personal data is generally forbidden, unless a clear legal basis exists or the respective person gave explicit permission for that action. While the legislation covers personal information of a natural person, it is also applicable to anonymized and pseudonymized information.

The BDSG offers broad regulations for the protection of privacy, which may however be overridden by more specific regulations. The Telemediengesetz is an example for such a
sector-specific legislation, which regulates the processing of personal customer data collected by online service providers [TMG08].

In the United States privacy regulations are exclusively defined by sector-specific laws. Examples for these types of privacy legislations are the "Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act" [HIP96], which was enacted in 1996 for privacy in medical settings, or the "Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act" [COP98], which came into effect in 1998 for the protection of children under the age of 13.

As the European Union does not regard U.S. privacy regulations as equivalent to the EU Directive 95/46/EC, the United States and the European Commission formulated the Safe Harbor Principles [U.S00], which resemble the rules of the EU Directive. If these principles are followed by U.S. companies, these "Safe Harbors” qualify for the data import from EU countries.

The described privacy regulations only represent a summary of the worldwide privacy landscape. We pointed out that primarily the EU Directive 95/46/EC generated regulations that – given the proper implementation in all member countries – guarantee acceptable European-wide privacy protection. Unfortunately, outside Europe no binding super-national privacy laws exist. This situation implicates that in the World Wide Web users need to know the legal domicile of a service provider, in order to assess the legal privacy protection.

3.5 User Attitude & User Behavior

While privacy laws can only define general conditions for collectors of personal user data, the privacy attitude and the disclosure behavior of users represent elemental factors for effective privacy protection. We highlight surveyed privacy concerns of users and present studies that measure privacy attitudes over time. After acknowledging the fact that the actual behavior of users differs from their expressed privacy preferences, we identify criteria that influence the disclosure of personal data.

3.5.1 Privacy Concerns

In recent years numerous surveys have been conducted on privacy concerns. Within a summary of thirty surveys Teltzrow and Kobsa reveal that all studies unanimously underscore users’ concerns about the privacy implications of personal data disclosures and the monitoring of Internet activities [TK04].

In particular, the summary of surveys indicates that 70% to 95% of users are concerned about privacy and security of their personal information. Likewise, 82% to 95% refused to disclose personal information to a Web site at one time or another. Moreover, 27% of users expressed not to submit personal information to Web sites at all. The summary also points out that 6% to 40% send false or fictitious information to Web sites, when asked to register. Finally, 89% to 90% are concerned that businesses share personal user data for purposes that are different to
the originally expressed purposes. In addition to personal data misuses, users are concerned about various kinds of monitoring activities of Web site providers.

3.5.2 Privacy Attitude

Since the late 1970s Alan Westin conducted numerous privacy surveys that aim at an analysis of privacy attitudes of users [KC05]. In most of Westin’s surveys a privacy awareness index is calculated that serves as indicator for trends in privacy recognition.

Participating test candidates represent randomly selected U.S. residents that are interviewed via telephone. In order to classify their privacy attitude, a set of statements about the business use of personal information is presented. Test respondents have the option to either strongly agree, somewhat agree, somewhat disagree or strongly disagree with a statement [Tay03]. After the first survey of this kind in 1991 [HW91], the wording of the statements has been adapted to actual trends and privacy threats. Since 1995 the following statements are read to test candidates [KC05]:

1. Consumers have lost all control over how personal information is collected and used by companies.

2. Most businesses handle the personal information they collect about consumers in a proper and confidential way.

3. Existing laws and organizational practices provide a reasonable level of protection for consumer privacy today.

Responses to these statements are utilized to group test persons into one of the following privacy concern categories [Tay03]:

- **Privacy Fundamentalist**
  
  "[Privacy Fundamentalists] feel very strongly about privacy matters. They tend to feel that they have lost a lot of their privacy and are strongly resistant to any further erosion of it."

- **Privacy Pragmatists**
  
  "[Privacy Pragmatists] have strong feelings about privacy and are very concerned to protect themselves from the abuse or misuse of their personal information by companies or government agencies."

- **Privacy Unconcerned**
  
  "[Privacy Unconcerned] have no real concerns about privacy and [...] have far less anxiety about how other people and organizations are using information about them."

In particular, a test candidate is classified as privacy fundamentalist, if he/she agrees with the first statement and disagrees with statement two and three [KC05]. Conversely, if a test person
disagrees with statement one and agrees with the following statements, he/she is regarded as privacy unconcerned. Test respondents with all remaining combinations of answers are classified as privacy pragmatists. We point out that for the evaluation no differentiation is made between the answers "strongly agree" and "somewhat agree" as well as "strongly disagree" and "somewhat disagree", respectively.

Kumaraguru and Cranor lay out a summary of all Westin surveys conducted between 1990 and 2004 [KC05]. Their work allows for an analysis of privacy attitudes over time, which is illustrated in Figure 3.1. The distribution of privacy categories indicates a clear majority of privacy pragmatists. Over time a decreasing proportion of unconcerned users is observed, while the share of privacy pragmatists is rising constantly. The deviations before 1995 are explained by the differing statements used for the surveys. The outlying value of privacy fundamentalists in the year 2001 is regarded as consequence of the 9/11 attacks [HI02].

In an effort to refine the privacy attitude classification of Westin, Jensen et al. suggest the following set of revised statements that are built to detect distinctive properties of the Westin privacy concern categories [JPJ05]:

1. I am concerned about online identity theft.
2. I am concerned about my privacy online.
3. I am concerned about my privacy in everyday life.
4. I am likely to read the privacy policy of an ecommerce site before buying anything.
5. Privacy policies accurately reflect what companies do.

In addition to the four answers offered by Westin, test respondents have the option to express a neutral opinion to a statement. A test candidate is classified as privacy fundamentalist, if at least four privacy-oriented answers and no negative answer are given. If no statement is answered
privacy-oriented and if at most one neutral answer is given, a test person is categorized as privacy unconcerned. The remaining combinations of answers identify privacy pragmatists. A survey conducted in 2005 resulted in shares of 34% privacy fundamentalists, 43% privacy pragmatists and 23% privacy unconcerned. Even though different statements have been used, the distribution of user groups approximately resembles the prior discussed results of the Westin surveys.

A survey of Ackerman et al. analyzes the privacy behavior of 381 online users [ACR99]. The study focuses on privacy concerns in specific scenarios, accounting for the situational factor of privacy. Similar to Westin, the classification of users results in three clusters. 17% of all test persons are categorized as privacy fundamentalists, while 56% build the pragmatic majority. Finally, 27% are classified as marginally concerned about privacy.

Spiekermann et al. examine the behavior of 206 test customers [SGB01] and identify four user clusters (see Figure 3.2). In addition to privacy fundamentalists (30%) and marginally concerned users (24%), the remaining pragmatic users are clustered into two additional groups, which differ within the scope of privacy concerns. Identity concerned users (20%) worry about the potential revelation of identifying data like name, address, or e-mail. Profile averse users (26%) are concerned about the potential user profile generation and the entailed inference of interests, hobbies and other personal information.

3.5.3 Deviations from Expressed Preferences

Contrary to prevalent privacy concerns proven by numerous user studies (see summary in Section 3.5.1), Ackerman et al. identify mismatches within the test results of a conducted survey (see Section 3.5.2), which hint at discrepancies between self-reported preferences of users and their actual behavior [ACR99].

Based on Ackerman’s findings Spiekermann et al. compare self-reported privacy preferences to observed behaviors in a fictitious Web shop [SGB01]. The authors prove that users are
willing to disclose an increasing amount of personal data, even if stated differently. The most inconsistent behavior is found in the cluster of privacy-aware test candidates.

This observed distortion is supported by Behrens who found that 20% of all persons who stated they have placed orders at online shops expressed they would never disclose personal data like name and address on the Internet [Beh01].

In his work about privacy-enhanced Web personalization, Kobsa concludes that due to these apparent discrepancies Web developers should not be discouraged about the increasing privacy concerns revealed by consumer surveys, as in daily practice users are preoccupied with other factors that override their privacy concerns [Kob07c].

Instead of acting according to their privacy concerns, users seem to perform a cost-benefit trade-off, weighing potential privacy threats against a short-term use [Tay03, AG05]. Such a benefit can, for instance, be a personalized Web offer, a financial reward or a social benefit [Kob07c].

3.5.4 Factors Influencing the Disclosure of Personal Data

As the Internet is regarded as a place of incomplete and inconsistent information, users tend to apply heuristics and subjective criteria in decision making processes [BGS05], including decisions about the disclosure of personal data.

Cranor et al. [CRA99] conducted the first comprehensive user study that analyzed the disclosure behavior of users. The study’s participants were statistically selected and represented a demographic average of the population. Specifically, the following main factors have been identified as relevant for the disclosure of personal data:

- Sensitivity of Personal Data
- Decision Factors for the Disclosure of Information
- Identifiability
- Tracking

The study confirms that every person has an individual sensitivity when it comes to the disclosure of a certain personal data type (see also [CS05]). This sensitivity, however, is hard to measure. Cranor et al. detect this sensitivity by asking users about their level of comfort, assuming that users’ comfortableness decreases, if sensitive data are disclosed. The outcome allows an approximate calculation of each data type’s sensitivity.

As illustrated in Figure 3.3, personal data like interests and preferences tend to be disclosed with little concern. Personal information that facilitates service providers to directly contact users is disclosed more reluctantly. The authors suspect that the differing level of potential annoyance of these data types impacts the disclosure behavior. For this reason, many users are willing to disclose their e-mail address, while most candidates do not feel comfortable
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Figure 3.3: Level of Comfort for the Disclosure of Individual Data Types [CRA99]

providing a telephone number. Personal data like the social security number, a credit card number and the personal income show the lowest level of comfort.

Evaluating privacy policies of Web sites, Cranor et al. identify decision factors that impact a decision about the disclosure of personal data. The results are charted in Figure 3.4. Specifically, the authors identify data sharing with third parties, the identifiable use, the purpose of information collection and the kind of information as most important factors for the disclosure of personal data. Factors like the presence of a privacy seal and the presence of a data retention policy play a secondary role, which is explained by the lacking technical understanding of most users and their mistrust in service providers’ ability to erase all user data. In addition, identifiability influences the disclosure behavior of users. As expected, users who are not identified – or believe that they are not identified – tend to disclose more personal information. Tracking refers to the observation of user’s browsing behavior by one or more service providers, which can be achieved by the use of a personal identifier in cookies. Even though most users are able to associate tracking with cookies, they lack the technical knowledge to understand the involved processes [JPJ05]. Cranor et al. showed that users accept tracking for a specific use or value. They do not ban personalized advertisements in general, but do not accept that practice across multiple sites.

In a similar user experiment Jensen et al. offer test persons variants of Web shops that differ in privacy-relevant factors like contact data, effective privacy policies and the presence and use of graphical icons [JPJ05]. The findings of the survey show that unconcerned users value the existence of privacy-friendly policies. For pragmatists the authors derive a complex model that includes several factors. Privacy seals and the specific content of privacy policies are identified as most significant criteria. For fundamentalists no statistical dependency on any factor can be determined.
3.6 Summary

In this chapter we present differing recognitions and interpretations of privacy and focus on the self-determined management of personal data. After summarizing the main characteristics of personal data, we discuss the business value of collected personal customer information for marketing and personalization activities.

Furthermore, we lay out the development of supra-national and national privacy laws and regulations in Europe and the United States. While the European Union enacted the binding Directive 95/46/EC, which implements the OECD guidelines, the United States defined sector-specific privacy laws. In general, privacy regulations set basic rules for data collectors, but do not guarantee effective privacy protection.

We continue with an analysis of surveyed privacy concerns and privacy attitudes. Presenting the classification of Westin, we highlight the increasing majority of privacy pragmatists, while the fraction of privacy unconcerned is fading. Furthermore, we point out mismatches of expressed user preferences and observed behaviors, before we outline factors that impact the disclosure of personal data.
Chapter 4

Privacy-enhancing Technologies

In this chapter we focus on technologies and tools that assist users in protecting their privacy. As machine-readable privacy policies play an essential role in most approaches, we start with an analysis of suitable policy languages in the context of privacy. In the remainder of the chapter, we present an overview of existing privacy-enhancing technologies, focusing on solutions that support users in making an informed decision about personal data disclosures. Finally, we evaluate usability efforts made in this field of research.

4.1 Privacy Policy and Privacy Preference Languages

In general, a privacy policy of a service provider summarizes the usage of collected personal user data [KD08]. Most Web sites in the World Wide Web describe these data handling practices in a textual form, which, however, provides little clarity and understandability to users [Pol07]. Targeting this shortcoming, many privacy-enhancing technologies (PETs) aim at a clear presentation and intuitive evaluation of privacy policies, which requires a machine-readable representation of that information.

Based on a pre-defined categorization scheme this section focuses on suitable languages and frameworks for the machine-readable definition of privacy policies. This analysis includes the examination of corresponding privacy preference languages.

4.1.1 Categorization Scheme

The above-cited definition of privacy policies does not allow a clear identification of application scenarios. Seeking a precise categorization scheme for policy languages, we present a model that defines potential types of privacy polices. We consider a scenario where a data subject (user) discloses personal data to a data consumer (service provider) in the World Wide Web. The data consumer may forward these personal user data to a third party. Figure 4.1 illustrates the participating entities along with possible types of privacy policies, which are introduced in the following:
• **P0: Privacy Preferences of the Data Subject**
  This policy type allows data subjects to specify the conditions under which they are willing to disclose certain personal data. Since they are machine-readable, PETs can thereupon match them with published privacy assurances of the data consumer (see P1) and signal a resulting recommendation.

• **P1: Privacy Assurance of the Data Consumer**
  This classic form of a privacy policy is used to summarize privacy practices of the service provider in natural or machine-readable language [LLCL98]. Such a privacy assurance is usually published on the service provider’s Web site. In the context of privacy and access control policies, Anderson names the consuming identity, the involved data, the action and the purpose/context as mandatory parts of such a policy [And04]. Anderson also mentions conditions and obligations, which apply to parts of policy types P2 and P3.

• **P2: Internal Use and Release of the Data Consumer**
  Policies of this kind allow data consumers to internally monitor the prior defined and published privacy assurances (see P1).

• **P3: Processing Rules for the Re-use of Data**
  If the data consumer forwards personal data to third parties, this policy type regulates that personal data are processed in line with originally published purposes and contexts.

Further aggregating the defined policy types, Kumaraguru et al. suggest the classification into languages that communicate the privacy policy of a company and languages that allow the specification of user preferences [KCLC07]:

- **Privacy Policy Languages** Privacy policy languages cover policy types P1, P2 and P3. External privacy policy languages, like P1 and P3, define policies that are published or exchanged between actors, while internal languages, like P2, describe internal rules of a data-consuming actor [WK08].

- **Privacy Preference Languages** Privacy preference languages correspond to policy type...
In the following sections we evaluate the capabilities of existing privacy policy and privacy preference languages.

### 4.1.2 Privacy Policy Languages

In this section we analyze policy languages that are suitable for the representation of external and internal privacy policies. Privacy policy languages should provide a high degree of functionality, in order to cover all defined policy types. Moreover, we weigh the expressiveness of a language, which guarantees the definition of all mandatory parts of a privacy policy (see Section 4.1.1 [And04]). An additional criterion is the provision of policy enforcement on the provider side.

We start with the well-known P3P specification and continue with the XACML and EPAL frameworks.

**P3P – Platform for Privacy Preferences**

The Platform for Privacy Preferences (P3P) was recommended by the W3C in 2002 and provides a vocabulary that defines the syntax and semantics of P3P privacy policies [CLM+02b]. The current version 1.1 was published as W3C Working Group Note in 2006 [CDE+06].
P3P allows service providers to express their textual privacy policies in a standardized, machine-readable format [RC99]. The resulting P3P policy is published at a known subdirectory on the service provider’s Web server. When the user visits a Web site, the presence of a P3P policy allows a dedicated privacy agent tool on the user side to retrieve the P3P policy and match it with pre-defined privacy preferences of the user. Those user preferences are defined using the preference language APPEL (see below). Figure 4.2 depicts a schematic overview of the P3P policy matching process. Unlike textual privacy policies, P3P facilitates the automatic analysis and clear presentation of a service provider’s privacy policy.

Before we focus on the elements of the P3P vocabulary, we list the following exemplary P3P policy:

Listing 4.1: P3P Policy Example

As the P3P specification enables service providers to assign an individual P3P policy to each segment of a Web site (e.g. a specific subpage or Web form), the element POLICY marks a distinct P3P policy, which is identified by the attribute name [CDE+06]. An additional attribute discuri links to the respective textual privacy policy. All policies of a P3P policy file are contained in the element POLICIES.

The element ENTITY consists of subelements that specify a mandatory name of the Web site’s host. Additional elements allow the specification of contact information such as an e-mail
address, address information or a telephone number. The ACCESS element indicates the ability of a user to access disclosed personal information. In our example policy, this ex post access of disclosed personal data is not offered. An optional DISPUTES element allows the definition of dispute-resolution procedures. This tag could, for instance, name a service representative who is responsible for the handling of privacy disputes.

The STATEMENT element provides information about data handling practices of the service provider and contains the elements DATA-GROUP, PURPOSE, RECIPIENT and RETENTION.

Also used for the description of service provider information within the ENTITY element, DATA-GROUP specifies personal data types collected by the service provider. For the representation of data types the P3P standard defines a basic data type schema, which can be extended by the service provider. Furthermore, P3P provides 17 data type categories (like, for instance, financial or health). These aggregations can be used instead of fine-grained data types. The example policy indicates the collection of clickstream and http information.

After the specification of collected personal data, the PURPOSE element names purposes for the request of personal data. In addition to administration and development purposes, five elements focus on personalization, defined with regard to the persistence of the personalization activities and the identifiability of the used personal data. Two additional elements are devoted to contacting purposes and differ from the defined communication channels. Finally, the current purpose indicates that the requested data types are used for the fulfillment of the offered service. With the introduction of version 1.1 of the P3P standard an optional extension allows a more precise specification of the current purpose. For this reason, 23 primary purpose (PPURPOSE) elements are defined (for example sales or education). The presented example policy uses the requested personal data for a communication service. In addition, personal data are used for administration purposes (admin) and personalization activities of the current session (tailoring).

The RECIPIENT element lists groups of third parties the service provider shares personal user data with. The six provided elements include exclusively internal usage, distribution to partners that apply the same data handling practices and distribution to providers with unknown data handling practices. In the above example policy, the service provider states to use the requested data exclusively internally.

The P3P standard enables service providers to refine PURPOSE and RECIPIENT elements with an optional required attribute, which indicates offered opt-in or opt-out options of the user.

Finally, the RETENTION element reveals the time the service provider plans to store collected personal data. In the example policy, the provider signals an indefinite storage of the requested user data.

Currently, P3P along with APPEL represents the only comprehensive framework for the definition and matching of machine-readable privacy policies. However, while P3P exists for several years, most service providers refused to add P3P policies to their Web sites [ECC06].
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Studies of Egelmann et al. analyzed the top results of frequently used search queries. The studies reveal that the vast majority of Web sites does not offer a P3P policy. Furthermore, most of the identified P3P policies showed syntactical policy errors. A survey of Reay et al. compared the adoption of P3P between 2003 and 2005 [RBDM07]. Similar to the studies of Egelmann et al., the survey found that the adoption of P3P is stagnant and that frequent errors occur in P3P policies. The comparative survey also unveiled the low maintenance of published P3P policies. Due to the apparent adoption rate and quality of P3P policies, most Internet users are not familiar with the term P3P [JPJ05].

Main reasons for the lagging acceptance of P3P are frequently discussed weaknesses of the P3P specification.

Focusing on functionality, the P3P standard is designed to communicate privacy practices to the user [CLM+02b]. Applied to Figure 4.1 this definition corresponds to policy type P1. P3P does not provide means for the definition of the remaining policy types P2 and P3.

In terms of expressiveness, the syntactically correct combination of P3P elements allows the definition of more than 36,000 P3P policies [CGA06]. Unfortunately, the standard does not provide understandable and semantically clear explanations of the element values [CGA06, Coy99], which limits the accurate translation of textual privacy policies [ECC06].

In general, it seems unlikely that the offered vocabulary is capable of exactly defining any privacy practices of service providers. For example, a service provider’s specific purpose for a data collection may not be representable by a combination of only twelve purpose elements. In this case, the P3P standard suggests to choose the vocabulary terms that most closely match the privacy practices and, in addition, to provide a human-readable explanation [CLM+02b]. Such a remedy, however, seems barely acceptable in the sensitive topic of privacy. In this context, Stufflebeam et al. conclude that P3P neither has the scope nor the breadth to define complete company-wide privacy policies [SAHJ04].

Even though not claimed by the standard, the non-existent enforcement of privacy policies represents a further weakness of P3P. While a published P3P policy asserts privacy practices of the service provider, users are not able to control the usage of their personal data [SSA06]. This lacking enforcement requires users to trust the accuracy and truth of the service provider’s privacy statements.

Moreover, P3P offers users to either accept or reject a published privacy policy [WK07]. The standard does not offer the possibility to negotiate privacy policies with service providers.

**XACML – eXtensible Access Control Markup Language**

The most recent version 2.0 of the Extensible Access Control Markup Language (XACML) was ratified by the OASIS in 2005 and standardizes the management of security policies, access requests and authorization decisions [Mos05a].

A main characteristic of XACML is the policy enforcement model, which is defined by IETF and ISO [YPG00, WSS+01, ITU95]. The components of the model are depicted in Figure 4.3.
According to the model access to a protected resource is rerouted to a Policy Enforcement Point (PEP) that formalizes the data request (1). Thereupon, the access request is diverted to a Policy Decision Point (PDP) (2). The PDP collects applicable policies for the access request (3). In addition, attributes relevant for the access request are retrieved (4). After an evaluation of the policies in combination with the received attributes, an authorization decision is calculated and returned to the PEP (5). According to the XACML standard this decision results in the values \textit{Permit}, \textit{Deny} or \textit{Not applicable}. The latter value indicates that no suitable policy is available for the access request or that the available attributes are not sufficient to evaluate the policy. Based on the authorization decision the PEP grants or rejects access to the protected resource (6).

XACML policies, requests and decisions are expressed using a specific vocabulary whose elements are referred to as attributes. Unlike P3P, attributes are built domain-specifically; the syntax – including a unique identifier and a data type – and the semantics are defined by the involved applications. For an authorization decision the PDP requires the domain-specific attribute syntax, while it is not required to know the attribute semantics.

An XACML access request contains mandatory attributes about the accessing subject, the protected resource and the requested action [Mos05a]. Optional attributes provide additional environmental information. In the context of a privacy-related data request, the specification of a purpose is a mandatory part of the access request. For this reason, the XACML 2.0 extension "Privacy Policy Profile" provides two additional attributes that name a purpose the data resource was collected for, and a second element that indicates the purpose of the request [Mos05b].

For the expression of policies the XACML standard provides attribute data types and matching functions. A policy set element contains all policies of an XACML policy file. Each policy set...
includes one or more rules that define access restrictions. The evaluation sequence of policies and rules are controlled by a set of policy- and rule-combining algorithms, which are expressed as attributes of the policy and rule tags. Listing 4.2 shows an exemplary XACML policy. Consider that the rules of the first policy evaluates to Permit and Deny. The rule-combining algorithm of policy 1 (permit-overrides) defines that any rule that results in a Permit decision overrides all remaining rules. Consequently, policy 1 evaluates to Permit. Policy 2 results in a Deny decision, as the first applicable rule evaluates to Deny. As the results of policy 1 and policy 2 contradict, the policy-combining algorithm of the policy set (deny-overrides) leads to a final Deny decision.

Listing 4.2: XACML Policy Example

Rules represent the most elemental parts of a XACML policy. Each rule contains conditions that specify functions to be applied for an attribute matching. The following example shows a rule that compares two attribute values of the access request. The rule evaluates to Permit, if the purpose the data resource is requested for equals the original purpose it was collected for.

Listing 4.3: XACML Privacy Rule [Mos05b]

Even though XACML is primarily designed as an access control solution, the standard can be extended to cater the needs of privacy-related scenarios.
According to Madsen et al. XACML is solely suitable for the definition of policy types P2 and P3 [MCMW06]. As the syntax and the semantics of the standard are extensible, the application for a definition of a policy type P1 is possible.

Berthold considers P3P as a query language, as a P3P policy essentially queries attributes from the user [Ber04]. The author shows that the addition of the privacy-related purpose attributes to XACML facilitates the definition of queries similar to those in a P3P policy. While XACML does not yet provide the necessary vocabulary to match the expressiveness of P3P, the definition of additional privacy-related attributes could simply be integrated into the "Privacy Policy Profile". After such an extension XACML would emerge to a complete policy framework that covers policy types P1, P2 and P3.

Designed as access control solution, the XACML standard is fully capable of enforcing policies (see Figure 4.3).

EPAL – Enterprise Privacy Authorization Language

In 2002 IBM Research published a model for the formalization of privacy policies in enterprises [KS02]. The model identifies six necessary elements of a privacy policy. Based on this work, Ashley et al. introduce the "Platform for Enterprise Privacy Practices" framework (E-P3P), which allows enterprises to automatically enforce privacy practices [AHKS02]. Finally, E-P3P served as foundation for the development of the "Enterprise Privacy Authorization Language" (EPAL) as part of IBM’s Enterprise Privacy Management solution [AHK03].

EPAL offers a formal language that – like XACML – resembles an access control solution [SAHJ04]. The framework is built on the same policy enforcement model applied in XACML (see Figure 4.3). Likewise, EPAL also provides a domain-specific definition of attributes (see above).

According to Bhattacharya and Gupta, EPAL represents a list of rules of differing priority [BG05]. Each EPAL rule lists an action a certain user group is allowed to perform on certain data [AHK03]. Rules also define conditions that consider external context information. Moreover, obligations describe limitations of the performed action that need to be executed by the EPAL environment. Such an obligation could, for instance, involve the deletion of the requested data after a certain period of time.

In the following we show a simplified example of an EPAL rule. The example corresponds to a privacy policy that states to collect contact information for research purposes and to comply with strict legal restrictions. An EPAL policy used for the internal enforcement of such a statement is listed in the following:

```xml
<rule>
  <ruling>ALLOW</ruling>
  <userCategory>organization name</userCategory>
  <action>DISCLOSE</action>
  <dataCategory>ContactInformation</dataCategory>
  <purpose>ResearchPurpose</purpose>
</rule>
```
As the vocabulary used in an EPAL policy is specified in a separate file, EPAL allows the definition of slim rules. This design enables the definition of a vocabulary, which is valid for a whole corporate network or even an industry sector [AHK03].

If more than one rule is applicable for a data request, EPAL evaluates the first applicable rule of a policy; the following rules are ignored. Compared to XACML, EPAL does not provide rule-combining algorithms.

As EPAL was built by IBM to facilitate the internal enforcement of privacy statements, the framework exclusively covers policy type P2. However, efforts to translate EPAL rules into P1 policies have been pursued [SVHW03]. In addition, the presence of a publishable vocabulary definition potentially facilitates the transfer of EPAL rules to third parties, which corresponds to a policy type P3 scenario.

With regard to expressiveness, EPAL offers all necessary policy elements to define internal privacy policies. As the specification was designed for the internal use in enterprises, it does not offer an element for the definition of disclosures to third parties. Furthermore, the lack of rule-combining algorithms complicates the definition of a foreseeable evaluation behavior.

Like XACML, EPAL is designed as an access control solution and, hence, enables the automatic enforcement of policies.

### 4.1.3 Privacy Preference Languages

After an analysis of policy languages that focus on data consumers and third parties, this section discusses languages for the expression of the data subject’s privacy preferences. These preferences allow a dedicated user tool to automatically calculate a disclosure recommendation based on a service provider’s machine-readable privacy policy.

Like for privacy policy languages, expressiveness represents a crucial evaluation criterion. In this context, a high degree of expressiveness facilitates the generation of rules that accurately reflect a data subject’s data disclosure behavior. A suitable privacy preference language should also be semantically consistent, meaning that preferences that differ syntactically but match semantically should not result in ambiguous policy matchings. Finally, we consider the syntactic and semantic compatibility to privacy policy languages, which is a prerequisite for a successful policy matching.

In addition to the P3P preference language APPEL, this section analyzes XPref and presents an overview of the semantic preference language Rei.
APPEL – A P3P Preference Exchange Language

The P3P standard (see Section 4.1.2) proposes the idea of an automatic matching of privacy policies with user's individual privacy preferences [CLM+02b]. For this purpose, along with the P3P standard “A P3P Privacy Preference Exchange Language” (APPEL) was introduced by the W3C [CLM02a]. APPEL facilitates the rule-based definition of privacy preferences and complements the concepts of the P3P standard.

In particular, APPEL rules contain conditions that define acceptable or unacceptable content of a P3P policy. An applicable APPEL rule triggers a defined action, which is specified by the \texttt{behavior} attribute of the rule element. APPEL defines three activity values for \texttt{behavior}. The \texttt{request} activity indicates that the user accepts the privacy policy of the service provider, while \texttt{block} signals the opposite. The \texttt{limited} activity specifies that the user partially accepts the processed privacy policy. A supplemental \texttt{prompt} attribute implies that the user wishes an explicit notification about the application of the respective rule. A corresponding agent could, for instance, implement such a notification with a pop-up window.

Demonstrating the structure and the composition of APPEL, the following listing presents a simple APPEL rule set that includes two rules:

```xml
<appel:RULESET xmlns:appel="http://www.w3.org/2002/04/APPELv1"
    xmlns:p3p="http://www.w3.org/2000/12/P3Pv1">

  <appel:RULE behavior="block">
    <p3p:POLICY>
      <p3p:STATEMENT>
        <p3p:DATA-GROUP>
          <p3p:DATA>
            <p3p:CATEGORIES appel:connective="or">
              <p3p:physical/>
              <p3p:demographic/>
            </p3p:CATEGORIES>
          </p3p:DATA>
        </p3p:DATA-GROUP>
      </p3p:STATEMENT>
    </p3p:POLICY>
  </appel:RULE>

  <appel:RULE behavior="limited" prompt="yes"
    promptmsg="Suspicious Policy. Do you want to continue?">
    <appel:OTHERWISE/>
    <appel:RULE/>
  </appel:RULESET>
```

Listing 4.5: Simplified APPEL Rule Set [CLM02a]
The first rule (line 4) defines a block rule that specifies elements of a P3P privacy policy, which are not acceptable for the user. The example shows that this rule includes the appearance of specific data categories and recipients. APPEL provides a set of connective attributes for the definition of logical connections of child nodes. The APPEL connective or in the CATEGORIES element, for instance, specifies the occurrence of either the physical or the demographic data category.

The second rule (line 26) employs the OTHERWISE element to capture those P3P policies no applicable rule is defined for. The limited attribute shows that the user partially accepts those privacy policies. Additional attributes signal the necessity of a prompt message along with the content of that message.

The sequence of the rule evaluation is defined by the order of the rules within the rule set. Similar to EPAL, no additional rules are considered after an applicable rule has fired.

In summary, APPEL was tailored as a slim and understandable privacy preference language. Designed as part of the P3P framework, it is semantically compatible with P3P privacy policies. Unfortunately, the language’s expressiveness is significantly limited by the provided connectives [AKSX03]. If connectives are defined within an element, all child nodes are affected by that single connective; the combination of different connectives in a set of child elements is not possible and requires the definition of multiple rules.

Additionally, the matching semantics represent a further deficiency of APPEL and prevent a widespread use in practical scenarios. In particular, the language does not provide elements that allow the prioritization of rules. Instead, rules are evaluated, as they appear in the rule set. The first applicable rule is fired, while the remaining rules are ignored. This evaluation leads to an unexpected and erratic behavior in certain cases.

The identified deficiencies prove an insufficient semantic consistency, especially when rules that express what is acceptable are evaluated. The proper evaluation of APPEL rules can only be guaranteed, if unacceptable parts of a privacy policy (block rules) are defined [AKSX03]. This practice, however, complicates the generation of rule sets.

**XPref**

Seeking remedy for the identified shortcomings of APPEL, Agrawal et al. propose the preference language XPref [AKSX03], which utilizes the XML query language XPath [BBC+07]. XPath defines the standardized addressing of parts of an XML document and seems an obvious choice for the evaluation of XML-based P3P policies. Compatible to P3P, XPref offers an interesting alternative for APPEL.

XPref reuses several elements of APPEL, such as RULESET, RULE and behavior. Representing the core of XPref, the rule conditions are not expressed with rule subelements, but with XPath expressions, contained by the attribute condition. Listing 4.6 shows an exemplary XPref rule:
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Listing 4.6: Exemplary XPref Rule [AKSX03]

```
<RULESET>
  <RULE behavior="block"
    condition="/POLICY/STATEMENT/PURPOSE/*
    [((name(.)) = "contact" or
     name(.)) = "telemarketing"]" />
</RULESET>
```

The **condition** attribute starts with a path that addresses all child nodes of a P3P policy statement’s **PURPOSE** subnode. Subsequently, these child nodes are matched with the purposes **contact** and **telemarketing**. The condition of the XPref rule is satisfied, if at least one of these purposes matches. Additional XPath operators facilitate the evaluation of multiple statements of a P3P policy.

Unlike APPEL, the characteristics of XPref enable users to define both acceptable and unacceptable conditions [KCLC07], which contributes to the expressiveness of the language. Unfortunately, targeting P3P policies and based on APPEL, XPref inherits several weaknesses of these specifications, such as the limited vocabulary for the definition of preferences [KDJ+05].

While Agrawal et al. present a detailed overview of APPEL’s weaknesses [AKSX03], they do not prove the semantic consistency of XPref rule sets [BJW08]. As XPref follows the same syntax orientation as APPEL, the same inconsistencies are likely to occur during the evaluation of rules [LYA02].

Rei

Addressing the limited expressiveness and semantic inconsistency of syntax-oriented languages, Kagal et al. introduce the flexible policy language Rei [KFJ03], which is built on deontic concepts [MW93].

Specifically, Kolari et al. discuss the application of Rei in the context of user preferences [KDJ+05]. A domain-specific ontology provides relevant classes and properties for the definition of privacy preferences. Many elements of the ontology correspond to elements of APPEL. Additional preconditions allow the filtering of rules, before conditions are evaluated. Like described in prior preference languages, conditions allow the reference to elements of a P3P policy. Moreover, statements of additional ontologies can be used, which facilitate the expression of fine-tuned privacy practices. A variety of connectors further increases the expressiveness of Rei.

Additionally, the language allows the definition of rule priorities, which assist users in determining the evaluation behavior. Rei also provides elements for the specification of obligations that are bound to granted actions.

Compared to syntactically oriented languages, the ontology-based concept of Rei offers a maximum variety of privacy preferences. Even though not covered by the authors, the semantic orientation of Rei contributes to the consistency of the language.
4.1.4 Summary

After the presentation of a privacy policy categorization scheme, this section analyzes and evaluates capabilities of privacy policy languages (policy types P1, P2 and P3) and privacy preference languages (policy type P0).

The P3P specification provides a complete framework for the definition of privacy policies. However, frequent criticism of the standard includes its limited expressiveness, imprecise semantics and lacking negotiation and enforcement capabilities. XACML, on the other hand, offers an access control solution that has the potential to serve as powerful privacy policy framework, featuring a policy enforcement model and an extensible vocabulary. To this day, the XACML privacy profile, however, does not provide all necessary elements required for the definition of privacy policies. Offering similar capabilities as XACML, the privacy policy language EPAL is primarily designed for the internal enforcement of privacy policies in enterprises. Further efforts towards the transformation of EPAL policies to external privacy policies would allow a more widespread application.

The privacy preference language APPEL facilitates the simple definition of rules that list acceptable and unacceptable content of P3P privacy policies. Major shortcomings of APPEL are its evaluation semantics and – like the underlying P3P specification – its limited expressiveness. Weaknesses of APPEL are targeted by XPref that utilizes XPath expressions for a more accurate definition of rule conditions. In an effort to overcome the deficiencies of syntax-oriented preference languages, Rei proposes a semantic approach for the specification of privacy preferences. While the integration of ontologies maximizes the potential expressiveness of the language, semantic technologies – including the generation of ontologies – are far from reaching the necessary level of maturity.

4.2 Existing Privacy Tools

Motivated by users who required technical means to protect their privacy, so called privacy-enhancing technologies (PETs) emerged [Bur97, GWB97], which aim for the limitation or prevention of personal data misuse [PK99]. PETs make personal data transactions more transparent and facilitate users to exercise their right of informational self-determination.

4.2.1 Categorization

As laid out in Chapter 3.1 differing recognitions and interpretations of privacy exist. Likewise, versatile PETs have been developed in recent years that focus on different aspects of privacy. The three cited privacy definitions of Chapter 3.1 allows for the classification of PETs into the following categories:

- **Category 1**
  
  "the ability of the individual to protect information about himself" [GWB97]
In the context of PETs, we interpret this definition as the protection of the user’s identity and his/her physical data. From that perspective this definition applies to more technical, IT security-related PET approaches like cryptographical encryption and anonymization.

The goal of tools belonging to this category is the modification of the user’s identity in such a way as to guarantee the exclusive access of personal data by authorized recipients. For an overview of technical implementations in this area the interested reader is referred to [Fed05].

**Category 2**

"the claim of individuals, groups, or institutions to determine for themselves when, how and to what extent information about them is communicated to others” [Wes67]

The definition of Alan Westin highlights the user’s ability to decide about the amount, the recipients and the conditions of personal data disclosures. This interpretation is frequently referred to as ”informed choice”, which accurately summarizes the definition of Westin.

The purpose of tools considering this privacy aspect is the presentation of all available information required to support the user in a disclosure decision.

**Category 3**

"the right to be let alone” [WB90]

Originating from the year 1890, this definition at first glance looks too simple to be regarded in modern times. However, considering the aggressive marketing strategies of many companies – including unsolicited mail and telephone offers – the cited definition has not lost anything of its actuality.

PET tools belonging to category 3 offer means that protect the user from these unwanted contacts.

Analogous to Chapter 3.1, the goals of this work target PETs that enable users to make an informed choice about the disclosure of personal data. For this reason, we focus on solutions that offer privacy protection as defined in category 2. In the remainder of this work, when mentioning PETs, we refer to solutions of this category.

Similar to the terminology used by Lederer et al. [LHDL04], we further divide PETs into groups that consider temporal activities of users. The basis of this refined categorization is the use of PETs before, during or after the disclosure of personal data.

**Potential Information Flows**

The first group of PETs assists users in protecting potential personal information flows [LHDL04]. These information flows contain all privacy-related activities a user executes before the transfer of personal data, such as the definition of disclosure rules.

**Actual Information Flows**

The second group focuses on actual personal information flows. These PETs cover solutions that support and protect users, when personal data are about to be disclosed. A
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Figure 4.4: Categorized PET Solutions

...typical PET tool of that group is a privacy agent that offers relevant information to the user and recommends a specific behavior.

- **Past Information Flows**

Finally, we define a third group of PETs that enables users to manage past personal information flows. This group includes approaches that concentrate on the presentation and ex post modification of already disclosed personal data.

The defined information flows contribute to an approximate placement of PET solutions and serve as basis for a comprehensive PET tool set introduced in the second part of this work.

4.2.2 Available Solutions

This section evaluates available PET tools and technologies that offer users an informed choice about the disclosure of personal data. Figure 4.4 divides the discussed tools into the refined categories of the previous section. Policy viewers, privacy seals and the Web of Trust exclusively assist users in protecting actual information flows. Agent tools proactively capture disclosure rules, which are matched with privacy policies of visited service providers. Hence, these tools contribute to the protection of both potential and actual information flows. Finally, logging tools allow for the management of past information flows.

4.2.2.1 Policy Viewers

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, service providers publish privacy policies that communicate planned data handling practices with regard to collected personal user data. In addition to the requested data types, the privacy policy lists intended purposes and third parties personal data may be forwarded to. As a consequence, the published privacy policy of a service provider represents an essential information source for the user’s decision-making process.

In Section 4.1.2 we introduced the P3P specification that offers service providers to express a machine-readable version of a textual privacy policy. This digital representation allows so
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Figure 4.5: Policy Translation of the Privacy Fox

called policy viewers to read and display the content of P3P policies in a way that – compared to textual privacy policies – is more understandable to users.

The P3P Policy Viewer[^1] provides a simple solution of such a tool. The project’s Web site allows users to enter the URL of any P3P policy. Subsequently, the P3P Policy Finder reads and lists the content of the specified policy in a structured and human-readable way.

Unfortunately, the approach requires the user to manually check the existence of a P3P policy file. Furthermore, it seems unlikely that average users on a regular basis will copy the policy’s exact physical location and visit the project’s Web site. Hence, this solution will not contribute to the frequent use of PETs.

A policy viewer that provides a more advanced functionality and usability is offered by the Privacy Fox, an extension for the Mozilla Firefox browser [Ars04]. Like the P3P Policy Viewer, Privacy Fox aims at a user-friendly representation of P3P policies, including detailed but clear information about a service provider’s privacy practices. In particular, Privacy Fox translates a P3P policy into natural language that is understandable for the average Internet user. Such a translation is generated by transforming P3P elements into standardized text blocks.

Integrated into the Web browser, the extension offers a ”Translated P3P Policy” menu item that opens browser tabs with the generated policy translation and a tabular policy summary. Figure 4.5 presents a typical policy translation that separates the content of each detected policy statement of the processed privacy policy. Three categories divide the displayed information into requested personal data, the intended purpose and third party recipients. If no P3P policy is detected at the known locations of a Web site, the user is notified.

[^1]: http://www.webentrust.com/p3ptools/viewer/
Compared to the P3P Policy Viewer, the Privacy Fox provides a convenient solution for the graphical presentation of P3P policies. However, the user interface of the tool does not offer the required design to attract average Internet users. Furthermore, the textual translations do not fully explain the consequences to inexperienced users. Nevertheless, the Privacy Fox displays a privacy policy summary that potentially enables users to make a more informed disclosure decision.

### 4.2.2.2 Privacy Seals

Showing privacy policies in a more understandable way, policy viewers represent a first step towards more transparent privacy policies. While the discussed solutions accurately display elements of the processed privacy policy, they do not offer any evaluation or recommendation. Instead, inexperienced users need to find out for themselves, if the presented privacy practices are acceptable.

Addressing this fact, certain non-profit organizations and private companies inspect privacy practices of service providers. If the data handling practices meet the criteria of these third parties, a privacy seal is issued, which is placed on the service provider’s Web site. If the user finds a privacy seal on a Web site and if the user is familiar with the criteria of the issuing institution, such a privacy seal signals a basic level of privacy protection to the user. In theory, this procedure gives inexperienced users a reliable orientation about applied privacy practices.

One of the frequently found privacy seals is TRUSTe, a non-profit privacy program that allows Internet users to gain trust in service providers [Ben99]. The issuance of a TRUSTe seal (see Figure 4.6) is bound to certain privacy practices of the service provider.

In particular, these mandatory practices include the publication of a complete privacy policy, the presence of opt-out mechanisms for third party disclosures, the implementation of procedures that protect personal data from unauthorized internal access as well as the user access to already disclosed information. TRUSTe continuously performs checks that control the persistent validity of the certified criteria.

While privacy seals were introduced to certify a minimum level of trust to the user, the sole presence of a privacy seal should not induce users to fully trust a Web site. The user needs to know the specific criteria of the certifying third party in order to weigh the significance of a privacy seal. In that context, Kobsa argues that several privacy seals in the United States are only
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bound to a service provider’s affirmation to adhere to its published privacy policy [Kob07b]. The privacy practices themselves are not criteria of the privacy seal issuance. Likewise, Kolari et al. mention that the issuance of a privacy seal is highly coupled to the mere presence of a P3P privacy policy [KDK+04]. Hence, the existence of a privacy seal could mislead users and pretend a non-existent level of privacy.

Even though privacy seals perform a first evaluation of service providers’ privacy practices, the above-cited criticisms prove that these certifications do not guarantee reliable privacy protection.

4.2.2.3 The Web of Trust

The concept of the prior discussed privacy seals was built on the assumption that users trust the judgment of a single third party. In contrast, the Firefox extension Web of Trust builds on the evaluation transfer within user networks and enables users to exchange reputational information about Web sites.

The browser extension displays four rated categories of the visited Web site (see Figure 4.7). The category Trustworthiness reflects potential fraudulent activities. Vendor Reliability, on the other hand, focuses on general service experiences with a Web site and resembles ratings of known reviewing systems on eCommerce platforms. According to the Web of Trust manual, the Privacy rating answers the question whether a user can entrust a service provider with a personal e-mail address, while Child Safety signals inappropriate content.

The extension allows users to submit an own rating to the network by scrolling the horizontal slider on the respective bar.

The analysis of the tool reveals that the four evaluated categories are broadly defined, which complicates the differentiation for users. Furthermore, the Web of Trust does not seem to focus on privacy, as only one rating covers privacy practices. Unfortunately, this privacy rating does not measure certain privacy aspects, but captures a general, considerably subjective user impression.

While the actual use of the Web of Trust ratings for a disclosure decision is hard to measure, the tool demonstrates the capabilities of exchanged reputational information. The second part of this work utilizes this powerful potential for the introduction of a collaborative privacy infrastructure.

### 4.2.2.4 Agent Tools

Privacy agent tools perform an automatic privacy policy evaluation, by dynamically calculating a recommended disclosure behavior based on individual user preferences.

An early approach of a privacy agent represents the W3C Privacy Evaluator, which sketches the design of a specific user agent [Nel98]. According to the W3C Note, this class of agents informs users about detected privacy policies and warns about non-existent or insufficient policies.

The corresponding prototypical implementation, the Privacy Jigsaw Proxy Server (PJPS), supervises all HTTP transactions and interrupts the interaction, whenever a P3P privacy policy does not provide essential information, such as intended purposes or recipients. Moreover, the tool scans HTTP form elements and warns the user, when a service provider collects identifiable information.

A more advanced solution of a privacy agent is provided by the JRC Personal Proxy [4], which is
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![Figure 4.8: JRC Personal Proxy – User Notification](https://www.datenschutzzentrum.de/selbstdatenschutz/p3p/p3p_jrcp.htm)
regarded as the first solution that fully implements the P3P specification. Hence, the tool was frequently utilized to assess the capabilities of the P3P standard [HJW02].

Once the application is installed, the user is asked to choose from five APPEL rule sets with privacy levels ranging from very low to very high. Alternatively, the user can opt to import an externally generated APPEL rule set. The tool itself does not capture fine-grained privacy preferences.

The core module of the application is devoted to the matching of APPEL privacy preferences and P3P privacy policies. Additionally, a central component implements the proxy component, which actively filters content and notifies users about the results of the matching process.

After the start of the proxy, the user is asked to enter a URL. Subsequently, the tool searches for a P3P policy on the chosen Web site. If the policy matches the preference rule set of the user, the page is loaded and forwarded to the Web browser. If no P3P policy is detected or if the policy does not comply with the user preferences, the Web page is blocked and the user is notified (see Figure 4.8).

The JRC Personal Proxy represents a considerably radical solution of a privacy agent. If no P3P policy is provided, the user is required to deactivate the application in order to visit the entered Web site. As most service providers do not offer P3P policies, the chosen proxy approach does not seem suitable for the continuous use.

Targeting a practicable P3P agent and focusing on usability aspects, Lorrie Faith Cranor in cooperation with AT&T developed the Privacy Bird, which is implemented as browser plug-in for the Microsoft Internet Explorer 5.01 [CGA06].
According to the authors, the design of the Privacy Bird benefited from experiences made with four preceding prototypes. In 1997 an early W3C prototype for the first time demonstrated the concept of P3P and initially unveiled the challenges of building a suitable user interface. In the consequence the proxy-based Privacy Minder as well as the P3P Browser Helper Object followed. Out of these efforts, the AT&T Usability Testing Prototype was developed, which is regarded as direct predecessor of the Privacy Bird. Finally, the initial version of the Privacy Bird was introduced in 2002.

Following the concept of a P3P privacy agent, the Privacy Bird captures privacy preferences that serve as foundation for subsequent P3P policy evaluations [CGA06]. For the definition of privacy preferences the application offers pre-defined configuration options in favor of fine-tuned preferences. This design decision accounts for the complexity of APPEL rules, which stands in contradiction to the inexperience of average Internet users.

In the context of the introduction of a user-friendly tool that captures disclosure rules, Chapter 7.3 discusses and evaluates the configuration of privacy preferences in the Privacy Bird.

Figure 4.9 depicts the embedded Privacy Bird in the Microsoft Internet Explorer. The application scans visited Web pages for available P3P policies, which are matched with the pre-defined privacy preferences. A bird icon in the header of the browser reflects the results of the matching process. The designed icons utilize the metaphor of traffic lights (see Figure 4.10). If a detected P3P policy meets the requirements defined in the individual user preferences, the bird icon is colored green. A red exclamation point next to the green bird indicates that the visited Web site contains embedded content that does not provide an adequate privacy policy. If the Privacy Bird does not find a P3P policy on a visited Web site, the bird icon in the browser header turns yellow. A red bird icon signals a detected conflict, implying that the found P3P policy contains privacy practices that are specified as unacceptable in the privacy preferences. If the application is deactivated, the bird icon is colored gray. All calculated recommendations are supported by a twitter sound.

In addition to the policy matching, the Privacy Bird – similar to the presented policy viewers – offers a human-readable overview of all statements found in a detected P3P policy. The summary of the applied privacy practices is complemented by reasons for an adequate or inadequate privacy policy. Figure 4.11 shows a policy summary for a Web site that does not match the privacy preferences of the user.

Unlike the JRC Personal Proxy, the Privacy Bird does not interrupt the user’s surfing behavior. Instead, the application provides decent but clear recommendations. A user-friendly interface
addresses the needs of inexperienced Internet users. In Chapter 8.2 we present a usability evaluation of the Privacy Bird, which serves as foundation for the design of our proposed privacy agent tool.

### 4.2.2.5 Logging Tools

While the presented tools concentrate on potential and actual data disclosures, logging tools aim for an ex post evaluation of already transferred personal data.

A prototypical application of this kind was developed within the PRIMA project of the Technical University of Darmstadt. Specifically, the PRIMA Datamanager offers an HTTP proxy that records personal data disclosures and lists an overview of conditions and details of past data transactions. Unfortunately, the application does not provide suitable user interfaces that take advantage of the logged information.

The European project PRIME (Privacy and Identity Management for Europe) implements the concept of a powerful and user-friendly logging tool.

The PRIME project introduces a privacy-enhancing identity management system that contains a privacy architecture with several design guidelines, protocols and prototypical scenarios. A central element of the architecture marks the PRIME Middleware, which integrates all PRIME components and coordinates the interaction between users and service providers. This complex middleware forms the basis for advanced privacy mechanisms and enables users to accurately control the disclosure and the usage of personal data.

---


[https://www.prime-project.eu](https://www.prime-project.eu)
Among other capabilities, PRIME facilitates users to record and access past personal data disclosures. This functionality is provided by the PRIME Data Track [PFHB06].

Pettersson et al. list a variety of Data Track functions that target the protection of personal user data. Representing a significant part of the application, the logging function records various details of a data disclosure. In addition to disclosed data types and the disclosure date, Data Track logs the purpose and the conditions under which personal data are disclosed to service providers. The logging function benefits from Data Track’s integration into a comprehensive privacy infrastructure that features the user-transparent negotiation of privacy policies and their enforcement on the provider side [HFHPB07].

In addition to the mere recording functionality, Data Track enables users to actively manage past personal data disclosures. If requested by the user, Data Track presents a clear overview of past data transactions. Moreover, Data Track offers an ex post modification and removal of these personal data disclosures [PFHB06].

Chapter 9.2.1 presents an evaluation of the Data Track user interface (see Figure 9.1) within the scope of our proposed visualization tool.

PRIME’s Data Track provides a considerably powerful client tool that facilitates the logging and the management of past data disclosures. However, Data Track is built on the PRIME architecture that needs to be installed both on the client side and the provider side.

4.2.3 Summary

Considering differing recognitions and interpretations of privacy, this section starts with a categorization of PETs. Relating to the goals of this work, we continue with a presentation of available PETs that assist users in protecting their personal data.

We start with an analysis of policy viewers that present machine-readable privacy policies in a clearly arranged form. Especially Privacy Fox offers a suitable solution that contributes to the understandability of privacy policies. The main weakness of policy viewers, however, is the lacking evaluation mechanisms inexperienced users rely on.

A privacy seal, on the other hand, signals the positive inspection of a service provider’s privacy practices. This certification is issued by third parties who check privacy practices based on specific criteria. If the user is aware of the evaluation process, privacy seals provide a quick orientation to the user, when an unknown Web site is visited. However, issuance methods of privacy seals are subject to wide criticism.

In contrast, the Web of Trust utilizes a user network to collect service provider ratings. Unfortunately, the ratings do not focus on privacy practices and are not accurately defined. Compared to privacy seals, the experiences of numerous participants provide a more reliable direction to users.

Offering advanced evaluation capabilities, privacy agents capture individual privacy preferences of the user and perform a matching with machine-readable privacy policies found on visited Web sites. Signaling the matching result as a bird icon in the browser, the Privacy Bird offers the...
most user-friendly interface of all available privacy agents. Like policy viewers, the discussed privacy agents depend on the presence of P3P policies, which are maintained by only a small fraction of service providers.

Finally, we analyzed existing logging tools that allow the management of past personal data disclosures. In this group, Data Track offers a clear visualization and the retroactive modification of already disclosed personal data. Data Track, however, requires the installation of the complex PRIME middleware.

4.3 Usability in Privacy-enhancing Technologies

The previous sections demonstrate that most PET solutions bear the potential to significantly improve the privacy of users. However, even though the concepts of the presented approaches have been developed several years ago, PETs are barely used in the World Wide Web.

Apart from the lagging willingness of service providers to adopt privacy mechanisms, a major reason for the resistance of average Internet users to accept PETs is the inferior role of privacy [WT99]. The primary user goal represents, for instance, the purchasing process at an eCommerce Web site or the opening of a Web mail account, while the protection of privacy is regarded as secondary goal. Whenever tools obstruct users in achieving their primary goals, users avoid such technologies [COB06]. Hence, usability in PETs plays a decisive role for the acceptance of these solutions. Unfortunately, most PET implementations fail to meet these requirements of the user interface.

ISO 9241-11:1998[1] provides a general definition of usability. According to the standard usability refers to the

"Extend to which a product can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use”.

In the following, we briefly summarize research contributions in the area of security and privacy.

Titling "Why Johnny Can’t Encrypt”, a relatively early work of Whitten and Tygar focuses on usability in the context of a data encryption application and represents a frequently cited example of usability research in the security field [WT99]. The authors emphasize that compared to conventional applications different criteria exist for usability in security software, hinting at the distinctive characteristics of security tools. Specifically, in order to prevent dangerous errors, security-related applications should offer understandable feedback. However, due to the complexity of security configurations, the design of clear feedback is considerably challenging. The authors suggest that the use of intuitive interfaces, visual metaphors and consistency contributes to understandability and helps reduce the perceived complexity of
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security mechanisms. As operating errors lead to severe consequences, security applications should capture irreversible actions.

Within the scope of TOR anonymization networks, Clark et al. recommend a set of usability guidelines [CvOA07]. According to the authors, users should always be aware of the steps required to complete a core task. In addition to the necessity of a clear interface, the authors stress the importance of understandable terminology.

Focusing on privacy-related tools, Patrick and Kenny introduce the Privacy Interface Analysis [PK03], which defines Human Computer Interaction (HCI) requirements and solutions derived from the EU Directive 95/46/EC. For instance, the authors transform the privacy principle Transparency into an HCI requirement stating that "users must be aware of the transparency options, and feel empowered to comprehend and control how their Personally Identifiable Information is handled". As solution for this exemplary privacy principle, the authors recommend the explanation of transparency information as well as the provision of tutorials.

In contrast to numerous PET implementations, usability research of PETs is limited to a small number of contributions. Addressing this unbalance, the remainder of this work concentrates on intuitive and understandable PET solutions that assist users before, during, and after personal data disclosures. Integrated into a collaborative privacy infrastructure, the proposed solutions are introduced in the following part.
Part II

Proposed Privacy Management Infrastructure
Chapter 5

User-centric Privacy Architecture

In the first part of this work we outlined fundamentals of personal data disclosures in the World Wide Web along with the involved privacy implications. Moreover, we evaluated existing privacy-enhancing technologies and stressed the lack of usability in today’s solutions. Considering these findings this work proposes a user-centric privacy architecture that features a collaborative privacy community and three usable privacy management components on user-side. The presence of a privacy community creates an open, provider-independent information source for the accessing local components. This part starts with the introduction of our proposed architecture, followed by a discussion and presentation of suitable solutions for each architectural component.

In particular, this chapter presents a conceptual overview of our modeled privacy architecture. We introduce the role and the main purpose of each component within this architecture. As the design of all presented solutions highlights usability, we sketch the conditions of the user studies we conducted over the course of the component development.

5.1 Overview

Most of today’s privacy-enhancing technologies that claim a comprehensive protection of user data significantly rely on the support of service providers (see Chapter 4.2). Such an involvement could, for instance, require the provision of a machine-readable privacy policy or the integration of external privacy components on the provider side.

This dependency, however, is responsible for the low practical applicability of many promising solutions. Even though threats of personal data misuse are growing, the example of the P3P specification shows that service providers do not contribute to the widespread availability of accurate P3P policies voluntarily. Likewise, from today’s perspective it seems unlikely that service providers will fundamentally change their internal back-end infrastructures, as required for realizing the ideas of the PRIME project.

In addition, we identified usability deficits as a major factor for the lagging acceptance of
privacy-enhancing technologies (see Chapter 4.3). While many solutions offer advanced functionality for the protection of personal data, they are not designed for the majority of inexperienced Internet users and lack understandable user interfaces and explanations.

Acknowledging the conflicting interests of service providers as well as the need for usable tools, we introduce a user-centric, service provider-independent privacy architecture [KKP09], which is depicted in Figure 5.1. A collaborative privacy community facilitates Internet users to share privacy-related information about service providers. Three privacy components on the user side offer user-friendly tools that assist users in controlling potential, actual and past information flows (see Chapter 4.2.1), utilizing service provider information of the privacy community.

Unlike provider-dependent privacy technologies our proposed privacy architecture does not require the direct support of service providers. We rather accept today’s service landscape of the World Wide Web and offer users a more applicable privacy infrastructure.

### 5.2 Components

In the following, we briefly specify the main purpose and functions of each architectural component. In the remainder of Part II the privacy community and the three local privacy tools are discussed in detail.

**Privacy Community**

The privacy community marks the central element of our proposed privacy architecture and enables users to collaboratively exchange privacy-relevant information, ratings and experiences about service providers. This information includes, for instance, the required amount of personal data for the fulfillment of a service and third parties the provider shares personal user data with. A collaborative privacy community represents a valuable data source for all three local privacy components and facilitates provider-independent privacy protection. For the collaborative editing of collected data, our solution provides a Web front-end that maintains privacy-related information about each service provider.

Chapter 6 introduces the content and functions as well as the design of our solution of a collaborative privacy community.

**Privacy Preference Generator**

Enabling users to control potential personal data flows, the proposed privacy architecture provides a Privacy Preference Generator component that captures individual privacy preferences. Privacy preferences define individual conditions of personal data disclosures. As the Privacy Agent component matches user’s privacy preferences with a service provider’s privacy policy, the resulting recommendation highly depends on the accuracy of individual preferences.
Figure 5.1: User-centric Privacy Architecture
Catering the needs of predominantly inexperienced users, our solution offers a tool that allows users to define privacy preferences in an understandable way. We facilitate the individual definition of privacy preferences for pre-defined Internet service types, guaranteeing more realistic and practical results. In addition to a user-friendly configuration wizard, our solution provides a clear configuration summary and evaluation.

In Chapter 7 we present the main challenges of a suitable Privacy Preference Generator component, before we introduce our proposed solution.

**Privacy Agent**

The Privacy Agent component assists users in making an informed decision about the actual disclosure of personal data. With regard to the visited Web site, this support involves the presentation of relevant information from the privacy community and the evaluation of a published privacy policy. Returning users benefit from information about linkable partial identities and already disclosed personal data.

In particular, our developed Web browser extension automatically looks-up and displays reputational community information for the visited Web site. Furthermore, user’s privacy preferences, which are generated by the Privacy Preference Generator component, are matched with machine-readable privacy policies, out of which a disclosure recommendation is calculated and signaled to the user. Moreover, the use of partial identities and their potential linkabilities are examined. Finally, a summary of personal data that have been disclosed to the visited service provider is offered.

Chapter 8 thoroughly discusses requirements and usability deficits of existing privacy agents and introduces our proposed solution for the Privacy Agent component.

**Data Disclosure Log**

The Data Disclosure Log component records personal data transfers and provides a clear overview of past personal data flows. Such an overview enables users to know the recipients of past personal data transactions at any time. This knowledge represents a prerequisite for an ex post revocation of personal data. The Data Disclosure Log component requires both a tracking tool that monitors personal data disclosures in the Web browser and usable interfaces that illustrate logged data transactions in a comprehensible way.

Implementing the required functionality, our solution provides a browser plug-in that detects and stores data transactions in the Web browser. A corresponding application visualizes these logged disclosures and relates them to used partial identities. The visualization tool offers multiple views, including a dynamically generated graph.

After an evaluation of requirements and related work, Chapter 9 introduces our proposed solutions of a logging tool and a visualization tool.
5.3 Conducted User Studies

In the following chapters we elaborate usable solutions that provide intuitive user interfaces and understandable explanations. In order to meet the needs of heterogeneous user groups, we conducted four user surveys, which served as valuable input for the development as well as the evaluation of the proposed components.

This section describes the general conditions of each survey. The outcomes are described within the requirements and evaluation sections of the following chapters.

5.3.1 Questionnaire Survey: Privacy Attitude and Privacy Behavior

At the beginning of our efforts we conducted a user study that captured the general privacy knowledge and the privacy behavior of Internet users.

We created a questionnaire, which was divided into three parts. The first part was devoted to users’ awareness of privacy threats in the World Wide Web. Specifically, this part focused on the perceived personal data requests of service providers, the sensitivity of certain personal data types and the knowledge about privacy rights. The second part covered the data disclosure behavior and the importance of a privacy policy. Finally, the last part analyzed the knowledge about existing privacy-enhancing technologies and their deficits.

The questionnaire was handed to 73 information systems students at the University of Regensburg. The portion of undergraduate and graduate students was nearly equal. 87% of the test persons were male. The low fraction of female participants reflects the proportion within the information systems programs. Also related to their field of study, the vast majority of test persons showed frequent Internet usage as well as a long Internet experience. Figure 5.2 illustrates the distribution of returned questionnaires with regard to age, Internet usage and Internet experience.

Even though the test sample exclusively consisted of information systems students, the results of the questionnaire study revealed the low awareness of privacy and the poor knowledge of privacy-enhancing technologies. These findings evolved into the primary design constraints of the initial versions of the privacy components.

![Figure 5.2: Questionnaire Survey – Distribution of Test Persons](image)
5.3.2 Online Survey: Disclosure Behavior and Records

Within the design process of a suitable logging tool of the Data Disclosure Log component we deployed an online survey that captured opinions and attitudes of users towards such an application. In order to project the accruing amount of personal data transactions, we also analyzed the browsing and data transaction behavior of users. An additional goal of this survey was the identification of an adequate host browser for the targeted logging application. For the implementation and evaluation we used the online survey tool LimeSurvey[1].

The online questionnaire was filled by 351 participants, which allowed us to reliably identify the required environment of a suitable tool as well as the dimensions of a resulting log file.

5.3.3 User Test 1: Initial Privacy Components

Our first user test evaluated the existing Privacy Bird (see Chapter [4.2.2.4]), a draft version of the Privacy Preference Generator component (see Chapter [7.4]) and a prototypical implementation of a 3D graph-based Data Disclosure Log (see Chapter [9.5.1]).

For the user experiment we recruited twenty test persons, acknowledging frequent recommendations that a single-digit sample is insufficient [COB06, FAU03, PL01, SS01]. In addition, we arranged a rehearsal test, which allowed the improvement and adjustment of the test procedure. Aiming at a heterogeneous test sample, the invited test persons showed a diverse academic and professional background. However, basic knowledge of Microsoft Windows as well as the occasional use of the World Wide Web were prerequisites for participating candidates. In order to avoid biased results, persons with close relationships to the interviewers were not considered.

Seeking to put test outcomes into the right perspective, we grouped participants with regard to their age and their privacy attitude. For the attribute age we defined the groups teens (0 - 19 years), no-teens (20 - 49 years) and elderly (50+ years). Utilizing studies of Alan Westin (see Chapter [3.5.2]), we classified each test person as fundamentalist, pragmatist or unconcerned. The result is depicted in Table 5.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TestPersons</th>
<th>Teens</th>
<th>No Teens</th>
<th>Elderly</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fundamentalists</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pragmatists</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unconcerned</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: User Test 1 – Distribution of User Groups

At the beginning, we provided test persons with short tutorials of each tested component. Subsequently, the test persons were confronted with tasks that involved the tested privacy tools. Table 5.2 shows an average time schedule of a conducted test. Avoiding sequence effects and
interaction effects, all six sequential permutations of the three privacy tools were alternately applied. We encouraged test persons to think aloud, in order to gain as many immediate impressions and as much feedback as possible. If necessary, the interviewer initiated ad-hoc interviews at critical moments. After the completion of a task, additional interview questions followed, which covered the understandability and the perceived user-friendliness of the tested tool.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>minutes</th>
<th>Tutorial</th>
<th>Tasks</th>
<th>Interview</th>
<th>∑</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Privacy Bird</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Privacy Preference Generator</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Disclosure Log</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Interview</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>∑</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: User Test 1 – Test Outline

All tests were conducted on a pre-configured machine. Only one person was tested at a time. The test was moderated by interviewers familiar with privacy and usability. Facilitating a high-quality examination, we recorded all on-screen activities along with a voice stream, using Camtasia Studio[^1].

The outcome of the first user test allowed us to evaluate initial versions of the local privacy tools. In particular, the test results helped us make significant improvements of the Privacy Preference Generator component and the Data Disclosure Log component.

### 5.3.4 User Test 2: Final Privacy Components

Finally, we conducted a second user test that evaluated advanced versions of the privacy community, the Privacy Preference Generator component, the Privacy Agent component and the Data Disclosure Log component, including the 2D graph-based visualization tool as well as the underlying logging tool.

We scheduled individual tests with 26 participants. As we sought an unbiased feedback, the criteria for the selection of test persons were equal to our first user test (see above). In an effort to compensate and motivate participants of this test, we rewarded each test candidate with a 5 Euro coupon redeemable at a local consumer electronic store. The coupon was handed out before the start of each test.

The test sample consisted of 17 university students, while nine test persons were graduated professionals. Hence, 15 out of the 26 test persons were 25 years old or younger, seven between 26 and 30, and four between 30 and 45. 22 of all test persons were male. Out of the 17 students nine were enrolled in a technical program and five in a business program. From the remaining students two were pursuing a teaching degree and one a diploma in mathematics.

On average each test cycle lasted 75 minutes. A short tutorial opened the test of each privacy

[^1]: http://www.techsmith.com/camtasia.asp
tool, followed by several tasks and a closing interview section. The test outline is illustrated in Table 5.3. Again, we conducted two rehearsal tests and used a preconfigured notebook with on-screen and voice recording.

The second user test served as final evaluation of the privacy community and the local privacy components. The test results allowed us to make final adjustments to the designed user interfaces and textual explanations.

5.4 Summary

Considering the findings of the first part of this work, this chapter identifies the dependence on service providers as well as usability deficits as main obstacles of today’s solutions aiming for the protection of personal user data.

Addressing these shortcomings, we introduce a collaborative privacy architecture that provides an open privacy community for the provider-independent maintenance of service provider information. Moreover, three local privacy components support users in controlling potential, actual and past personal data disclosures with a special emphasis on usability and user acceptance. Finally, we present the conditions of four conducted user studies that played an essential role for the design and the development of the proposed solutions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Tutorial</th>
<th>Tasks</th>
<th>Interview</th>
<th>Σ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Introduction</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Privacy Community</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Privacy Preference Generator</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Privacy Agent</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Disclosure Log</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Σ</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.3: User Test 2 – Test Outline
Chapter 6

Privacy Community

One of the main features of our proposed privacy architecture is service provider independence. This goal is achieved by setting up an open privacy community, which maintains service provider information in a collaborative fashion.

After a summary of related work, this chapter highlights the privacy community’s allotted role in our privacy architecture. Subsequently, the content and the functionality of the targeted privacy community are discussed, before the design of a Web service-based solution is introduced. Finally, the chapter sketches an agenda for the launch and the operation of a privacy community.

6.1 Related Work

Aiming at protecting Internet users from fraud, SPAM, viruses and spyware, the Web of Trust provides a global database that allows users to exchange their impressions about Web sites (see Chapter [4.2.2.3]).

Compared to the proposed privacy community, Web of Trust does not focus on the protection of personal user data. Instead, the tool offers the exchange of four general ratings, including a broadly specified privacy category. No fine-grained information about data handling practices is captured. Conclusively, Web of Trust does not have the scope to cater the needs of an open, provider-independent privacy architecture.

Other instruments designed to offer users reputational information include privacy seals, which certify privacy methods of service providers (see Chapter [4.2.2.2]). Unlike the proposed privacy community, privacy seals do not follow a collaborative approach. In contrast, a certifying third party attests that a service provider’s privacy practices are in-line with the privacy standards of the issuing constitution. As the exact standards are unknown to most users, the presence of a privacy seal frequently misleads users in their judgment of a Web site’s trustworthiness.
6.2 Outline

The goal of the introduced privacy community is the provision of a platform that gives Internet users the opportunity to share various privacy-related information about service providers, such as experiences, evaluations and data handling practices [KKP09]. Serving as an open information source in the proposed privacy architecture, the privacy community is utilized by local privacy components, which are presented in Chapters 7, 8 and 9. The integration of collaborative, provider-independent information significantly increases the potential as well as the applicability of these components that – in combination – build a powerful, user-centric privacy infrastructure with no footprint on the service provider side.

Figure 6.1 depicts the privacy community in the center of our proposed privacy architecture. All service provider information is maintained and organized in a Wikipedia-like [LC01] Web front-end. For each service provider privacy-related information is grouped into an article, allowing all Internet users (Community Members) to view and edit articles in the Web browser. In addition, open Web service interfaces allow the flexible integration of privacy-related service provider information into the local privacy components.
6.3 Content and Functions

This section defines the provided content and functions of our proposed privacy community [KKP09]. The selection was primarily driven by the needs of the local privacy components, but also by the potential of a provider-independent privacy environment.

6.3.1 Static Provider Information

When an unknown Web site is visited, users generally have the option to trust a service provider at face value or to look for information about its reputation and data handling practices. A survey [FML+01] shows that many users do not look up reputational information, but rather judge service providers' trustworthiness by estimating the Web site’s "Look and Feel", considering questionable factors.

As collecting information about a service provider is time-consuming, this behavior of especially inexperienced users seems understandable. Addressing this fact, the privacy community provides users with an overview of static service provider data.

This general information is primarily utilized by the local Privacy Agent component and is displayed on demand (see Chapter 8.3.2), enabling users to easily get a first impression of a service provider.

In particular, the privacy community offers the following static service provider information:

- the service provider’s URL
- the physical location of the server
- the offered service type
- information about the revocation of already transferred personal data
- contact information
- a short textual description of the service provider

A URL is required to uniquely identify service providers. The server location clarifies legal matters, as different privacy laws apply in different countries. The service provider’s service type is queried by the Privacy Agent component. This capability facilitates the individual generation of privacy preferences for each service type (see Chapter 7.4) and their application during a policy matching (see Chapter 8.3.3). Aggregating service providers for visualization purposes, the Data Disclosure Log component also benefits from an automatic service type look-up (see Chapter 9.4).

In addition, the privacy community offers information (e.g. a link or an e-mail address) about the removal of disclosed personal data that have been transferred to a service provider (see Chapter 8.3.2), which helps users exercise their rights to control already transferred data (see
Exact contact information facilitates prosecution, if personal information is misused, or if users want to enforce their rights to revoke their personal data. Furthermore, a short textual description specifies the main characteristics of a service provider.

### 6.3.2 Required Amount of Personal Data

In addition to static provider information the privacy community enables users to know in advance what personal data are requested by a certain service in the World Wide Web. Users generally understand the necessity to disclose, for example, name, address and payment information for a product order at an online shop. If the service provider asks for additional information, such as the marital status, the date-of-birth or the annual salary, users tend to abort the process, if they feel uncomfortable releasing these excessive data. The online survey we conducted (see Chapter 5.3.2) revealed that 77% of all test persons cancel registration and purchasing processes, if too much personal information is requested. Unfortunately, with today’s technical means users are unable to determine in advance what personal information is necessary to use a specific service. In an effort to find out, users have to start the process of filling a set of Web forms. In many cases the most privacy-sensitive information is requested on the last form page. If the user decides not to proceed, he/she wasted valuable time and disclosed the already transferred information with no use.

The introduced privacy community spares users from this negative experience and enables them to exchange the amount and kind of personal data required for each process a service provider offers. In this context, a process refers to each separate service offer, such as *Purchase* or *Newsletter Subscription*. In addition, the community stores the reliance of a process on the completion of a different one. The process *Purchase* could, for instance, require the completion of the process *Registration*. The privacy community also performs an automatic evaluation of the required personal data with regard to the offered process and service type, which further assists users in estimating personal data requests of service providers. The amount of required personal data as well as the results of the automatic evaluation is employed and displayed to the user by the local Privacy Agent component (see Chapter 8.3.2).

The amount of required personal data represents a fundamental element of privacy policies. Its online availability in a privacy community facilitates the local Privacy Agent component to retrieve this information and match it with individual privacy preferences, if no sufficient machine-readable privacy policy is offered by a service provider (see Chapter 8.3.3).

### 6.3.3 Third Party Recipients

The release of personal user data to third parties represents a considerably privacy-sensitive factor in the context of service providers’ data handling practices.

While the P3P specification only defines third party categories, the proposed privacy community allows the exchange of individual third parties the service provider shares personal data with. These parties can include affiliated companies and other business partnerships. The presence
of those corporate networks serves as valuable input for the Data Disclosure Log component that visualizes potential threats caused by linkable partial identities transferred to cooperating service providers (see Chapter 9.4.3.3).

6.3.4 Collecting and Explaining Privacy Policies

In general, a service provider’s textual privacy policy is the only available information source about its data handling practices. Studies as well as a conducted questionnaire survey (Chapter 5.3.1) show, however, that privacy policies are not regarded as understandable and are read by only a small fraction of Internet users [JPJ05, Pol07].

Addressing the needs of the majority of Internet users, the privacy community allows experienced users to write and share an understandable explanation of a provider’s privacy policy. As privacy experts comprehend all aspects of a policy, they have the ability to paraphrase important elements in a form that – compared to a published policy as well as automatic privacy policy summaries (see Chapter 4.2.2.1) – is easy to understand.

Furthermore, as privacy policies change over time, the privacy community maintains a history of privacy policies, containing both textual policies as well as machine-readable P3P policies. Such a policy history enables users to determine the policy that has been valid, when personal data have been disclosed. The privacy community also allows users to rate current and past privacy policies of service providers with regard to the stated data handling practices.

6.3.5 Adherence to Privacy Policies

As the presence of a privacy-friendly privacy policy is no guarantee that a service provider follows that expressed policy, the presented privacy community enables users to rate the policy adherence of service providers. Based on their individual experiences users evaluate, whether or not a service provider processes personal data as stated in the privacy policy. For example, if not expressed in the privacy policy, a received e-mail that promotes a product would justify a negative policy adherence rating of that service provider. Displayed by the local Privacy Agent component (see Chapter 8.3.2), this information is of considerable importance for a disclosure decision of the user.

6.3.6 Individual Experiences

Finally, the offered service provider information is complemented by individual user experiences. These open postings can contain any privacy-related positive or negative experiences and are not related to a specific aspect of the provider’s data handling practices.

Integrated into the Privacy Agent component, the individual experiences are utilized for the presentation of reputational information about a service provider (see Chapter 8.3.2).
6.3.7 Sharing Privacy Preferences with Community Members

The Privacy Preference Generator component captures individual privacy preferences, which are in turn processed by the Privacy Agent component to calculate disclosure recommendations (see Chapters 7 and 8.3.3). The quality of these recommendations strongly relies on the accuracy of privacy preferences. Even though the Privacy Preference Generator component alleviates this challenge by offering a user-friendly and understandable user interface, building accurate privacy preferences is a critical task, especially for inexperienced users.

For this reason, the privacy community facilitates the exchange of privacy preferences among users. Using an integrated social networking component [BE07], users have the option to upload privacy preferences and share them with selected members.

Imported privacy preferences of a trusted privacy expert or organization represent valuable assistance for inexperienced users, resulting in improved disclosure recommendations of the local Privacy Agent component.

6.4 Design

Considering the privacy community’s content and functions as well as its position within the privacy architecture, this section introduces design aspects of our proposed solution. We start with a description of the community’s service architecture and user management, before the graphical user interface of the community is presented.

6.4.1 Service Architecture

In Section 6.2, we demonstrate that both the Web front-end and the local privacy components on the user side simultaneously access the community. The integration of heterogeneous client applications requires the specification of standardized interfaces, which is ideally realized by a Service-oriented Architecture (SOA) [MLM+06]. Implementing the concept of a SOA, the privacy community encapsulates the offered information pieces and actions into fine-grained Web services. Each Web service provides a machine-readable WSDL [CMRW07, CHL+07] service definition, which clearly specifies its interface. The communication of the privacy community with its clients via SOAP messages [GHM+07a, GHM+07b] guarantees a consistent data exchange format. Figure 6.2 shows the privacy community’s interaction with the remaining components of the privacy architecture.

For the community’s Web front-end we utilize an Ajax [Gar05] Web architecture, allowing asynchronous, interactive communications between the Web front-end and the community server. The Ajax engine transforms JavaScript [Fla06] requests of the user into SOAP requests, which are forwarded to the community back-end on the server side. The Web service server receives and processes requests querying the provider database, before requested data are sent back to the client via SOAP. The Ajax engine of the Web front-end transforms these SOAP
messages to a user-friendly GUI using HTML [RLHJ99] and CSS [BCHL09]. Chapter [10.3.1] provides implementational details about the Web front-end and the Web service infrastructure. The local privacy components – the Privacy Preference Generator (PPG), the Privacy Agent (PA) and the Data Disclosure Log (DDL) components – directly access the Web service server via SOAP messages.

6.4.2 User Management

The internal user management of the privacy community administers three user roles. Offering an open information source, the basic user role is assigned to every unregistered user and allows access to all available information about service providers. Furthermore, it permits users to edit articles collaboratively and to create new service provider articles. In order to prevent vandalism, the privacy community provides adequate backup and versioning functionality.

If users want to directly exchange information with connected members, a simple registration is necessary. Registration only requires a username and a password. The community does not request any additional personal user information. Unlike basic users, registered users have the option to upload and share generated privacy preferences with connected members. Likewise, privacy preferences of connected members can be downloaded and imported into the Privacy Preference Generator. We point out that the involved social networking component does not have the purpose of maintaining social contacts, but only to exchange privacy experiences and privacy preferences. Users can self-assess their level of knowledge and experience, helping inexperienced users to estimate the quality of advises and preferences.

Finally, users holding the administrator role define vocabularies of personal data types and
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service types (see Chapter 10.2). In addition, administrators specify available processes as well as the appropriate amount of personal data for each process (see Section 6.3.2). If necessary, administrators are able to block users.

6.4.3 Graphical User Interface

The designed Web front-end aims for a clear layout and a high degree of user-friendliness. With regard to the assigned role users are able to look up, view and edit service provider articles, register, login and share privacy preferences with selected members, and administer users and structural data of the community. For the sake of brevity, we focus on the service provider catalog and the layout of a service provider article. The interested reader is referred to the prototypical implementation of the privacy community, which is accessible at the following link \(1\).

The welcome page shortly explains the purpose and the content of the privacy community and its related local privacy components. From this starting page, the user has the option to enter the catalog page, which lists all service provider maintained in the privacy community (see Figure 6.3(a)). Service providers are represented by tiles that contain a large provider logo, contributing to an easy association of the underlying article. In addition to the provider logo, a calculated average privacy rating is shown at the bottom of each tile. The rating is presented as star rating whose interpretation and usage is familiar to most users. Selections at the left side allow users to filter service providers based on their service type and their average privacy rating. Alternatively, users can type a service provider name in the search field at the top right of the page. Here, an auto-complete function eases the correct article selection. A third page provides a detailed presentation of the local privacy components and offers the download of an installer (see Chapter 10.7).

If a service provider is not listed in the privacy community, users can create a new service provider article at any time. The optional registration and login functionality is offered at the header of each page.

The privacy-related content of service provider articles is divided into five tabs. In the following, we present the community article of the eCommerce provider Amazon \(2\).

If a service provider is not listed in the privacy community, users can create a new service provider article at any time. The optional registration and login functionality is offered at the header of each page.

The initial tab offers a quick overview of the service provider (see Figure 6.3(b)), including the service provider’s name, its average rating, a dynamically generated screenshot of its current Web site as well as privacy contact information (see Section 6.3.1). In addition, a general textual description of the service provider is presented. Moving the mouse over the average rating in the tab header triggers an overlay that lists the individual star ratings of each subcategory. At the bottom of the page three lists contain the most recently visited service providers, randomly selected service providers of the same service type and service providers with the most similar average privacy ratings. These article links allow for a quick comparison of similar service providers.

\(1\) http://www-ifs.uni-regensburg.de/Privacy/
\(2\) http://www.amazon.com/
Figure 6.3: Design of the Privacy Community

(a) Service Provider Catalog

(b) Article – Static Provider Information
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Figure 6.3: Design of the Privacy Community (cont.)
providers, facilitating an effective evaluation of service providers’ privacy practices. The tab header and the three lists at the bottom of the page are presented in all remaining article tabs. The second tab shows the required amount of personal data for all offered processes, which are represented by green arrows (see Figure 6.3(c)). If the user clicks an arrow, a text box unfolds containing the required personal data elements. In our example, the process Purchase is selected, which requires an Address, a Phone Number, Payment Information and an E-mail Address. The arrangement of the process arrows indicates that the Purchase process requires the completion of the Registration process that may require additional personal data. Based on comparable Purchase processes, the community evaluates the amount of required personal data as negative.

Concentrating on the data handling practices of the service provider, the fourth tab lists a privacy policy history – including the currently valid policy – along with a star rating of each policy (see Figure 6.3(d)). The history is capable of storing textual and P3P versions of privacy policies. Below the list of privacy policies, a short explanation of the effective privacy policy is offered to inexperienced users. At the bottom of the tab, users can rate the policy adherence of the service provider.

Focusing on personal data sharing, the fourth tab employs a directed graph to visualize third parties the service provider shares personal user data with (see Figure 6.3(e)). Originating from the examined service provider, arrows point to additional data recipients, which are represented by white boxes that contain their names and Favicons. If the user clicks a data recipient, the article of the respective provider is loaded.

Finally, the fifth tab lists posted user comments about privacy-related experiences with the service provider (see Figure 6.3(f)).

Edit buttons in the tab headers facilitate the addition and the revision of the collaboratively maintained information. If clicked, overlays capture the revised user input, using text boxes and drag and drop selections. Also placed in the tab header, a Versions button allows the recovery of older revisions.

6.4.4 Evaluation

Within the scope of our second user test (Chapter 5.3.4) we evaluated the design and the structure of an early version of the community Web front-end. We also assessed the user acceptance of and the potential user participation in a collaborative privacy community.

In order to measure the unbiased understandability of the page layout, test persons were only informed about the general purpose of the community. No detailed explanation of the Web page was provided. Before the first assignment, test persons had the opportunity to get familiar with the structure and the tabs of the Web page.

The first task targeted the submission of a provided privacy posting about the eCommerce shop Tchibo.\(^3\) As the tested version of the community initially loaded the article of Amazon, this

http://www.tchibo.com
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task required the search for the proper service provider in the community using the offered navigation elements. Doing that, more than half of the test persons used the search field, which was placed in the page header, while the remaining test persons clicked on the index tab, the initial version of the catalog page, which presented a textual listing of all available service providers. The outcome and the user feedback led us to offer a general welcome page as well as a more meaningful catalog page, which both contribute to a more intuitive page navigation. Nevertheless, the test results underscored the necessity of offering both a service provider catalog and a search field. Once the proper article was loaded, all test persons clicked the correct tab and posted a comment with no difficulties.

Within the following task we asked test persons to post a particular rating for the policy adherence of Tchibo. Again, most test persons found the relevant tab and succeeded smoothly. Four out of 26 test persons, however, were not familiar with the handling of star ratings and needed guidance of the interviewers. Being asked after the completion of the task, 17 test persons were able to explain the difference between the ranking of the privacy policy itself and the policy adherence ranking, while nine persons could not differentiate both ratings. This fact highlighted the need of explaining labels, which were added in the final revision of the community.

Subsequently, test persons were asked to publish a set of data types required by a Purchase process at Tchibo. Only nine test persons solved that task problem-free. The majority of test persons did not intuitively find the position of the Edit and Save buttons, which led us to reallocate their positions.

In the interview section 22 out of 26 test persons agreed that the information of a service provider article was structured and designed in an understandable way. 24 out of 26 test persons would consult and use the privacy community in real-life scenarios. Being asked about the reliance of the community data, 18 test persons stated they would trust the privacy community, once the community gained enough members. The remaining eight test persons voiced their concern about the openness of the community, which – in theory – allows service providers to manipulate community data to their favor. One of these test persons admitted that a rising level of popularity and submitted data would alleviate that threat, as proven by well-known open reviewing systems of Ebay and Amazon.

17 test persons agreed that they would actively participate in editing articles of the privacy community. The remaining nine test persons would not add or change community data, hinting at their general reluctance to post content in public forums and other open content management systems.

A few test persons suggested the incorporation of other non-privacy-related information like delivery time or shipping costs. In our opinion, however, these data would contradict to the goals of the privacy community and would not contribute to its reputation as a provider-independent information source.

Finally, the user test revealed that 15 out of 26 test persons would upload and share their individual privacy preferences with selected users of the privacy community.
6.5 Agenda

This section outlines criteria for the successful launch as well as the long-term financing of an online privacy community.

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, the idea of a collaborative privacy community is primarily based on the successful Wikipedia concept [LC01]. Consequently, the launch of a privacy community can be related to success factors for the launch of a general "Wiki". For an enterprise Wiki, an insufficient structure and lacking user participation have been identified as the most serious obstacles [Bar06]. Usability aspects of the privacy community have been focused from the beginning of the design process. Our conducted user test proved the understandability of the community’s user interface, leaving the involvement of users as the remaining success factor.

In order to achieve the critical number of participating users, the successful launch of a privacy community requires the full exploitation of the Wiki effect. The Wiki effect is defined as a large number of Internet users visiting a Web site on a regular basis and voluntarily contributing to the structure, shape and quality of its content [EGH07]. In order to benefit from the Wiki effect, Davies recommends selectively seeding initial content that introduces the Wiki’s goal to new participants [Dav04]. The character of this initial content should not be final or complete, as this could prevent users from editing that content.

Hence, before the launch of a privacy community, articles of the best-known service providers should be created and filled with sparse information. In particular, we recommend entering the offered service type, the amount of required personal data and the release of personal data to third parties, as this information represents essential input for the local privacy components.

Addressing the promotion of a privacy community, comments in public forums and other public communication channels contribute to a Wiki’s level of popularity [Par06]. In addition, a press release is recommended, which should be forwarded to authors of blogs and other topic-related Web sites. Furthermore, the creation of a clear tutorial is suggested that outlines the community’s main goals and functionality. A tutorial enables new users to gain a quick overview and increases the chances that users contribute actively.

Finally, crucial success factors of the privacy community are security and trust considerations. In theory, the offered platform is capable of tracking the information requests of users. As local privacy components query data from the privacy community on a regular basis, a malicious community provider could create and misuse detailed navigation logs. Our proposed privacy community acknowledges this potential privacy threat and allows the anonymous accessing and editing of all collaboratively maintained data. When users have built the necessary level of trust in the community, they can opt to register, which allows them to connect to friends and to exchange experiences and privacy preferences.

After a successful launch and a risen number of users the long-term maintenance of a privacy community inevitably involves expenses, e.g. for the operation of the server infrastructure and, possibly, the entailing maintenance personnel. In the context of Web 2.0 applications,
Alby discusses the potentials of both advertising and a fee-based membership [Alb07]. These sources of financing can also be applied to the maintenance of a privacy community.

Technically there are multiple ways to place advertisements into a privacy community. Considering our proposed solution, advertisement should not be used at the expense of usability and should not affect the clear structure of an article. For the same reason, intrusive advertisements like pop-up windows should be avoided. While dynamic advertisement applications such as Google AdSense provide attractive models for the generation of revenues, we do not recommend the integration of contextual advertisements into a privacy community, as this could result in the placement of a service provider’s ad banner in the community article of that provider. Such a behavior does not underscore provider-independence and could weaken users’ trust in the privacy community.

A fee-based membership represents a further business model for a privacy community. If this financing source is chosen, the privacy community should provide a basic service offer for free. Special, value-added functions could require a membership involving monthly or annual fees. In particular, the social networking component that facilitates the direct exchange of privacy preferences and experiences could be defined as a premium function only available for paying members. Premium functions could also involve certain features of the local privacy components.

Finally, a privacy community could raise donations to cover operating costs, highlighting its service provider independence. This option would, however, require the abandonment of advertisement. The prominent example of Wikipedia shows that donations can cover operating costs of a large community. Donations are made by satisfied users who are convinced of Wikipedia’s goal that knowledge should be accessible to anyone.

The goal of the introduced privacy community is the provider-independent enhancement of privacy. If the increased level of privacy and the improved privacy awareness of both users and providers are recognized, the privacy community could equally convince users of its higher goals and motivate to make donations.

### 6.6 Summary

This chapter starts with a definition of the privacy community’s central role within our proposed privacy architecture and outlines its conceptual architecture.

We continue with a presentation of the content and functions of the collaborative privacy community. Targeting a provider-independent source of privacy-relevant service provider information, the privacy community collects static provider information and individual experiences. Moreover, our solution enables users to know in advance, what personal data are required for a specific service offer and which third parties the service provider shares this information with. Furthermore, the community maintains explanations and ratings of privacy policies along with a policy adherence rating. Finally, our presented solution facilitates the exchange of uploaded privacy preferences among registered users.
Considering the characteristics of the accessing clients, we employ a Service-oriented Architecture for the communication within the proposed privacy architecture. Web services serve as exclusive interfaces for both the Web front-end and the local privacy components. The Ajax Web front-end provides intuitive navigation and clearly arranged service provider articles, which can be viewed and edited in an understandable way. A conducted user test proved the usability of the Web front-end as well as the user acceptance of an open privacy community.

Finally, we provide an agenda for the successful deployment of a privacy community including its long-term maintenance. The selective seed of content and a widespread Internet promotion are necessary to quickly gain a sufficient number of users and to take advantage of the Wiki effect. Furthermore, we identify moderate advertisements in the Web front-end, a fee-based membership and donations as promising ways to cover operating costs.

The introduction of the local privacy components in the following chapters will further underscore the advantages and the potential of the presented privacy community within our proposed privacy infrastructure.
Chapter 7

Privacy Preference Generator

Focusing on the definition of potential information flows, the Privacy Preference Generator component builds the first local privacy component in our proposed privacy architecture. Its main purpose is the usable and understandable definition of disclosure rules, so called privacy preferences, that define the circumstances and conditions under which users are willing to disclose personal data.

These individual disclosure rules are employed by the Privacy Agent (see Chapter 8.3.3) to detect potential conflicts with machine-readable privacy policies of service providers. As a consequence, the resulting recommendations of the Privacy Agent require privacy preferences of considerably high quality and accuracy.

After a definition of the term privacy preferences, this chapter describes design challenges and requirements of a user-friendly tool for the capture of privacy preferences. We continue with a discussion of related work, before we introduce the concept and the design of a solution that features the privacy preference generation for individual Internet service types and the consideration of privacy experiences during the configuration process. Finally, we lay out further approaches that are capable of capturing privacy preferences.

7.1 Privacy Preferences

According to the P3P Privacy Preference Exchange Language specification privacy preferences are defined as

"the user’s desires regarding the collection and treatment of [personal] information"

[CLM02a].

In Chapter 3.5.4 we analyze the main drivers that impact the disclosure of personal data. A comprehensive user study of Cranor et al. reveals that the disclosure behavior of users primarily depends on the requested personal data types as well as the purpose of collecting personal information, including the disclosure to third parties [CRA99]. These factors dictate the main dimensions of a suitable tool that captures privacy preferences of the user.
7.2 Design Challenges

The subjective disclosure behavior of users (see Chapter 3.5) requires user-friendly and intuitive user interfaces of any privacy preference generation tool that aims for a high degree of user acceptance. Analyzing the development of user interfaces within the context of P3P, Cranor et al. [CGA06] define the following design challenges:

- **Complexity of Users’ Privacy Preferences**
  In theory, the diversity of possible privacy preferences is infinite. The development of a tool should find the balance between providing simple interfaces that allow the definition of understandable preferences and the possibility of fine-tuning preferences to individual personal needs. In this context, the observed mismatch of pre-defined preferences and the actual behavior of users marks a special challenge (see Chapter 3.5.3). In many cases users’ behavior differs from pre-defined preferences, because an advantage is expected for releasing additional personal data.

- **Inexperienced Users**
  Users’ lack of experience in the area of privacy represents a further design challenge. Even though users are increasingly concerned about their privacy (see Chapter 3.5.1), their knowledge about privacy threats and technologies that could help protect their privacy is considerably low [JPJ05]. Furthermore, users are not familiar with technical and legal terms related to privacy [Pol07, FHP04]. As a consequence, basic contents and dialogues should explain all privacy terms sufficiently. A simple and intuitive user interface will allow the vast majority of inexperienced Internet users to use and understand a privacy preference generation tool.

- **Complexity of the P3P Specification**
  The first version of P3P provides eight element types, the latest version 1.1 introduces additional types. Disregarding optional attributes, 36,000 different policies can potentially be modeled with P3P [CGA06]. A user interface trying to capture privacy preferences at that fine-grained level is obviously not usable. This is especially evident, if one considers the previously discussed low level of user experience.

The described design challenges underscore the prevalent contrast between users’ low familiarity with privacy matters and the potential complexity of privacy preferences and corresponding privacy policies. The design of a suitable tool that captures privacy preferences must find the balance between these crucial factors.
7.3 related work

The Privacy Bird\[\text{http://www.privacybird.org/}\] implements a complete P3P-based privacy agent that focuses on usability aspects. As described in Chapter 4.2.2.4, the Privacy Bird automatically retrieves P3P policies of service providers, which are interpreted and matched with privacy preferences of the user. A bird in the browser header is used to signal the result of the matching process to the user.

As the Privacy Bird calculates tailored disclosure recommendations, the tool requires privacy preferences of the user as input. After the initial start individual privacy preferences are prompted. These preferences are captured offering a dedicated window, which is shown in Figure 7.1.

The simplicity of the interface is motivated by the design goals of the Privacy Bird, which aims for a low complexity of the privacy topic and, as a consequence, a high user acceptance\[\text{[CGA06]}\]. For this reason, only fundamental configuration options are available.

The configuration page of the Privacy Bird divides privacy preferences into four groups that represent personal data categories. According to a survey\[\text{[CRA99]}\] the first two groups (health or medical information and financial or purchase information) contain particularly sensitive...
user data, while the last two groups (personally identified information and non-personally identified information) account for user concerns of being identified when releasing personal data. The options of each group address data handling practices of service providers, such as contacting or third party recipients. Alternatively, users can select one out of three pre-defined profiles (low, medium or high).

Analyzing the usability of the Privacy Bird’s configuration page, we examined the privacy preference generation process within our first user test (see Chapter 5.3.3). Most test persons had difficulties understanding the texts of the sparsely designed window. The interpretation of the four data category groups caused further problems, as the groups did not show the involved data types. The radio buttons at the top of the page switch to custom as soon as an option is changed. This confuses users, as no evaluation of their configuration remains. Furthermore, users do not completely comprehend the privacy-related language used in the explanations of the configuration options and do not feel confident about the selected options.

The outcome of the conducted user test revealed that the available privacy preference settings of the Privacy Bird do not provide a satisfactory user experience. The dedicated window does not offer the necessary explanation and graphical support for privacy novices. Moreover, as one single page captures all preferences, the interface does not provide detailed configuration options for more experienced users and relies on the aggregation of four broad data categories. Addressing these usability shortcomings, the following section introduces a dedicated tool that generates privacy preferences in a user-understandable way.

### 7.4 Service Type-based Privacy Preference Generation

Considering the design challenges and deficits of existing solutions, this section introduces a user-friendly, P3P-based Privacy Preference Generator that provides a configuration wizard as well as a clear preference summary [KP09]. In the following, we present the main capabilities of our solution. Exemplifying the design features of our presented application, we illustrate the privacy preference generation process with screenshots. Chapter 10.3.2 lays out additional implementation details of the introduced tool.

#### 7.4.1 Multi-Level User Interface

As described earlier, the potential complexity of individual privacy preferences and service providers’ privacy policies represent significant obstacles for the development of a suitable solution. A tool that generates fine-grained privacy preferences inevitably requires intense user interaction as well as a considerable amount of time to complete the definition process. Such an approach, however, is contrary to the prevalent inexperience of most users. Meeting the needs of this majority of Internet users calls for a tool that is understandable and logically structured. The tool should be restricted to a manageable but still expressive amount of configuration options, in order to facilitate a quick generation of privacy preferences. An elementary interface
enables inexperienced users to fully utilize the application and, as a consequence, encourages users to understand and get informed about privacy-related topics and threats [Tid05, PK03]. When users’ level of experience gets more advanced, they will be able to define more detailed privacy preferences.

Our proposed solution acknowledges the prevalent heterogeneity of users. For this reason, we present a multi-level user interface, splitting the user interface into two complexity modes with differing amount of configuration options. Offering modes of diverse complexity, our application targets both inexperienced privacy novices and privacy experts. As inexperienced users may advance over time, modes can be switched at any time during the privacy preference generation process.

The basic mode is designed for the majority of Internet users with little knowledge about privacy threats and data handling practices of service providers. This mode accounts for most users’ low level of experience in this area. Only fundamental and most necessary settings are available. All options are explained in an understandable way using clear examples. Choosing the basic mode, the user generates a complete set of individual privacy preferences in about five minutes.

The advanced mode is designed for experienced users. In this mode a more detailed configuration environment is offered, allowing the Privacy Agent to make more individualized recommendations. This mode takes advantage of most elements of the P3P vocabulary, giving privacy experts the chance to fine-tune their settings at a high degree.

After the Privacy Preference Generator is installed and started the first time, the user is offered a detailed tutorial explaining all settings of the tool. Subsequently, the user is asked to choose the preferred mode used for the configuration process. As mentioned above, the selected mode can be changed at any time enabling users to switch and reassess their level of experience. The content and the layout of each mode are described in the following sections.

### 7.4.2 Service Type-based Approach

In addition to the complexity of preferences and the inexperience of most Internet users, one of the main challenges is the irrational and unpredictable disclosing behavior of users (see Chapter 3.5.3). Even though the compensation users receive for disclosing comprehensive personal data is generally small, the perceived value for users is estimated much higher [Tre07]. As a consequence users tend to disclose more personal data than required to service providers, not questioning the purpose of the additional data requests.

These facts lead us to conclude that users transmit personal data goal-oriented, i.e. personal data are disclosed focusing on a specific user goal, such as purchasing a product at an online store. Furthermore, trying to achieve this goal, the decision of users which personal data to disclose is a subjective matter. For example, some users might disclose their phone number and their date-of-birth to an online store, even if these data are not necessary for the fulfillment of an online shopping service.
Addressing this goal-oriented behavior of users, our solution provides the definition of privacy preferences for each of twelve pre-defined service types. Each service type represents a World Wide Web service category and corresponds to an abstract user goal. The definition of privacy preferences for each Internet service type allows for more practical and accurate results, as it permits e.g. to define a user’s willingness to disclose his/her credit card information to an online shop, and not to release this information to any other service type, such as an Internet forum or a Web mail service. Additionally, individual privacy preferences for service types enable our solution to provide an adequate set of personal data for each service type (see Chapter 7.4.3), which substantially assists users in the configuration step of specifying personal data they are willing to disclose.

For the identification of meaningful and realistic service types we first looked at the P3P specification. With the release of version 1.1 the Primary Purpose element (\texttt{PPurpose}) allows service providers to specify the primary purpose for collecting personal data \cite{CDE+06}. The 23 \texttt{PPurpose} elements were designed to group service offers and served as basis for our definition. Aiming at a more user-friendly and condensed service type set, we analyzed surveys aiming at the categorization of Internet services. A survey conducted within the PRIME project identifies ten service categories out of 46 most frequently used online services \cite{Ber05}. SevenOne Interactive \cite{Sev07} published a survey about Internet user groups. The survey is based on users’ online interests, Internet usage, eCommerce behavior as well as demographic characteristics. Altogether, the survey analyzed 52 Internet content types, out of which thirteen homogeneous clusters were built.

Based on the P3P \texttt{PPurpose} elements and the described surveys, we define the following twelve service types for our solution:

- Banking
- Downloads
- E-Government
- E-Learning
- Games
- Health
- Mail
- Messaging
- News and Knowledge
- Shopping
- Social Networks
- User-generated Content
After the initial start of the tool and the selection of a complexity mode, the user chooses the first out of twelve service types (see Figure 7.2). Subsequently, a configuration wizard collects user’s privacy preferences for the selected service type. After the completion of the wizard the user can choose to configure the next service type or to directly proceed to the privacy cockpit (see Chapter 7.4.6). A non-configured service type indicates that the user is not willing to interact with and disclose personal data to service providers of that service type. In order to facilitate easy recognition, we designed icons that allow for an easy association with respective service types.

At this point we would like to point out that the service type-based approach entails the reliable identification of a Web site’s service type by the privacy agent. In Chapter 8.3.3 we present a solution that employs a Web service offered by the privacy community.

### 7.4.3 Recommended Data Sets

A central component of privacy preferences is the amount of personal data a user is willing to disclose. For this purpose, the P3P specification offers a basic set of data types and data categories that primarily focuses on online and demographic data \cite{p3p}. In order to represent all commonly used personal data transmitted in the World Wide Web, we extended the P3P vocabulary with additionally required data types. Appendix A.1 provides a complete list of the data type vocabulary used within our privacy infrastructure. The data type definitions are centrally administered in the privacy community (see Chapter 10.2.2).

As our solution captures privacy preferences for twelve service types, we enable users to
individually define a set of data types they are willing to disclose to service providers of the respective service type.

In general, a given service in the World Wide Web should not require more than a certain, adequate amount of personal user data. This set of appropriate personal data generally depends on the service type a certain service belongs to. For example, an instant messaging service should not require more than a nickname and, possibly, an e-mail address, while online shopping services additionally need users’ payment information and delivery address to fulfill their service offers.

In an effort to address the needs of especially inexperienced users, our solution provides a recommended adequate set of personal data for each service type. A survey conducted within the scope of a user test (see Chapter 5.3.4) helped us identify data sets each service type generally requires. Furthermore, our results incorporate the findings of a PRIME survey [Ber05]. Appendix A.2 provides a list of all service types with their recommended data sets. Both service type definitions and their recommended data sets are centrally maintained in the privacy community (see Chapter 10.2.3).

As we defined the appropriate amount of personal data requests for each service type, our application is able to provide this information during the privacy preference generation process. In the basic mode the application recommends assuming this data set and not releasing additional data to a service provider. In order to offer a well-arranged user interface, we aggregated personal data types into data groups and designed individual icons for each data group.

In our example, Figure 7.3 shows that the selected service type Shopping requires data from the data groups Financial Data, Login Data, Name Data, Online Data and Postal Address Data. Moving the mouse over a data group triggers a tool tip that shows the individual data types of that group.

In addition, the user is asked to specify the behavior of the Privacy Agent, if a Web site requests more data than the recommended data set. The user can choose to:

- Not accept the release of additional data
- Accept the release of personal data, but to be specifically warned and informed about this practice
- Accept the release of additional personal data without warning (not recommended)

This configuration is offered to the user in accordance with the behavior element of APPEL [CLM02a]. The behavior element can take on the values block, limited and request. The values are applied to the three options respectively. Additionally, the second option employs the APPEL prompt element to trigger a user notification.

If the advanced mode is chosen, the wizard allows direct adjustment of the data set the user is willing to release (Figure 7.4). The left area lists available personal data types a user possesses. All data types are arranged in their corresponding data groups. The right box shows data types selected for disclosure. By default, the right box contains the recommended data set.
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If an element is double-clicked, it is moved from one box to the other. The same functionality is provided by arrow buttons placed between both boxes. An additional button resets the elements to the recommended data set.

7.4.4 Purpose of Collecting Data

Apart from the amount of personal data, controlling and restricting the usage of these data is a primary factor for the disclosure of personal data (see Chapter 3.5.4). In the context of our proposed tool, a configuration wizard captures purposes a service provider – in addition to the fulfillment of the original service – may use transferred personal data for. The most common and privacy-relevant additional purposes are personalization and contacting.

Personalization techniques enable service providers to tailor the content of their Web sites to users’ needs and interests, by processing users’ disclosed personal data and their surfing behavior [Sea03]. A well-known example of personalization measures is the individual product offering a returning customer obtains at an online shopping Web site. A further, more intrusive case is an individually tailored advertisement.

Our proposed application enables users to specify the preferred personalization activities of service providers. The P3P specification defines five personalization elements [CDE+06]. Catering usability needs, we aggregated the elements into three distinctive groups:

- **One-time Personalization**
  A service provider collecting personal data for the purpose of one-time personalization adjusts content and design of a Web site using transferred personal user information
as well as clickstream information. Personalization is only conducted for the current visit. Personal data collected for one-time personalization are not permanently stored by the service provider. Hence, personalization is not applied at any future visit. The P3P element indicating one-time personalization is tailoring.

- **Pseudonymous Personalization**
  Unlike one-time personalization a service provider collecting personal user information for pseudonymous personalization stores personal user data for future personalization measures. Additionally, the service provider uses personal user data to analyze Web offers. This form of personalization only uses non-identifiable user data, such as gender and year-of-birth. The corresponding P3P elements for pseudonymous personalization are pseudo-analysis and pseudo-decision.

- **Individual Personalization**
  In addition to pseudonymous personalization service providers collecting personal user data for individual personalization also use identifying user information (e.g. date-of-birth, postal address and e-mail address) for personalization measures. The P3P elements representing this group are individual-analysis and individual-decision.

A further prominent and valuable purpose of collecting personal data is direct contacting. In many cases this activity is triggered by a service provider’s marketing department that promotes a product or offers an individualized service. The communication channels users can be contacted are e-mail, postal or telephone.
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Figure 7.5: Personalization and Contacting Page of the Basic Mode

As many users dislike being directly contacted, our presented configuration wizard provides options to adjust privacy preferences accordingly. Following the P3P specification we adopt the two contacting categories mail (e-mail and postal) and telephone. The respective P3P elements are contact and telemarketing.

Figure 7.5 depicts the personalization and contacting page for the basic mode. As users in this mode tend to be inexperienced and value user-friendliness over rich configuration settings, we limited available options to allowing or disallowing personalization and contacting as a whole and left out further options of fine-tuning. All options are explained thoroughly. In our example the user chooses to allow personalization and not to allow contacting for the selected service type Shopping. Serving understandability and user acceptance of the application, we designed supportive icons, which are placed at the right of each option. Underscoring the selection of the user, the icons are grayed out for unselected options.

In the advanced mode we allow more fine-grained configuration of each purpose. For this purpose, we split the page of the basic mode into a personalization page and a contacting page. The personalization page presents all three identified personalization types, the contacting page the two available contacting categories. Figure 7.6 shows the personalization page in the advanced mode. In our example the user opts to allow one-time personalization as well as pseudonymous personalization and does not allow individual personalization. Again, the user selection is supported by individually designed icons for each option.

After a change in the tool settings, an extended advanced mode enables users to further refine the selection of each option. Employing the required attribute of the P3P specification, users can choose to:
Figure 7.6: Personalization Page of the Advanced Mode

- Not allow a configuration option (equivalent to an unchecked box)
- Only allow a configuration option, if an explicit user consent is required (opt-in)
- Only allow a configuration option, if an opt out option is provided (opt-out)
- Always allow a configuration option (equivalent to a checked box)

The extended personalization page of the advanced mode in Figure 7.7 shows that the preferences of the user concerning one-time personalization and pseudonymous personalization are bound to conditions. The user only accepts the purpose one-time personalization, if the service provider offers an option that disables this practice (opt-out). For pseudonymous personalization, the user even requires his/her explicit consent (opt-in) during or after the disclosure of personal data. Again, the user chooses not to allow individual personalization.

7.4.5 Disclosure to Third Parties

The final page of the configuration wizard is dedicated to recipients of personal user data. As service providers pass personal user data to third parties for various reasons, our application gives users means to customize this privacy-sensitive practice in their privacy preferences.

Like for personalization, we looked at the P3P specification and aggregated third party groups based on the recipient elements [CDE+06]. The P3P element ours represents the service provider itself, or agents that act on the behalf of the service provider. It is set by default in users’ privacy preferences. The remaining P3P recipient elements specify third party entities, which are grouped as follows:
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- **Third Parties Following Equable Practices**
  This group comprises third parties with equable privacy and data handling practices. These recipients use personal user data on their own behalf. However, all parties are required to follow the same restrictions concerning user data as the service provider. The corresponding P3P element for this group is `same`.

- **Third Parties Following Different Practices**
  The privacy and data handling practices of this group differ from those of the service provider. These third parties are not affiliated with the service provider and use personal data on their own behalf. The P3P elements for this group are `delivery` and `other-recipient`.

- **Public Areas**
  A final third party group represents all publicly available areas like fora and public directories. It also includes third parties with unknown privacy and data handling practices. The associated P3P recipient elements are `unrelated` and `public`.

The third party page design, including the composition of each mode, resembles the personalization and contacting pages. In the basic mode, the user can solely choose whether or not to accept the disclosure to third parties following equable practices (the first defined third party group) and the disclosure to other third parties (the combination of the latter third party groups). In the advanced mode all three groups are available as individual options.

Figure 7.8 presents the third party configuration page of the basic mode. The user only accepts...
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7.4.6 Cockpit

After the completion of service type configurations, our solution offers a clear overview of users’ privacy preferences. For this purpose, the tool switches to the privacy cockpit, the main page of the Privacy Preference Generator. This page provides a quick and comprehensible summary of all configured service types, enabling users to oversee and double-check all settings and options. In addition, the cockpit page presents an evaluation of each configured service type with regard to the privacy impact of the configuration.

The columns of the dynamically generated table show all configured service types. The table rows list all available configuration options of the selected mode. As users value consistent interfaces [Tid05], the selected mode – just like in the configuration wizard – does not change the design of the cockpit page, but only impacts the number of rows, as the number of available options depends on the selected mode.

Figure 7.9 shows a screenshot of the privacy cockpit in the advanced mode including seven configured service types. Icons in the table mark the selection of a particular option for a specific service type. Conversely, a missing icon in a table cell indicates that the configuration option for a service type was not approved by the user. Targeting user acceptance, we reused the supportive icons of the configuration wizard. If the user moves the mouse over an icon,
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the Live-Help area shows additional explanations of that configuration option, applying the concept of a Two Panel Selector [Tid05].

In order to give users a meaningful and understandable feedback of their configuration, service types are sorted horizontally by their impact on users’ privacy. Doing this, we calculate a privacy level for each service type, taking equally into account the configurations for personalization, contacting and disclosures to third parties. Enabling users to switch modes at any time while maintaining the privacy level scores of each service type, the options of the basic mode have a higher weight in each aggregated configuration category than the more fine-grained options of the advanced mode. The resulting score for each service type ranges from 0 (all options selected; lowest privacy level) to 1 (no options selected; highest privacy level).

Applying the calculated privacy levels, service types are arranged in ascending order. Fostering user acceptance and providing a quick recognition and evaluation of privacy levels, we align all service types on a dynamic color scale. The color scale underscores the calculated privacy level, starting with red and fading to yellow and green. With regard to the calculated privacy level score, we allocate service types as follows:

- Privacy Level Score between 0 and 0.33: Red
- Privacy Level Score between 0.34 and 0.66: Yellow
- Privacy Level Score between 0.67 and 1: Green

In the exemplary configuration of Figure 7.9, the service type News and Knowledge shows the lowest privacy level score and, as a result, is listed first. As its calculated privacy level score is 0.28, the service type is accompanied with a red background color. The adjacent service types Banking and Social Networks show a score of 0.44 and 0.5, respectively, resulting in a yellow background color. The remaining service types Shopping, Mail, E-Learning and User-generated Content are presented with a green background color with privacy level scores of 0.67, 0.72, 0.89 and 1, respectively. We point out that the background color scale shifts dynamically, as the configurations and the privacy level scores change.

A click on the "Configure a Service Type" button at the bottom of the page opens the service type selection page (Figure 7.2) that allows the configuration of an additional service type. If the user chooses to change the configuration, a click on a service type icon in the table restarts the configuration wizard for that service type.

7.4.7 Quick Mode

While the configuration of a single service type can be completed in a manageable amount of time, the full configuration of twelve service types can turn into a lengthy task, especially for service types with repetitive preferences. Seeking a method that enables the quick set-up of multiple service types, we added a quick mode functionality to the privacy cockpit, which is displayed in Figure 7.10.
Expanding the privacy cockpit page, the quick mode places a box at the left side of the cockpit, which lists all unconfigured service types. A link below that box leads to the quick mode section of the tutorial. The quick mode is activated and deactivated using the stretched vertical button at the left of the dynamic table, guaranteeing easy accessibility to the quick mode functionality [Tid05].

Once the quick mode is activated, unconfigured service types can be dragged and dropped from the left box to the cockpit table. Likewise, users can drag already configured service types to the list of unconfigured service types. Being used in all modern operating systems [Spe05], we assume that all users are familiar with drag and drop actions. Signaling users the consequences of drag and drop activities [Tid05], the target area is highlighted with a blue frame, once the user started dragging a service type.

If the user drags and drops an unconfigured service type on a particular service type in the dynamic table, the dropped service type assumes all settings from the targeted service type and is aligned and sorted along with all configured service types. The user can also drop a service
type on the right border of the table. This action assigns the highest privacy settings to that service type with no configuration options selected.

An activated quick mode also enables users to drag and drop already configured service types on each other. Again, the dropped service type assumes all configuration options.

7.4.8 Evaluation

After the initial identification of design challenges we developed an early prototype of the Privacy Preference Generator. The application included most features of the current version and underwent a user test (Chapter 5.3.3) that especially emphasized usability.

After the initial start of the tool and the selection of a mode, test persons were directly guided to the cockpit (Figure 7.11). Similar to the final version of the privacy cockpit, the cockpit page of the early prototype evaluated the generated privacy preferences and grouped configured service types into the privacy columns Very Good, Good, Average and Poor. This terminology confused users, as it was unclear, whether the column headings referred to the level of privacy or the disclosure of personal data itself. Furthermore, the use of color did not support the meaning of each group. We solved that issue by discontinuing the use of static groups in favor of a dynamic color scale in the background.

Furthermore, the red check marks at the bottom of each group were criticized, as they failed to
reflect the chosen settings in an understandable way. Additional deficits of the privacy cockpit included unrecognizable buttons, missing drag and drop functionality of service types as well as a non-intuitive mode change.

The test outcome of the configuration wizard triggered improvements of the explaining texts as well as the supportive icons. We learned that test persons primarily focused on the text, when they were about to make a selection. The icons only had supportive character, but were highly appreciated by all users. Furthermore, we discovered that simple, little space consuming icons are favored over detailed, more complex pictures.

Moreover, we recognized the need of a recommended data set for each service type, as inexperienced users were unable to determine an appropriate amount of personal data types in an acceptable amount of time.

Furthermore, a fundamental finding of the first user test was the need of a uniform design for all complexity modes. The early prototype applied different design patterns for each mode, which caused confusion among test persons when the chosen mode was changed.

In spite of the existing deficits, however, all test persons agreed that the definition of privacy preferences with the tested tool offered significantly more user-friendliness than the priorly
tested Privacy Bird. Also, the concept of a configuration wizard along with a privacy cockpit was widely appreciated. Our initial idea to determine the appropriate mode for a user by using Westin’s privacy attitude categorization (see Chapter 3.5.2) proved to be not applicable.

The findings of the first test served as valuable input for the development of the final solution, which is described and illustrated in the previous sections. In an effort to unveil final weaknesses, we evaluated our proposed tool within the scope of our second user test (Chapter 5.3.4).

After an initial tutorial, the first task included the definition of privacy preferences for the service type Shopping. As described earlier, test persons had to choose a complexity mode when the application initially started. 19 out of 26 test persons chose the basic mode, while six decided to start with the advanced mode. One person chose the at that time available expert mode. Many test persons expressed their confusion about three different complexity modes. This user feedback led us to merge the configuration settings of the advanced mode and the expert mode. Offering a basic mode and an advanced mode, we still provide a multi-level user interface that caters the needs of inexperienced users and privacy experts. In addition, we provide an opt-in/opt-out menu option for experts who want to fine-tune their advanced settings.

Most test persons praised the layout and the explanations of the configuration wizard. Some test persons had difficulties in understanding the personalization settings. For this reason, we prepared clearer explanations and redesigned the supportive icons. The help texts were broadly recognized and utilized for the understanding of the configuration options. Consequently, all test persons successfully completed the configuration with no difficulties.

For the second task, test persons were asked to make particular changes to the pre-configured service type Health. In order to solve this task, we asked test persons to switch into the advanced mode. Most test persons changed the mode smoothly. Only two persons needed time to find the proper menu item, but did not need any additional hints.

The basic principle to move data types on the disclosed data page was instantly recognized and posed no observable hurdle. Only a few test persons had difficulties finding the right data types in the tree, which is mainly caused by the partially assumed P3P data type definition. The adjustment of the remaining settings in the configuration wizard, again, was completed smoothly.

The third task focused on the privacy cockpit. Test persons were asked to interpret the pre-configured service type Banking. The findings of this task underscored the understandability of the privacy cockpit. All test persons correctly interpreted the settings. Only a few asked for a clearer highlighting of the live help area. Addressing voiced hints of some test persons, we added grid lines to the privacy cockpit to further improve the quick comprehension of the service type configurations.

In the interview section we obtained valuable feedback that allowed us to improve the design of the icons. Furthermore, we learned that most users agreed that the tool as a whole was understandable and easy-to-use. During the discussions we recognized that both privacy experts and privacy novices realized the purpose of the configuration they made, even though many test
persons have not been confronted with privacy-enhancing technologies before the test. 21 test persons agreed that the tested tool facilitates them to exactly define their privacy preferences. Only a few persons expressed their concern, whether machine-readable preferences could exactly reflect their disclosure behavior. Finally, all test persons unanimously believed that the Privacy Preference Generator along with the Privacy Agent has the potential to become a valuable tool for the protection of personal data.

7.5 Additional Approaches

The previous section introduces our proposed solution for a user-friendly Privacy Preference Generator component. During the course of development, we considered the potential of additional approaches for the usable generation of privacy preferences, which are theoretically discussed in the following.

7.5.1 Creating Privacy Preference Templates

Seeking means to provide users with useful privacy preferences in an acceptable amount of time, we also analyzed the potential of offering privacy preference templates to users. Within the scope of our first user test (Chapter 5.3.3) each test person was asked to configure privacy preferences as accurately as possible. Using Westin’s classification (Chapter 3.5.2), we also determined the privacy attitude of test persons, looking for similarities of privacy preferences within each user group.

Analyzing the results of the test, we learned that the preferences of each user group did not match significantly and did not permit the forging of reliable sets of privacy preferences for each group. The test sample as a whole, however, showed that test persons almost unanimously did not accept to be contacted via phone. Furthermore, we observed that users generally disapproved the disclosure of their personal data to third parties.

Apart from the test outcome, a disadvantage of privacy preference templates is the low level of observed user acceptance. A template of privacy preferences does not contribute to understandability and, as a consequence, does not gain users’ trust, which is supported by the second user test we conducted (Chapter 5.3.4). Being asked about their opinion, the majority of test persons did not trust a preference template and favored a user-friendly configuration tool over a timesaving template. A few users, however, would use a template as a starting point for the definition of privacy preferences.

Considering these findings, we conclude that privacy preferences of users are too heterogeneous and too individual to build significant clusters. Templates could – at the most – serve as basic preferences at the beginning of the configuration process. In our proposed solution we offer recommended data sets and a quick mode that enable users to define privacy preferences in a timesaving and accurate manner.

The proposed privacy community takes up the potential of shared privacy preferences and
enables inexperienced users to adopt privacy preferences of more experienced friends (see Chapter 6.3.7). Our second user test proved that provided preferences that originated from a familiar person substantially boosted the acceptance of these preferences. The vast majority of test persons agreed that they would consider using privacy preferences specified by a known privacy expert.

### 7.5.2 Process-based Privacy Preference Generation

Instead of following a service-based definition, we also analyzed the potential of configuring privacy preferences for individual Internet processes, such as *Registration* or *Purchase* (see also Chapter 6.3.2).

This approach enables users to define privacy preferences explicitly for each process. Like its service type-based counterpart, a corresponding privacy agent identifies the Internet process being used and matches it with the privacy policy of the visited service provider.

However, a severe shortcoming of the process-based approach is the lacking comparability of equal processes. Using a configuration tool as introduced in this chapter, it is not possible to define general privacy preferences for a given Internet process. The process *Registration* of a *Shopping* service type, for example, requires a lot more personal data than the same process of a *Messaging* service type. This fact already represented the driving force of our proposed service type-based approach that takes into account the goal-oriented actions of Internet users.

A further difficulty of the process-based approach is the fact that a service provider’s service offer generally consists of several processes, while in most cases only one privacy policy is published. Even though the P3P standard facilitates separate policies for each Web page of the provider, it seems barely possible to divide information of one or many privacy policies into individual processes without extensive support of a privacy community.

### 7.5.3 Building Privacy Preferences from a Transaction History

Within the local Data Disclosure Log component a transaction logging application records all personal data transfers in the Web browser (see Chapter 9.3). This transaction history facilitates the identification of patterns in the disclosure behavior of the user.

In an effort to gain privacy preferences for each service type, the implementation of this approach required the addition of the Internet service type to each logged transaction of the parsed transaction log file. In order to generate meaningful disclosure rules, our analysis also required the aggregation of transactions belonging to the same service provider.

We merely focused on disclosure patterns of personal data types. Personalization and contacting configurations as well as disclosures to third parties could equally be determined, if a sufficient amount of P3P privacy policies is logged. In the following we analyze three identification approaches.

An algebraic approach allows the identification of set unions and intersections of past data
disclosures [FKPT07]. Built set unions collect all personal data types that have been transferred to service providers of a particular service type. As expected, set unions result in extremely permissive disclosure rules, as the transfer of a particular data type to a single service provider leads to an inclusion in the resulting disclosure rule. On the contrary, intersections represent the opposite extreme, as an inclusion of a data type into the resulting rule requires the transfer to each service provider of a given service type. The built disclosure rules show a high level of confidence. However, in real life scenarios it seems unlikely that the analysis of a transaction log file results in useful intersections, as the number of transactions rises. Hence, the calculated disclosure rules of both procedures show little practical value. Both the set union and the intersection are considerably susceptible to outliers. The elimination of outliers inevitably requires substantial user interactions, which outweighs the advantages of this automatic approach.

Targeting a solution that reduces the impact of outliers, we employed a threshold-based approach, which required the generation of personal data disclosure vectors for each service provider. Each dimension represents the disclosure (1) or non-disclosure (0) of a particular data type to a service provider. The following vectors list personal data types for three online shopping providers:

\[
\text{Amazon} = \begin{pmatrix} 1 \\ 0 \\ 1 \\ 1 \\ 0 \end{pmatrix}; \text{Ebay} = \begin{pmatrix} 1 \\ 0 \\ 0 \\ 0 \\ 0 \end{pmatrix}; \text{BestBuy} = \begin{pmatrix} 1 \\ 1 \\ 1 \\ 1 \\ 0 \end{pmatrix}
\]

In order to account for the relevance of each service provider for the considered service type, we incorporate the transaction frequency by weighing each vector with the number of transactions. For our presented example, we assume the user executed six transactions with Amazon, four with Ebay and two with Best Buy, resulting in a relative weight of 0.5, 0.33 and 0.17, respectively. The following vectors show the service provider vectors multiplied with the relative weights:

\[
\text{Amazon} = \begin{pmatrix} 0.5 \\ 0 \\ 0.5 \\ 0 \\ 0 \end{pmatrix}; \text{Ebay} = \begin{pmatrix} 0.33 \\ 0 \\ 0.33 \\ 0 \\ 0 \end{pmatrix}; \text{BestBuy} = \begin{pmatrix} 0.17 \\ 0 \\ 0.17 \\ 0 \\ 0 \end{pmatrix}
\]

In a final step all vectors are summed up and compared to pre-defined thresholds. If a threshold value is reached or exceeded the particular data type is included in the disclosure rule. For our example, the first and third data type exceeds the defined thresholds.
The defined thresholds reflect the sensitivity of a particular data type and express the required level of confidence for a data type to get included in the disclosure rules. The high threshold of the fourth data type, for instance, indicates a sensitive data type like a credit card number.

The presented threshold-based approach represents a suitable solution for the automatic creation of privacy preferences. Unlike set unions and intersections, outliers do not bias the outcome noticeably. Furthermore, the incorporated transaction frequency of service provider results in meaningful and practical disclosure rules. An implemented Java-based demonstration proved the applicability of this approach. However, the determination of appropriate threshold values remains a challenging task and requires careful considerations. Existing user surveys as well as individual user preferences could help determine suitable values.

Finally, we analyzed the potential of data mining techniques for the automatic creation of privacy preferences [WF05]. The given task requires unsupervised learning algorithms for the discovery of patterns within the user’s transaction history. Existing clustering algorithms are capable of identifying similar disclosures within a particular service type. However, users need to select the most appropriate clusters for the generation of disclosure rules. From a usability perspective, inexperienced users are not able to understand the clustering procedure, resulting in a low acceptance and adoption of the built preferences.

On balance, compared to algebraic and data mining approaches the threshold-based approach represents the most promising way to automatically create privacy preferences from a transaction log. For the definition of threshold values intense interpretation of user surveys is required. A weakness all considered approaches have in common is the required accuracy of the transaction log file. This remaining uncertainty and the inferior user acceptance of automatic approaches led us to offer a user-friendly manual configuration tool for our proposed privacy infrastructure.

### 7.6 Summary

The Privacy Preference Generator component is responsible for the understandable capture of disclosure rules, which are required for an automatic evaluation of privacy policies.

The chapter starts with a definition of privacy preferences and highlights decision criteria for the disclosure of personal data. We discuss design challenges for the development of a suitable tool that generates privacy preferences, before we identify usability deficits of related work.

We introduce a user-friendly tool that captures privacy preferences for up to twelve Internet service types, allowing for more precise and practical disclosure rules. Two complexity modes
tailor the tool for inexperienced users and privacy experts. Building on the vocabulary of the P3P specification, a wizard guides users through a set of configuration options. The wizard shows clear explanations and recommends an adequate personal data set for each service type. The privacy cockpit provides an understandable overview and evaluation of the generated privacy preferences. Two conducted user tests helped us assess usability and user acceptance. Finally, we discuss further approaches we considered for the definition of privacy preferences. Privacy preference templates can serve as basis for the configuration process, but cannot replace the manual configuration. We showed that the generation of privacy preferences for Internet processes is not applicable and inferior to the presented service type-based solution. Analyzing automatic generation procedures from a transaction log file, only the threshold-based approach delivers reasonable disclosure rules. Due to the fuzzy results and the low user acceptance, automatic approaches do not meet the requirements of a usable configuration tool.
Chapter 8

Privacy Agent

The Privacy Agent component is designed to assist users in protecting actual data disclosures. Specifically, the component provides information that supports users in making a more informed disclosure decision.

This chapter starts with a requirements analysis of a suitable privacy agent in the Web browser. After the identification of usability deficits of existing solutions, we introduce an integrating browser extension that provides contextual privacy-related service provider information, combining resources of the proposed privacy architecture. In particular, this information involves collaborative community data that are relevant for actual data disclosures. The browser extension also matches service providers’ privacy policies with privacy preferences of the user and signals the resulting disclosure recommendation to the user. Finally, information about linkable partial identities and disclosed personal data is offered.

8.1 Requirements

One of the biggest privacy-related challenges users are facing is the decision whether or not to release personal data to an unknown service provider. In order to support the predominantly inexperienced users, the primary goal of the targeted Privacy Agent should be the provision of an improved basis for decision-making. Due to the characteristics of the Privacy Agent, it should be designed and implemented as a browser extension and present service provider information in the context of the visited Web site.

In Chapter 4 we highlighted that the acceptance of privacy-enhancing technologies requires the design of usable interfaces. Patrick et al. define 14 design features for the development of a privacy agent, which are partially applicable to the context of the targeted Privacy Agent [PKHvB03]. Specifically, the authors recommend a consistent visual layout, a functional arrangement of the used elements and a structured design that provides both a clear overview and the ability to focus individual components. Furthermore, a usable solution should protect personal data non-intrusively [BS93]. Also, an agent should not burden the user with additional tasks [CG05].
The proposed privacy architecture features a privacy community that stores collaboratively maintained service provider information (see Chapter 6). These data allow users to get an overview as well as comprehensive reputational information about a visited service provider. Hence, the context-based Privacy Agent should utilize this open source of privacy-related information and display static provider information as well as privacy ratings and individual user postings. A contextual browser agent should also allow users to rate the privacy policy as well as the policy adherence of a visited service provider, enabling users to quickly edit collaborative content.

The privacy community also maintains the amount of personal data required for the fulfillment of a process. Knowing this information in advance represents a valuable information source that impacts the disclosure decision and saves users valuable time. Hence, the Privacy Agent within our proposed privacy infrastructure should look up and present this information.

As the Privacy Agent is intended to provide a quick access to the privacy community, a login option should be available for registered community members. In this context, the Privacy Agent should facilitate the upload of privacy preferences to the community. Likewise, the import of privacy preferences of connected users into the local Privacy Preference Generator should be offered without the need of accessing the community’s Web front-end.

Known as the basic functionality of a privacy agent, the matching of machine-readable privacy policies with privacy preferences should be performed. As we generate separate preference sets for each pre-defined Internet service type (see Chapter 7.4), the Privacy Agent is required to determine the service type of a visited Web site. In order to foster understandability, the results of the matching process should be highlighted and presented clearly, including the source and a detailed explanation of detected conflicts [LG05]. As the adoption rate of P3P policies among service providers is relatively low (see Chapter 4.1.2), the Privacy Agent within our collaborative privacy architecture should resort to available community information, if no P3P policy is available.

An interview section of our second user test (see Chapter 5.3.4) revealed that many test persons were not aware of privacy threats that originate from potential linkabilities of partial identities (see Chapter 2.3). Hence, the Privacy Agent should visualize used partial identities of the user, including detected linkabilities.

With regard to the visited Web site, already disclosed personal data should be highlighted, utilizing the personal transaction log file generated by the Data Disclosure Log component (see Chapter 9.3). Such a disclosure history allows users to see at a glance which personal data were transferred to a visited service provider in the past.

As the Privacy Agent is placed at a central position on the user side, it should provide direct access to the remaining local privacy components as well as the community article of the visited Web site.
8.2 Usability Deficits of Existing Privacy Agents

In order to derive design goals for a suitable user interface, we analyzed and evaluated existing browser-based privacy agents. Similar to the previous chapter we concentrated on the well-known Privacy Bird (see Chapter 4.2.2.4), which represents the only available privacy agent that focuses on usability aspects.

We tested the Privacy Bird within the scope of our first user test (see Chapter 5.3.3). During the preparation of the test, we noticed the insufficient integration of the application in the Web browser. A new bird icon window is opened for each browser tab, which quickly fills the task bar of the operating system. Furthermore, it complicates the association of Privacy Bird instances with opened browser windows.

Unlike the user test conducted by Cranor et al. [CGA06], our test did not target a usability comparison of the Privacy Bird with the obviously inferior built-in privacy policy presentation of the Microsoft Internet Explorer or a full-text privacy policy. Focusing on understandability of the user interface, the outcome of our test showed that users tend to misinterpret the yellow bird icon, which indicates a Web site that does not provide a P3P policy. In comparison to the red icon, which signals a policy violation, the yellow icon pretends higher privacy protection, even though the data collection and data handling practices of the Web site are completely unknown and not evaluated by the tool. Cranor et al. mention this issue, but stick to the yellow bird icon, stating that a red icon for an unknown policy would discourage users, as the overwhelming majority of Web sites does not provide P3P policies [CGA06].

Moreover, the user test revealed usability weaknesses of the policy summary. Most test candidates criticized the design and the confusing structure of the window and had difficulties finding the proper information. As the policy summary mainly focuses on detected conflicts as well as a textual description of the provider’s privacy policy, a relation to the individually defined privacy preferences is not evident to the user. Consequently, most test persons did not succeed in finding the sources of detected conflicts. Even though the design of the tool targeted inexperienced users, we observed that most candidates had difficulties understanding the used privacy language. A reason for that outcome might be that most test candidates’ native language was not English (see also [Pet04]).

In addition to the evaluation of the Privacy Bird, we also considered design weaknesses of existing policy viewers that are seeking to translate P3P policies in an explaining textual form (see Chapter 4.2.2.1).

8.3 Design of An Integrating Privacy Agent

In the following we introduce the design of the browser-based Privacy Agent within the collaborative privacy infrastructure. The section starts with a technical overview of the presented tool, before we describe the design and the functionality of the provided tabs. Chapter 10.3.3 lays out additional details of the prototypical implementation.
8.3.1 Overview

As defined in our proposed privacy architecture, the Privacy Agent should provide users with information, which is relevant for the disclosure of personal data. Hence, the tool should utilize all available resources of the underlying privacy infrastructure. As mentioned earlier, a suitable solution needs to be integrated in the Web browser.

Recent Web browser usage statistics as well as the powerful environment for the development of extensions led us to choose Mozilla Firefox as host browser for the presented Privacy Agent.

The Firefox framework provides a comprehensive tool set for the development of complex browser-based applications. The integration of the XML User Interface Language (XUL) facilitates the simple development of application interfaces. As our efforts emphasize usability aspects, this characteristic is of primary importance. The application logic is implemented using the script language JavaScript [Fla06]. The Firefox framework closely connects XUL and JavaScript, which results in a clear separation of user interface design and application logic [Pro07].

For the realization of the application design we followed the XUL Accessibility Guidelines recommended by the Mozilla Developer Center.

Figure 8.1 depicts a screenshot of the proposed Privacy Agent, embedded in the Firefox browser.

---

http://marketshare.hitslink.com/browser-market-share.aspx
http://www.mozilla.com/firefox/
http://planetxul.com/
https://developer.mozilla.org/En/XUL_accessibility_guidelines
By default, the Privacy Agent operates in the background and does not directly affect the surfing behavior of the user. In this state only three small icons indicate the presence of the application. The left side of the status bar contains a status icon that reflects the recommendation of the matched privacy policy. The same icon is placed at the right side of the address line. A conducted user test did not reveal a preferred position of the status icon (see Section 8.3.7), which led us to offer both alternative icons. An additional icon in the status bar presents the detected service type of the visited service provider.

A left-click on either status icon opens the main window of the introduced Privacy Agent. We point out that the user needs to actively open the main window. A more intrusive automatically triggered pop-up window is avoided.

Considering the collected requirements, we carefully selected and aggregated relevant information and functionality of the main window. The resulting six tabs are presented and discussed in the following sections.

### 8.3.2 Collaborative Service Provider Information

The initial two tabs of the designed Privacy Agent show selected privacy community data of the visited Web site. The displayed information was chosen with regard to their relevance to actual data disclosures. The service provider information is exclusively queried from the privacy community, utilizing the offered Web service interfaces.

When the user opens the Privacy Agent, the first tab lists general service provider information of the community (see Figure 8.2). The main purpose of this tab is to convey a general impression of an unknown service provider.

The tab header shows the Favicon, the name and the applicable service type icon of the service provider. The right side of the header indicates the login state of the privacy community. The tab header remains unchanged in the following tabs of the Privacy Agent, allowing users to relate the remaining information to the visited service provider.

The top segment of the first tab lists the provider’s URL, the physical location of the server as well as a textual presentation of the service type. The presented information is part of the static provider information maintained by the privacy community (see Chapter 6.3.1) and displays users an approximate service provider classification.

The following segment is dedicated to service provider ratings. Resembling the design of the community’s Web front-end, each rating is displayed in the form of an orange star rating. In particular, the policy adherence rating, the policy rating of the effective privacy policy and the data usage rating (automated evaluation of the required amount of personal data) are presented to the user (see Chapters 6.3.5, 6.3.4 and 6.3.2 respectively).

Easing the active participation in the privacy community, we offer users the possibility to rate the policy adherence as well as the effective privacy policy by clicking the respective amount of stars. With respect to the user’s login state the rating is submitted to the community anonymously or is associated to the logged-in user. Furthermore, logged-in users have the
The last segment presents community postings of individual user experiences (see Chapter 6.3.6). While the most recent entry is presented first, the user can browse the chronologically sorted postings using the arrow buttons at the left and right side of the text box. Additionally, the segment highlights the category (positive or negative) as well as the user name (if not anonymously submitted) and the date of each posting.

As proved by numerous reviewing systems, ratings along with individual user experiences significantly impact the behavior of users and, hence, provide valuable reputational information about service providers in the context of the Privacy Agent.

If the user wishes to know additional privacy-related information about a presented service provider, the Details button at the bottom of the tab opens the community article of the visited service provider in a new browser tab.

The second tab of the designed Privacy Agent depicts the service provider’s offered processes along with the required amount of personal data per process, which is also maintained by the privacy community (see Chapter 6.3.2). The design of the second tab is depicted in Figure 8.3. Available processes are represented by green arrows, corresponding to the design of the respective article tab in the privacy community. When the user clicks a process, a box unfolds that shows the required amount of personal data. For the sake of clearness, we aggregated certain groups of personal data types, like Address and Payment Information (see Chapter 10.2.2). If the mouse is moved over a data element, a tool tip visualizes the individual data types.
of an aggregated element. Furthermore, each personal data element belongs to a data group, which is indicated by the corresponding icon. The icons allow for a quick comprehension of the required types of personal data. In addition to the amount of personal data, the tab also presents the community evaluation of the personal data amount with regard to the offered process. This automated rating is shown below the list of personal data elements.

Similar to the privacy community, the arrangement of the process arrows resembles process chains, which indicate the required completion of a process before the execution of a depending process. In Figure 8.3, for instance, the process Purchase is selected that requires the completion of the process Registration. A selected process is colored blue, while processes that are not part of the selected process chain are faded out.

Again, a click on the Details button opens the community article of the visited service provider and allows users to directly edit service provider information.

The second tab of the Privacy Agent proves the potential of open information about required personal data. Integrated into a browser extension, this information facilitates users to quickly see and weigh the demanded personal data against the desired purpose. An automatic evaluation further extends the basis for decision-making.

8.3.3 Matching Privacy Policies With Privacy Preferences

The third tab of the introduced Privacy Agent is devoted to the evaluation of published privacy policies. If a P3P policy of a service provider is available, it is matched with individual privacy
preferences of the user (see Chapter 7.4). Based on the service type of the visited service provider, the respective set of privacy preferences is automatically applied. The presented tab calculates a resulting disclosure recommendation, which is signaled to the user.

The design process of the presented tab targeted a user interface that confronts contents of the service provider's privacy policy with configured privacy preferences of the user. Such an at-a-glance overview facilitates users to quickly understand the outcome of the matching process as well as the sources of detected conflicts. Figure 8.4 shows the result of our design efforts.

The left side of the tab visualizes the content of the processed P3P policy, which is contrasted with the privacy preferences of the user on the right side. Horizontally, the tab is divided into four segments that correspond to the configuration categories of the Privacy Preference Generator. A column in the middle highlights the results of the matching process for each category.

The first category focuses on personal data the service provider requests in its privacy policy. Guaranteeing a consistent user experience, we utilized the aggregated data groups along with their icons, which are centrally administered in the privacy community (see Chapter 10.2.2). A blue colored data group icon on the provider side indicates that at least one data type of that data group is requested by the service provider. Consequently, grayed-out icons symbolize that no data types of that data group are listed in the provider's privacy policy. A tool tip triggered by a mouse-over event shows the full name of an icon group.

Representing the privacy preference configuration for the respective service type, the state of
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the data group icons on the right side signals the user’s willingness to disclose data types of that group to a service provider. In particular, a blue data group icon indicates that at least one data type of that group is approved for disclosure.

If the privacy policy of the service provider asks for personal data that are not approved within the privacy preferences of the user, the affected data group icons on the provider side are replaced by red icons that allow users to instantly recognize the sources of identified conflicts. As a blue data group icon within the privacy preference section does not necessarily represent the approval of all data types of that group, it does not prevent the appearance of a conflict in the same data group of the left section.

The second and third horizontal categories visualize the service provider’s personalization and contacting purposes for collecting the specified personal data (see Chapter 7.4.4). The final category is devoted to the personal data disclosure to third parties (see Chapter 7.4.5). Fostering user acceptance, we adopted the purpose and third party aggregations as well as their supportive icons from the corresponding configuration stages of the Privacy Preference Generator. Again, requested/approved elements are represented by blue icons, while non-requested/approved elements are grayed-out. Conflicts are highlighted by red icons on the provider side. Optional required conditions are considered for the matching of each element (see Chapter 7.4.4).

The middle column underscores the result of the matching process in each category. A check box in a green circle symbolizes that no conflict is detected in the respective category. In contrast, an exclamation point in a red triangle indicates the presence of a conflict. Alternatively, the first category shows wave lines in a yellow circle, if a conflict was detected and if the user chose to accept the release of additional personal data, but to be specifically warned and informed about that practice (see Chapter 7.4.3). Finally, a gray question mark is presented, if either no privacy policy information is found for the category or the user did not configure privacy preferences for the applicable service type.

The Conflicts button at the bottom of the tab opens a pop-up window that presents a detailed list of detected conflicts, including a detailed textual explanation for each category. Clicking the PPG button opens the Privacy Preference Generator and allows users to review and change privacy preferences on the spot.

Providing users with a visible notification about detected conflicts, an aggregated conflict status is calculated and presented to the user in both the status bar and the address bar (see Section 8.3.1). The status icon utilizes the icons of the middle column and adopts the most severe conflict status of the four categories. Furthermore, a notification box at the top of the browser window signals detected conflicts and offers users to open the main window (see Figure 8.1). Again, we point out that by default, the user is not interrupted in his browsing behavior and is only discreetly but noticeably hinted at potential conflicts. If the user opts to receive more information, the main window of the Privacy Agent can be opened at any time.

While the presented tab offers a user-friendly tool for the utilization of privacy preferences, the lagging acceptance as well as the predominantly low quality of P3P policies limits the practical use of the presented functionality. For this reason, our solution captures the required amount of
personal data from the privacy community (see Chapter 6.3.2), if no P3P policy of the service provider is available or if the offered P3P policy does not provide sufficient information. In doing so, the presented Privacy Agent accumulates the amount of personal data for all offered processes and utilizes that information for the evaluation of the data group category. Figure 8.5 shows a screenshot of that scenario, which further proves the potential of a collaborative privacy infrastructure.

In the future, the privacy community could also maintain purpose and third party information of privacy policies, allowing privacy experts to capture that information from the textual privacy policies of service providers and enter it in the privacy community. Such an extended privacy community would result in a totally provider-independent evaluation of privacy policies.

### 8.3.4 Usage and Linkability of Partial Identities

In Chapter 2.3 we discuss the possibility of linkable partial identities in the World Wide Web. Addressing this privacy threat, the fourth tab of the Privacy Agent provides users with an illustration of used partial identities and calculates their potential linkabilities.

In order to detect used partial identities, the individual disclosure history of the user is processed, which is built by the Data Disclosure Log component (see Chapter 9.3). A partial identity is regarded as a set of data types that involves a group of transactions. If transactions with a single service provider show contradicting data types, multiple partial identities are built. Identified partial identities are displayed to the user along with their linkabilities. In addition, partial identities are aggregated into non-linkable identity classes.
The direct linkability between two partial identities is determined by comparing non-recurring data type values. These unique values occur with certain data types. If two partial identities possess identical values of such a data type, the linkability between those partial identities can be identified reliably. Applied to the k-unlinkability model [Mal08], k equals 1, which clearly indicates a linkability.

Unique data type values occur, for instance, for the data type *E-mail Address*, as a corresponding value originates from a single person. A value of the data type *Zip Code*, on the other hand, can be led back to many persons and cannot be applied to link partial identities. In some cases, the classification of recurring and non-recurring data types is not clear. For instance, a phone number, which per se is regarded as a unique value, could be shared by several persons in a household. Furthermore, certain data types are only unique in combination with another data type. An example for a non-recurring data type pair is a bank account number in combination with a routing number. Table 8.1 shows a list of unique data types and data type pairs the presented Privacy Agent considers for the calculation of direct linkability between two partial identities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Types with Non-recurring Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E-mail Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone Number (landline)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone Number (mobile)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credit Card Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instant Messaging ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Security Number</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Type Pairs with Non-recurring Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Routing Number AND Account Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Name AND Address</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.1: Data Types and Data Type Pairs with Unique Values

After the calculation of direct linkabilities, the presented solution aggregates partial identities by computing transitive linkabilities. In this process we assume that the knowledge of an attacker is unknown. For this reason, all disclosed partial identities are considered for the identification of transitive linkabilities.

Transitivity can lead to the linkability of two unrelated partial identities, if a third partial identity is considered. We follow the model of Steinbrecher and Köpsell [SK03] and group transitively linkable partial identities into equivalence classes, which are defined by a transitive and reflexive relation (see Chapter 2.3). In the context of this work, we refer to these linkable identity groups as identity classes.

The calculated identity classes along with their corresponding partial identities are presented to the user and allow the recognition of transitive linkable partial identities as well as the limits of linkability contexts (see Figure 8.6). In the presented tab the user has the option to choose individual names for identity classes and partial identities by clicking the respective text boxes.
Furthermore, each displayed partial identity provides a button, which opens a window with information about the involved data types and direct linkabilities to other partial identities.

The tab creates and maintains a personal identity file, which includes information about the detected identity classes, partial identities and their linkabilities. The file is used by the Data Disclosure Log component for the visualization of past transactions (see Chapter 9.4).

Building on the potential of the collaborative privacy community, a future extension of the presented functionality could revise the assumption that the knowledge of an attacker is unknown. Instead, the tab could access the privacy community and query third parties a service provider cooperates with (see Chapter 6.3.3). This knowledge would allow the generation of more precise identity classes that account for the potential information sources of service providers.

### 8.3.5 Information about Already Disclosed Personal Data

The fifth tab offers partial functionality of the Data Disclosure Log component by providing a short overview of personal data already disclosed to a visited service provider. For this purpose, the tab reads the transaction log file of the user (see Chapter 9.3) and lists all transferred data types for each used partial identity.

Figure 8.7 shows the design of the developed tab. The left box at the top of the tab presents the number of personal data transactions with the visited service provider as well as date and process type of the most recent transaction. Below, a box visualizes direct linkabilities between
used partial identities. Tabs on the right side show disclosed data types of each partial identity used for the interaction with the visited service provider. Similar to the policy matching tab, data types are aggregated into data groups, which are supported by their respective icons (see Chapter 10.2.2). Each partial identity tab offers a link that facilitates the removal of disclosed personal data. The link opens a new message in the standard e-mail client and provides a text that asks the service provider to delete the disclosed personal data of the used partial identity. The service provider’s e-mail address for privacy issues is automatically requested from the privacy community (see Chapter 6.3.1) and placed in the address line of the generated message. This functionality should encourage users to more frequently take advantage of their right to request a removal of already disclosed personal data by alleviating the burden of such a request.

Finally, the DDL button at the bottom of the tab opens the Data Disclosure Log visualization tool that offers a detailed presentation of past transactions (see Chapter 9.4).

This tab in combination with the identity tab primarily addresses returning users and provides compact information about prior personal data transactions, allowing users to quickly estimate the amount and sensitivity of already disclosed data.

### 8.3.6 Privacy Community Login and Privacy Preferences Exchange

Finally, the last tab of the Privacy Agent allows registered privacy community members to login. The login state of the user is relevant for the submitted privacy ratings (see Section 8.3.2). After a successful login, the final tab presents a list of all connected members in the privacy community and enables users to download privacy preferences of a selected user.
(see Chapter 6.3.7). The downloaded privacy preferences are automatically imported into the Privacy Preference Generator and applied for the following policy evaluations (see Section 8.3.3). Likewise, a button allows users to upload self-generated privacy preferences. Similar to prior tabs, a button at the bottom of the page opens the privacy community Web front-end in a new browser tab.

8.3.7 Evaluation

A user test (see Chapter 5.3.4) evaluated the policy matching functionality in the third tab of the Privacy Agent (see Section 8.3.3).

At the beginning, all test persons completed the test of the Privacy Preference Generator and became aware of the purpose and the content of privacy preferences. We provided a Privacy Agent installation with pre-loaded privacy preferences for the service type Shopping. Also, a short tutorial about the features of the Privacy Agent was presented.

In the first task, test candidates were asked to visit the eCommerce shop Tchibo and to determine the result of the policy matching process. The vast majority of test persons found the green icon in the status bar or the address bar and interpreted it correctly. Only five of the 26 test persons had difficulties identifying the icons in the browser, but succeeded after approximately thirty seconds. As mentioned earlier, the test did not expose a favored position of the conflict status icon, which is why we place it at either position.

The following task involved a visit of a mock-up Web shop, whose privacy policy was not in accordance with the provided privacy preferences. After the completion of the first task, all test persons were able to find and interpret the red conflict status icon. Being asked about the sources of the conflict, 24 out of 26 persons instantly clicked the icon and were able to name the categories and elements of conflicts, reading the red-colored icons in the policy matching tab.

Evaluating the understandability of the user interface, we confronted test persons with the following questions:

- Does the service provider collect login data?
- Do the requested personal data include financial data?
- Does the service provider use your personal data for individual personalization?
- Who does the service provider share your personal data with?

Answering the questions, all test persons unanimously interpreted the icons and provided tool tips for each data group and purpose element correctly. Moreover, we observed that the consistent use of icons and terminology in the Privacy Agent and the Privacy Preference Generator contributed to the usability and intuitiveness of the user interface.

5 http://www.tchibo.com/
6 http://www-ifs.uni-regensburg.de/students/ps08/
In the following, we presented a compact view of the policy matching tab that visualized the privacy policy as well as the privacy preferences using only a single icon for each category. All but three users disliked the condensed representation of the tab and favored the more detailed view that provided a lot more information. These findings led us to discontinue the development of a compact view and to only offer a single, detailed view for the policy matching tab.

The interview section focused on the amount, form and content of the presented information. Again, most test persons agreed that the used icons and help texts are understandable and easy-to-read. Some test persons suggested additional help texts, which made us provide a conflict window with supplemental explanations about detected conflicts. On balance, 23 out of 26 persons agreed that the tab in combination with the Privacy Preference Generator facilitates a more informed disclosure decision and would use it in real-life scenarios. The main criticism of the remaining candidates involved the lacking enforcement of privacy policies, which cannot be directly related to the Privacy Agent itself.

A few test persons admitted that in conflict scenarios they might adjust their privacy preferences, in order to achieve a positive evaluation, which would ease their minds. These statements prove the discrepancy of pre-defined privacy preferences and observed user behavior (see Chapter 3.5.3 and underscore the need for tools that not only protect users from uncontrolled data disclosures, but also inform about the consequences of their actions.

8.4 Summary

The Privacy Agent component represents the central tool of the local privacy components and is built to support users in deciding about actual disclosures of personal data in the Web browser. The chapter starts with a broad requirements analysis, which focuses on functionality and information a suitable implementation should provide. We continue with an identification of usability deficits of existing solutions and derive design goals. In the remainder of the chapter, we present our proposed solution for a browser-based Privacy Agent. The initial tabs provide reputational information about the visited service provider as well as the amount of required personal data per process, which is queried from the privacy community. The following tab presents a clear overview of the service provider’s P3P privacy policy and the privacy preferences of the user. An understandable policy matching is performed, out of which a disclosure recommendation is calculated and signaled to the user. An additional tab identifies used partial identities, which are grouped with regard to potential transitive linkabilities. The remaining tabs are devoted to a quick overview of already disclosed personal data and the exchange of privacy preferences with connected users of the privacy community.

A conducted user test of the privacy policy matching proves the understandability and consistency of the designed user interface.
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Chapter 9

Data Disclosure Log

Finally, the proposed privacy architecture offers a Data Disclosure Log component that enables users to review past information flows of personal data. The component gives users a clear overview of service providers that possess their personal data. This overview is a prerequisite for the enforcement of users’ right to edit and revoke personal data once they have been transferred to a service provider.

The introduced component requires a logging tool that records data disclosures in the Web browser. A corresponding visualization tool illustrates these personal data transactions offering multiple views.

After an analysis of requirements of a suitable solution, this chapter evaluates the characteristics of existing approaches. In the remainder of the chapter, we introduce a tool that logs personal data disclosures in the Web browser as well as alternative solutions for the visualization of logged transactions.

9.1 Requirements

The online survey (see Chapter 5.3.4) we conducted confirms users’ need for a powerful Data Disclosure Log component that analyzes and visualizes personal data disclosures in an understandable way, making the individual disclosure behavior of users more transparent.

Dividing the component into a logging tool and a visualization tool, the following sections collect requirements that result from shortcomings of existing privacy-enhancing technologies as well as the outcome of the mentioned online survey.

9.1.1 Requirements of a Logging Tool

The primary goal of a logging tool is the complete recording of personal data the user transfers to service providers in the Web browser. A logging tool should seamlessly store these transactions securely and provide it to the corresponding visualization tool. Security threats require the
application to exclusively operate on the local system and not to share or offer any collected data online.

As HTML Web form fields [RL:99] are the primary container for the collection and transfer of personal data to service providers, an application that records personal data disclosures is required to analyze and identify these Web form fields. While irrelevant form fields should be disregarded, the application should relate form fields that contain personal data to the respective data type. Apart from personal data, a logging tool should also detect and store dynamic data and bond them to the respective transactions. In the context of the logging tool, dynamic data represent, for example, the user’s IP address, cookies and a timestamp. In order to determine the conditions under which personal data were transferred to a service provider, a logging tool should find and store a machine-readable privacy policy of the respective data recipient and store it along with the transmitted personal data.

In addition to disclosed personal data, the service context of a personal data transaction should be captured as well. This requires the proper identification of the used process (like Registration or Purchase), contributing to more meaningful disclosure loggings (see also Chapter 6.3.2).

Our online survey (see Chapter 5.3.4) revealed that the majority of users favors the ability to edit identified transactions over a fully automatic process. These findings require the development of a semi-automatic identification approach.

Apart from the recording of personal data, the conducted online survey revealed the need for encrypted storage of elements that include sensitive data like a credit card number or a password. If an attacker gains access to the local transaction log file, no information can be obtained from encrypted data types, which significantly lowers the potential damage originating from a lost or stolen log file.

After the identification process is completed, the identified personal data transactions need to be stored in an open, standardized format, allowing the visualization tool to seamlessly read logged transactions.

Like for all solutions proposed in this work, usability and user-friendliness must be a primary design goal. As the transaction log file is the main input of the underlying visualization tool, user acceptance of the logging tool is of special importance. This implies a clear design of user interfaces and a simple user control.

9.1.2 Requirements of a Visualization Tool

A corresponding visualization tool is required to read and interpret recorded transactions of the logging tool. These raw data need to be converted and aggregated in a way that meaningful visualizations can be displayed.

A comprehensive visualization tool should also utilize information about used identity classes, partial identities and linkabilities captured and calculated by the Privacy Agent component (see Chapter 8.3.4). Ideally, this information is connected and related with information about logged transactions.
Exploiting the full potential of the collaborative privacy infrastructure, available information of the privacy community (see Chapter 6) should be incorporated. This facilitates the request of additional information about service providers, which allows for an aggregation and filtering of providers. Information from the privacy community also allows the presentation of more detailed service provider information.

Specifically, a visualization tool should enable users to analyze their disclosure behavior from different perspectives. The tool should provide understandable filtering functionality with regard to service providers and data types. Dedicated views should enable users to check, which personal data were transferred to a certain service provider as well as which service provider possesses a specific personal data type. In addition, a chronological analysis is required, which allows a temporal overview of data disclosures. Finally, the targeted tool should present selected relations between service providers, disclosed personal data types, partial identities and potential linkabilities, offering a clear, comprehensible overview of all involved information types.

In order to gain a high degree of user acceptance, special considerations should be taken for the design of suitable user interfaces [Bro98]. An intuitive user interface allows users to derive a mental model of the visualization tool and to estimate its behavior, when unfamiliar functions are used. A cohesive design will contribute to orientation and is of paramount importance.

In particular, Patrick et al. suggest the use of intuitive control elements, like familiar menus, lists and buttons [PKHvB03]. Furthermore, the application of common interaction patterns like drag-and-drop is recommended. A user-friendly tool should also employ familiar functions like zooming, selecting and moving objects. Finally, the differing level of user experience should be considered by adopting the user interface accordingly (see also Chapter 7.4.1).

9.2 Evaluation of Existing Approaches

This section compares the requirements of a Data Disclosure Log component with existing solutions. As we experienced the Data Track to be the best-known solution for the recording and displaying of past transaction, we lay out its goals and analyze its weaknesses. Furthermore, we evaluate additional applications that log personal user data in the Web browser. The evaluation of existing approaches helped us design and implement a suitable logging application as well as a corresponding visualization tool.

9.2.1 Data Track

Developed within the PRIME project, the goal of Data Track is to record personal data transactions and to offer users a transparent view of disclosed personal data [PFHB06] (see Chapter 4.2.2.5). In addition, the component provides supplemental functions that allow users to interact with service providers, facilitating an ex post adjustment of transferred personal data.
The design of the user interface addresses the intuitive capture of user input as well as the understandable representation of disclosed personal data. Figure 9.1 shows a screenshot of the Data Track user interface.

Data Track offers several representations of data transactions. Addressing the component’s understandability, a conducted user test showed that a chronological stack of data transactions earned the highest user acceptance [FHPB+07]. The test also underscored the importance of intuitive data filters. Data Track selects transactions by offering questions that alternatively filter data transactions according to service providers and personal data types.

The presented Data Track provides widespread functionality for the management of already disclosed personal data. The component, however, relies on the powerful PRIME architecture, which builds on a complex privacy infrastructure on the client side and the provider side. In this work, we propose and prove the advantages of a provider-independent privacy infrastructure (see Chapter 5) and show the benefits for local privacy components like the Data Disclosure Log component. Moreover, compared to Data Track this chapter evaluates and employs the application of more sophisticated visualization schemes for the user-friendly presentation of personal data transactions.
9.2.2 Transaction Logging

Apart from Data Track there are additional browser-based tools that log personal user data for various purposes.

The most essential applications of that kind are password managers that carry out a simple form of identity management. They support users in memorizing passwords of numerous accounts and generally are integrated in the Web browser. Password managers store login information of service providers and refill login forms, when the user returns to a provider. In some implementations, the password manager automatically submits the login form and logs the user in. Examples of password managers are the built-in Mozilla Firefox password manager and the extension Secure Login.

While password managers facilitate the use of numerous complex passwords, they are obviously not suitable for the purposes of the Data Disclosure Log component. Password managers merely focus on the storage of user names and passwords and are not built to log personal data disclosures.

Another group of browser tools targets the automatic filling of Web forms. These form fillers memorize user data that are submitted in a Web form and automatically fill future Web forms with these personal user data. This functionality involves the automatic identification of Web form fields.

Roboform is a form filler that combines the functionality of a password manager. The proprietary tool allows the definition of identities including personal data and Passcards, which are used to automatically fill Web forms and login forms. According to the project Web site Roboform employs artificial intelligence for the automatic detection of Web forms. A detailed analysis of Roboform is not possible, as the source code of the application is not publicly available.

Sxipper provides similar identity management features. Unlike Roboform, Sxipper to some degree allows the analysis of its functionality. For the storage of identity information and filled Web forms a JSON file is used. Like Roboform, Sxipper allows users to select one out of multiple pre-defined identities before the automatic filling of Web forms. For the protection of personal data Sxipper uses a symmetric encryption function. The automatic identification of Web forms is performed using a collaborative database, which is trained by all participating users.

Other form fillers we analyzed are InFormEnter and Autofill Forms.

Even though the presented form fillers follow a different goal compared to our sketched transaction logging component, the concepts as well as the shortcomings of the presented

2 http://securelogin.mozdev.org/
3 http://www.roboform.com/
4 http://www sxipper.com/
5 http://json.org/
6 http://informenter.mozdev.org/
7 http://autofillforms.mozdev.org/
tools served as input for the design of our proposed logging solution that is introduced in the
following section. The main reason for the implementation of a self-made tool was the need
for a customizable solution that provides an open interface for the corresponding visualization
tool. While Roboform chooses a proprietary approach, Sxipper is mainly focused on identity
management and does not allow the definition of a vocabulary, which prevents its integration
into our privacy infrastructure. Moreover, Sxipper’s approach of a global database raises
privacy concerns, as users can potentially be tracked, when they fill multiple forms with the
identical IP address.

An additional shortcoming all form fillers have in common is the lack of monitoring functional-
ity. Applications like Tamper Data\[8\] intercept HTTP requests and present personal data and
additional attributes to be transferred. Making data disclosures and the logging process more
transparent, a similar but user-friendlier monitoring is required by our targeted logging tool.

9.3 Browser-based Transaction Logging

The accurate logging of transactions in the Web browser is a prerequisite for the corresponding
visualization tool and represents a fundamental element of the Data Disclosure Log component.
This section introduces the concept and the design of a browser-based tool that logs personal
data disclosures. Identifying and storing these transactions, our proposed solution offers an
open interface for the accessing visualization tool. Chapter 10.3.4 provides further prototypical
details, including the defined data exchange format. The used data type vocabulary is centrally
administered in the privacy community and distributed to all local privacy components (see
Chapter 10.2.2).

9.3.1 Identifying Personal Data Transactions

As Web forms represent the main container for the transfer of personal data in the World Wide
Web, the development of a browser-based logging tool requires a thorough analysis of HTML
Web form usage. Listing 9.1 shows an example of a Web form, including text fields for the
submission of personal data. For a more detailed definition of Web forms, the interested reader
is referred to [RLHJ99].

```html
<form action="form_handler.php" method="post">
  <fieldset>
    <label for="fname">First Name:</label>
    <input type="text" id="fname" name="firstname" value="Your First Name">
    <label for="lname">Last Name:</label>
    <input type="text" id="lname" name="lastname" value="Your Last Name">
    <label for="email">E-Mail Address:</label>
    <input type="email" name="e-mail" value="Your E-Mail Address">
  </fieldset>
```

\[8\] http://tamperdata.mozdev.org/
Our analysis covered a wide selection of service providers from various areas, such as customizable search engines, Web shops that maintain a profile with diverse user data as well as online communities that offer user profiles containing a pool of various personal information. Our sample also included AJAX Web sites \cite{Gar05}, used by an increasing number of service providers. The outcome of our analysis allowed us to develop algorithms and rules for the identification of personal data type fields and the used process, which are introduced in the following.

The source code analysis revealed that service providers tend to use distinctive keywords within the definition of Web form fields. In many cases these keywords hint at the personal data type being captured. For the identification we developed an algorithm that checks all attribute values of a form field. The algorithm compares these attributes with pre-defined keywords of personal data types. The set of distinctive keywords for the data type \textit{E-mail Address}, for instance, equals \{e mail, e-mail, email\}. Other keyword sets were built accordingly. For the generation of suitable keyword sets we considered Web sites of English and German service providers. Web sites using other languages require the adjustment of the generated keyword sets.

The data type \textit{password} marks an exception of the keyword analysis, as it can easily be identified searching the Web form for \textit{type=password}.

The check of Web form attributes like \textit{name}, \textit{id}, \textit{title} and \textit{alt}, however, does not result in a reliable identification of form fields. These attributes are invisible on the user side and can be assigned with random values by the service provider. For this reason, the identification algorithm focuses on the visible \textit{label} and \textit{value} attributes.

As the described parsing of Web forms alone is not sufficient for the accurate detection of form fields, a supplemental algorithm utilizes the user input in Web form fields. Employing regular expressions, the algorithm scans text strings prompted by the user and compares them to patterns that indicate a specific data type.

The identification capabilities of the user input analysis highly depend on the data type. Text strings representing \textit{User Name}, \textit{Password}, \textit{Given Name}, \textit{Last Name} or \textit{Account Number} show little potential for the recognition of text patterns. These data types typically are of variable length and possess little distinctive characteristics. \textit{User Name} and \textit{Password}, for example, are strings of random letters and digits, which show no identification pattern. \textit{Given Name} and \textit{Last Name} generally start with a capital letter, while \textit{Account Number} consists of a number of digits, also providing no reliable identification patterns.

On the other hand, \textit{ZIP Code}, \textit{Routing Number} and \textit{Credit Card Security Code} show a higher identification rate. These data types have a fixed number of digits, allowing the algorithms to differentiate these values from other Web form input. This group of data types includes all instances of phone numbers in countries that issue phone numbers of fixed length.
The highest identification potentials bear data types like *E-mail Address* and *Credit Card Number*. An e-mail address can easily be detected due to the distinctive @ in the middle of a text string followed by a valid domain. A credit card number has a fixed length and can be checked using the Luhn algorithm. Additionally, in most countries the address line, which consists of the data types *Street* and *Street Number*, follows a standardized pattern, which can easily be identified.

Further improving the identification rate of form fields, users can optionally enter their user profile (see also Section 9.2), which is constantly compared with user inputs. The captured user profile is exclusively used for the identification of form fields. If a form field input of the user matches an element of the user profile, the data type of that form element is reliably identified.

The user profile is accessible and changeable at any time. Addressing security, sensitive data of the user profile are encrypted. As the storage of a user profile requires trust of the user in the tool, the dedicated purpose of the user profile and the applied security precautions are highlighted in the user interface.

Once the tool detects a selected Web form, the described identification algorithms are executed sequentially. First, the Web form is scanned for keywords, which allow a preliminary identification of data types. As the user fills form fields with personal data, the input is compared with the entered user profile. If no user profile was created or values of the profile do not match, the user input is analyzed with regular expressions. The combination of these procedures facilitates a reliable, automatic identification of personal data types in Web forms, which represent the most essential elements of a logged transaction.

Apart from the identification of personal data disclosures, the proposed logging tool also detects the context of personal data submissions. In particular, the tool identifies *Login*, *Registration* and *Purchase* processes. The detection of processes assumes the prior identification of Web form fields.

The most distinctive characteristic of a *Login* process is the presence of a single password form element. A Web form belonging to a *Registration* process, on the other hand, generally provides two password fields and contains several additional fields. Furthermore, our Web site analysis revealed the general presence of the substring "regist" in the Web site’s URL. If a registration involves several consecutive Web forms, the presented tool employs session identifiers and timestamps to merge the Web forms to a single transaction. *Purchase* processes are detected by searching the submit buttons for distinctive keywords. Our study identified the following keyword set: \{Buy, Check out, Purchase, Confirm\}.

As the presented automatic detection procedures cannot guarantee correct identifications in any possible scenario, we followed a semi-automatic approach and enable users to check and correct identified transactions during the interaction with service providers. The user interface also provides a history that allows the ex post selection and editing of all logged transactions, facilitating users to both control and improve the identification results.

---

In the future, the automatic identification of form fields and processes could benefit from collaborative input. Following the Sxipper approach, the collaborative privacy community could maintain Web form information and store it along with the respective service provider information. This approach, however, requires a critical separation of privacy-sensitive transaction records and Web form information.

In addition to submitted personal data types and process information, the presented tool logs the used IP address, cookies and a timestamp. This dynamic information provides supplemental privacy-related information about transactions for the corresponding visualization tool. Furthermore, the machine-readable P3P privacy policy – if available – is stored and linked to a transaction.

After all transaction details have been analyzed and identified, the logging tool stores an entry to the user’s transaction log file, including the personal data types, the transmitted values, dynamic information and the used process. As demanded in the requirement analysis, sensitive user data like Credit Card Number and Password are not stored as plain text. Instead, we employ hash functions [Eck07] for the protection of these personal data.

### 9.3.2 Design of the FireLox Extension

As discussed earlier in this work, browser usage statistics as well as the presence of a powerful extension development environment led us to choose Mozilla Firefox as host browser for the development of browser extensions (see also Chapter 8.3.1).

Designing our proposed solution, we chose FireLox as memorable name for a Firefox logging tool. Similar to the development of the introduced Privacy Agent, we employed the XML User Interface Language (XUL)\(^\text{10}\) for the design of FireLox. The logic described in the previous section is implemented using JavaScript [Fla06].

For the user-friendly activation and management of FireLox we added two buttons at the right side of the browser’s status bar (see Figure 9.2). A Record button allows users to activate and deactivate the recording of personal data transactions. A red spot on that button indicates that personal data disclosures are recorded, while a blue spot signals that logging is paused. An accompanying magnifying glass button opens and closes the FireLox sidebar, which displays the identified transaction information, the transaction history and the user profile.

As depicted in Figure 9.2, the FireLox sidebar is divided into three tabs. The initial Form Data tab shows dynamic user information as well as Web form data of the visited Web page, including the identified data types with user inputs and the detected process. If the Web page contains more than one Web form, the sidebar displays information of the Web form the user selected. After a Web page is loaded, the data type and process identifications are only based on the results of the keyword analysis. As the user fills the selected Web form, the identifications are automatically fine-tuned using inputs from the user profile as well as the regular expression analysis. Once the user completed filling the Web form, the data type and process identification

\(^{10}\)http://planetxul.com/
can be adjusted using the respective drop down menus in the sidebar. After the submit button of the Web form is clicked, the complete transaction is added to the transaction log file.

The History tab provides an overview of all past transactions stored in the transaction log file. A drop down menu filters transactions according to service providers. If the user chooses to edit a selected transaction, the transaction log file is updated accordingly.

The Profile tab lists a user profile with personal data. As described in the previous section, this information is utilized for a more precise identification of Web form fields, if the user opts to provide this additional information.

### 9.3.3 Evaluation

We evaluated the introduced FireLox logging tool within the scope of our second user test (see Chapter 5.3.4).

After a short introduction of the tool the participating test persons showed no difficulties in interpreting the toolbar and activating the Record button. When test persons were asked to fill a registration form of a Web mail provider, we did not observe any usability issues in the Form data tab. Comments of test persons merely led us to change the use of color and the arrangement of the drop down menus. Test persons generally praised the possibility to change personal data type and process identifications during the filling of a Web form as well as after the submission of personal data in the History tab.

Only seven out of 26 test persons voiced their general concern about a tool that protocols personal data transactions. However, the outcome of the test underscored the need to clearly
demonstrate the dedicated purpose and the advantages of such a tool, as the presence of a personal data log per se represents a potential privacy threat and not a privacy-preserving measure. The secure storage of sensitive user data was acknowledged and considered as prerequisite for the widespread use of a logging tool.

In addition, the test revealed a clear rejection of an integrated automatic Web form filler, which 17 out of 26 test persons did not favor.

9.4 Visualizing Logged Personal Data Transactions

After the presentation of a suitable logging component, this section introduces the concept, design and implementation of an application for the user-friendly visualization of personal data transactions. The proposed solution along with its technical implementation employs basic concepts of graph theory and graph drawing. For more detailed theoretical foundations of these topics the interested reader is referred to [CH91, DBETT99]. After a conceptual overview and a description of the used entities, we present the design of the proposed visualization tool, followed by an evaluation.

9.4.1 Conceptual Overview

This section describes the architecture as well as the interfaces of our proposed visualization tool. The design followed the Information Visualization Data State Reference Model [CR98, Chi00], which defines the visualization process from raw data to visualization views.

The proposed tool is divided into several visualization components (see Figure 9.3). One of the two import interfaces parses local XML files containing logged personal data transactions as well as information about used identity classes and partial identities. A second import interface requests service provider information using the privacy community’s Web services. All captured information is loaded into a local database that integrates imported data. Each provided visualization component requests and processes information from the local database and displays a specific view of personal data transactions to the user. Two export interfaces enable users to print and store generated visualizations. In the following, considerations and design factors of the presented application architecture are discussed.

XML interfaces facilitate the exchange of information between local privacy components. The transaction log file represents the most essential data source, containing information about personal data disclosures to service providers (see Section 9.3). The identity file provides information about identity classes and partial identities (see Section 8.3.4) and facilitates the presentation of partial identity usage as well as the visualization of potential linkability threats. The privacy community (see Chapter 6) serves as additional input source for the proposed application. Service provider information of the community is queried using the published Web service interfaces. In order to integrate Web services into the visualization tool, a Web
service client performs a Remote Procedure Call (RPC) employing the SOAP communication protocol [GHM 07a, GHM 07b]. In particular, Web services of the privacy community are utilized to request static information about service providers, which is displayed as supplemental information in the prepared visualizations. The application also accesses the service type of service providers, which allows for a graphical categorization of service providers. For the visualization of linkabilities in provider networks, the developed tool requests information about personal data sharing with third parties.

In order to present understandable translations and explanations of the displayed data types and service types, the tool also loads vocabulary information from the privacy community (see Chapter 10.2).

The visualization of interconnections between various input sources requires the integration of all available data into a homogeneous data pool. Its ability to handle complex queries is a vital factor for the corresponding visualization capabilities. A conducted online survey (see Chapter 5.3.2) indicates that the transaction log file for an average user grows by 1480 entries per year. The number of data sets and the necessity of complex queries entail the need for low data access time, which is intimately connected to the application’s overall performance. These constraints represent the main criteria for an appropriate data layer.

As fast data access is inevitable for complex visualizations based on large amounts of raw data, native parsing, accessing and querying of XML files via XQuery is not a suitable solution given the described requirements. Even though XQuery allows complex data queries at runtime, this approach does not provide the required data access performance. Furthermore, such an approach would require a complex integration of all data sources. A suitable solution, however, should perform an integration before the visualization.

For this reason, we employ a relational database to integrate and store available input data. The advantages of a tailored data model that caters the needs of the application outweigh the additional effort. Furthermore, a database provides a powerful query language that allows
complex queries over several data sources. As the database is initialized during the start of the application and loaded into the system memory, the performance is additionally increased. Chapter 10.3.5 provides further implementational details, including the data model designed for the presented visualization tool.

9.4.2 Definition of Entity Types

In the previous section we describe the involved input data sources and stress the need for a consistent integration. The common goal of the corresponding visualization components is the understandable and intuitive presentation of relations between various types of data. Ware classifies data into entities and their relations to each other [War04]. An entity represents an object of interest, while relations define the structure that interconnects entities. Both entities and relations possess additional attributes.

Identifying objects of interest for our scenario, we define six entity types out of all information available in the generated database. These entity types represent aggregated information units and serve as foundation for all developed visualization components. The ability to relate entity types allows for a hierarchical display of dependencies. An entity describes a concrete instance of an entity type.

In the following we describe the identified entity types along with the relation to each other. The entity types were defined considering the relevance to the proposed tool and the resulting information value to the user. For this reason, the entity type Transaction – although a central entity type in the data model – was not defined, as by itself it provides no integral information to the user. Figure 9.4 displays icons of each defined entity type, guaranteeing a consistent and comprehensible user experience.

- **Identity**
  
  The entity type Identity refers to identity classes that group partial identities with regard to their transitive linkabilities (see Chapter 8.3.4). Partial Identity represents an inferior data type.

- **Partial Identity**
  
  A Partial Identity is regarded as a data type subset of a user’s complete identity (see Chapter 2.2). Partial identities are used for interaction with service providers.
• **Service Type**
  The entity type *Service Type* consists of twelve pre-defined service types (see Chapter 7.4.2) and assigns entities of *Service Provider* to one of these twelve instances. For example, the service provider Amazon is subordinated to the service type *Shopping*.

• **Service Provider**
  This entity type represents an abstract Web site a user interacts with and discloses personal data to. An instance of this entity type is, for example, Amazon. *Service Provider* marks a central entity type, as it maintains several relations to other entity types. *Service Type* can be interpreted as superior entity type, as it aggregates service providers. Inferior entity types are *Process* and *Data Type*.

• **Process**
  *Process* groups transactions into processes like *Registration* or *Purchase*. The goal of this entity type is to allocate data types to one of these categories and – as a consequence – to make data type disclosures to service providers more transparent. This allows, for example, to understand that credit card information has been transferred to Amazon in the context of a *Purchase* process.

• **Data Type**
  This entity type contains all personal data types transferred to service providers. Entities of this entity type are, for example, *User Name*, *Date-of-Birth* or *E-mail Address*.

### 9.4.3 Application Design

This section introduces visualization components, which are designed in accordance with the requirements identified in Section 9.1. Considering recommendations of the Visual Information Seeking Mantra \cite{Shneiderman1996}, the given scenario requires the development of multiple views, which reduce the complexity of the presented visualization. Wang Baldonado et al. define guidelines for the use of multiple views \cite{Wang et al. 2000}. Following these guidelines the presented application provides five individual views to the user. Each view presents disclosed personal data and identity information from a different perspective.

The goal of all visualization views is the abstraction of the textual representation. A clear graphical representation and its accompanying complexity reduction facilitate a quick comprehension of all essential information.

Figure 9.5 shows the application’s navigation bar with buttons that lead to the respective views. In the following sections, the design and the realization of each view are discussed. We start with the chronological view (Timeline), before we introduce the graph view (Graph) and the linkability view (Linkabilities), the most complex data visualizations of this tool. Finally, we present supplemental views, which include the service provider view (Overview) and the record slider view (Slider).
9.4. VISUALIZING LOGGED PERSONAL DATA TRANSACTIONS

9.4.3.1 Chronological View

The primary goal of the introduced application is the presentation of relations between entities. A comprehensive visualization tool, however, should also be capable of displaying a timely sequence of data disclosures. In the following, we describe the design of such a view.

The chronological view performs a temporal analysis of all communications with service providers, allowing users, for instance, to identify frequently interacted service providers. For the reason of clarity an adjustment of the observation period is available. As opposed to other views, the chronological view focuses on a single entity type (Service Provider) and does not show relations to other types.

Accounting for the needs of a usable interface, we employ a horizontal timeline for the chronological presentation of service provider interactions. As users are already familiar with such an element, the application benefits from a short introduction phase and a higher user acceptance.

The structure and design of the chronological view is depicted in Figure 9.6. The view is divided into four parts. Most space is dedicated to the scrollable timeline, as proposed by the Center Stage pattern [Tid05]. The horizontal axis is labeled with date values. The column above each date stacks all service providers the user transferred personal data to at that certain date.

Service providers are represented by a standardized icon frame introduced in Section 9.4.2. If possible, an individual service provider icon is dynamically generated, downloading the respective Favicon of the service provider and dynamically setting it into the green icon frame. Such an individual service provider icon contributes to a quick comprehension of the shown information.

The top side window provides an interface for the selection of a time interval, enabling users to define the observation period. Facilitating an intuitive user control, the active interval selection resembles a calendar, if the start or the end date field is clicked.

Below that window, a filter enables users to limit the displayed service provider interactions with regard to the checked data types. This dynamic filter, for instance, allows users to specify the exclusive consideration of service providers an E-mail Address or a Date-of-Birth has been disclosed to, which is known as Dynamic Queries [Tid05].

If a service provider is selected by clicking a respective icon in the timeline, a detail window provides supplemental information about that service provider using static information queried
Figure 9.6: Chronological View

from the privacy community. The interplay of the main window and the detail window implements the concept of a Two-Panel Selector [Tid05].

9.4.3.2 Graph View

The graph view aims for a generic presentation of diverse relations between entities, using a graph-based visualization scheme. As the proposed application integrates various data sources and defines entity types for the better abstraction of the textual representation, the comprehension of a large amount of information is possible, which facilitates the visualization of relations that are not evident to the user.

In the graph view, the selection of entities and the display of their relations are individually controlled by the user, who is enabled to drag and drop selective entity nodes to the graph area. If an entity is added to the graph, relations to existing entities in the graph are visualized as edges, allowing users to dynamically build a tree of any available combination of entities.

The described procedure allows a maximum number of degrees of freedom. In order to lower the complexity for inexperienced users, this user group is limited to adding a whole entity type to the graph, which includes all available entity nodes of that type. Accounting for their low level of experience, this less complex graph generation simplifies user control. More experienced users can add and relate individual entities to the graph. The user experience is captured at the initial start of the application, offering two complexity modes to the user (see also Chapter 7.4.1).

In order to facilitate a generic, implementable solution of the graph view, we specify relations that can be built and visualized from a particular entity type. This prevents the visualization of entity combinations that cannot be related. In particular, we define two directions of relations between entity types. These hierarchies alleviate the burden of developing generic algorithms.
At the same time, pre-defined hierarchies do not limit users from selecting any available combination of entities.

The Top-Down hierarchy defines **Identity** as the most superior entity type, followed by **Partial Identity** and **Service Type** that categorizes **Service Providers**. Furthermore, **Service Provider** is superior to the entity type **Process**, which is used to aggregate **Data Types**. Applying this hierarchy of entity types, a user could, for example, select a particular service provider and visualize its related processes (child nodes of the selected service provider) and their involved data types (child nodes of each process) in the graph.

The Bottom-Up hierarchy consists of three entity types and defines **Data Type** as top element and **Process** and **Service Provider** as child elements. This hierarchy allows, for instance, the selection of a particular data type and the presentation of service providers (child nodes) it was transferred to.

As mentioned above, the definition of entity type hierarchies limits the complexity of the view generation. Furthermore, a hierarchy facilitates the representation of relations between entities as a directional graph. The applicable hierarchy is implicitly chosen by the user, when the first element of the graph is added. If a **Data Type** or **Process** entity is initially selected, the Bottom-Up hierarchy applies. For all remaining entity types, the Top-Down hierarchy is chosen.

Figure 9.7 shows the design of the graph view user interface, which is divided into four windows. Similar to the chronological view, the main window focuses on the display of entities. Due to the hierarchical relations, we choose a hierarchical layout for the presentation of the directional graph [STT81], allowing a clear and intuitive representation of relations between entities. Alternatively, we provide a radial layout that aligns child nodes on outer circles originating from a root node in the center.

Available entity types the user can add to the graph are presented in a side window and are represented by the designed entity type icons (see Section 9.4.2). The first graph node is added by dragging and dropping an entity type to the main window. A pop-up window captures the selection of the single entity of that type, which serves as root element of the graph. The procedure for the addition of further entity types depends on the chosen complexity mode.

In the basic mode the user drags and drops whole entity types in the main window. An iterative algorithm scans all available instances of that entity type and adds entities to the graph that are related to the already displayed entities in the graph. Based on a single entity this procedure allows for a quick arrangement of the chosen elements and their relations to each other.

The advanced mode facilitates a more customizable visualization of relations between entities. Again, a single entity serves as root element of the graph. In the consequence, all possible relations based on this entity are calculated in advance. Subsequently, the user is able to add individual entities using menus that are offered by right-clicking a graph node.

The algorithm of the advanced mode is shown in Figure 9.8. For each identity class of the user
Figure 9.7: Graph View
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Figure 9.8: Generation of the Graph View in the Advanced Mode

a complete graph including all related entities of the Top-Down hierarchy is pre-calculated (a). Once the user chooses a root entity, the identity graph is implicitly chosen. The chosen root node is marked as selected in the graph (b). In the consequence, all preceding and following entities are determined (c). These nodes represent those entities the selected entity is related to. These relations are embedded in a selection menu, which is added to the root node (d). For the visualization the whole tree is scanned and all nodes marked as selected are visualized. If the user selects an additional node in the menu, step (c) and (d) is executed for that added node.

By default, all graph nodes are represented by the designed entity type icons. Like the chronological view the graph view dynamically generate individual Service Provider icons downloading the respective Favicons. In addition, individual Service Type and Data Type icons are generated by downloading the corresponding icons from the privacy community (see also Chapter 10.2). Again, the downloaded icons are dynamically set in the icon frame of the respective entity type.

Below the entity selection window a tool tip window provides hints that guide users through the graph generation process. In order to keep an overview of larger graphs, a satellite window displays a tiny view of the graph. Similar to the chronological view, the graph view provides an additional window that presents detailed information about entities selected in the graph.

The usability of the interface is realized by a clear separation of information. The windows integrate elements used in other local privacy components, contributing to understandability and fostering user acceptance.

9.4.3.3 Linkability View

An additional goal of the proposed visualization tool is to show the potential spread of personal data originating from linkable partial identities (see Chapter 2.3). As cooperating service providers – in theory – are able to exchange collected personal user data, linkable partial identities can potentially be aggregated to a larger partial identity known to all recipients. The presented linkability view addresses this threat and visualizes service provider networks the user disclosed linkable partial identities to.

In order to display potential linkability threats, the linkability view processes identity infor-
mation from the Privacy Agent component (see Chapter 8.3.4) as well as service provider information about data sharing with third parties, which can be requested from the privacy community (see Chapter 6.3.3).

The resulting user interface consists of four windows. The provider network along with the involved identity classes and the linkable partial identities used for the interaction with service providers represents the central element of the view. Similar to the graph view, the relations between all elements are displayed using a hierarchical graph. Identity classes serve as root elements of the graph. Their linkable partial identities are represented as child nodes. The involved service providers of the provider network are child nodes of the partial identities.

Figure 9.9 shows the resulting graph visualization, which underscores the connection of linkable partial identities and cooperating service providers. A highlighted horizontal, bi-directional relation (red edge) between two service providers emphasizes the potential aggregation of linkable partial identities among the involved service providers.

For each service provider network, separate graphs are generated, which are listed in the top side window and can individually be selected by the user. A satellite window provides an overview for the navigation in large graphs. As already described in the previous sections, a detail window provides supplemental information about selected graph nodes.

The internal generation of the linkability view requires the determination of all service provider networks the user interacted with, using the respective Web service of the privacy community. Figure 9.10 sketches the generation process that is executed for each identified provider network. The process is divided into three steps. First, all identity classes linkable partial identities have been disclosed to are determined. Subsequently, linkable partial identities used for the interaction with the provider network are identified and added to the graph as child nodes. The involved service providers are added as child nodes of the partial identities. After the
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Figure 9.10: Generation of the Linkability View

generation of a hierarchical graph visualization, linkabilities between partial identities as well as cooperations of service providers are added as edges. As described earlier, relations between service providers are highlighted in red.

The presentation of provider networks along with disclosed linkable partial identities makes a valuable contribution to the transparency of past personal data disclosures, as it allows the recognition of linkability threats that could lead to an unintentional spread of users’ personal data.

9.4.3.4 Supplemental Views

In addition to the main views presented in the previous sections, the presented visualization tool provides simple views that focus on personal data disclosures to service providers, employing intuitive forms of presentation. Accordingly, these views concentrate on the entity types Service Provider and Data Type.

Figure 9.11 shows the service provider view, which represents the first view in the navigation bar. The service provider view displays all service providers the user disclosed personal data to. Service providers are visualized as tiles in the main window. Apart from the service provider,
Figure 9.11: Service Provider View

icon groups that represent certain data type groups (see Chapters 7.4.3 and 8.3.3) are fit into the tile, allowing users to instantly estimate the kind of personal data disclosed to a provider.

As already utilized in the chronological view, a filter window enables users to fade out service providers with regard to combinations of transferred personal data types. If the user selects a service provider tile, a list of disclosed individual data types is provided in a detail window.

Also highlighting service providers the user interacted with, the record slider view aligns service providers in a Cover Flow-like fashion, which is depicted in Figure 9.12.

The record slider view provides two spacious windows for the display of static service provider information from the privacy community and a list of disclosed data types. Reusing an element of the chronological view, a final window allows for the filtering of service providers based on the time of interaction.

9.4.4 Evaluation

Analyzing the usability of our solution, the presented visualization tool was tested within the scope of our second user test (see Chapter 5.3.4).

Each test person was provided with a mock-up transaction log file, which was loaded into the tool. After the initial start of the tool, the test candidates were asked to read and understand a prepared tutorial, which took about five minutes on average.

The first task involved the service provider view. Test persons were asked about data type disclosures to a specific service provider. The solution of this question posed no further difficulties. All test persons unanimously associated the tiles with service providers, intuitively clicked the correct tile and read the list of disclosed data types from the detail window.

Affecting the same view, test persons were requested to identify service providers their Date-
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of-Birth was transferred to. 21 out of 26 test persons instantly activated the filter window and checked the correct box. The remaining five persons tried to solve the question by going through all service providers in the main window. Acknowledging the comments of these users, we slightly changed the wording of the filter window.

The next question asked about disclosures of the Credit Card Number in a certain time period. 18 out of 26 test persons correctly identified and clicked the Timeline button in the navigation bar, which led to the chronological view. Six test persons needed guidance from the interviewers how to find the button of the respective view. After reaching the chronological view, only two test persons were given hints how to use the time period filter.

The following questions targeted the graph view and represented the most challenging tasks. In particular, test persons were asked to display disclosed data types for each process executed at the service provider Amazon. 22 test persons correctly navigated to the correct graph view. Building the correct graph, most test persons had difficulties applying the offered entity types correctly. The majority of these persons also did not choose Amazon as root element, which was required for the proper solution of the task. The observed issues during the graph generation led us to create an animated built-in tutorial that describes the purpose and demonstrates the graph generation process of the graph view. Once the graph was generated, all users correctly interpreted the visualized relations and confirmed the intuitive presentation. Concerning the layout, 16 test persons preferred the hierarchical layout, while seven persons opted for the radial layout.

A similar task tested the graph view in the advanced mode. The change of the graph generation from a simple drag and drop in the basic mode to a menu-controlled node addition in the advanced mode caused further difficulties that served as additional input for the now available tutorial.
In a final task test persons were prompted to identify linkability threats originating from a certain service provider. Navigating to the linkability view, 21 out of 26 test persons selected the correct graph and recognized prevalent linkability threats. The remaining five test persons needed a short hint to find the proper view.

In the interview section all test persons attested a clear presentation of the displayed information and relations. The test candidates also praised the intuitive user control. Asked about scenarios they would use the presented visualization tool for, test persons named the misuse of their personal data, the analysis of their disclosing behavior and the identification of service provider networks. The answers prove that test persons understood and valued the advantages of the developed visualization tool.

### 9.5 Alternative Visualization Solutions

The solution introduced in the previous section was preceded by additional visualization approaches we developed and considered for the proposed privacy infrastructure. The following sections present a 3D graph and an Adobe AIR solution.

#### 9.5.1 3D Graph Approach

This section introduces a visualization tool that displays personal data disclosures employing a 3D graph. After the introduction of a 3D visualization scheme, we present details of the designed user interface, followed by an evaluation.

##### 9.5.1.1 3D Visualization

In addition to the presented visualization tool in Section 9.4 we weighed the potential of 3D graph representations. Targeting an intuitive graph, we employed concepts of the geon theory of Biederman [Bie87]. The author proves that human perception is based on the recognition of 36 3D primitives, so called geons. Biederman refers to analogies to the human languages that are composed of phonemes. In the context of UML diagrams [Obj07b, Obj07a] user experiments of Irani and Ware proved a superior understandability of geons compared to regular diagrams [IW03].

As the graph-based visualization of personal data transactions shares many constructs of UML class diagrams, such as generalizations, aggregations and associations, we apply the technique of geon UML diagrams to the generation of graphs that show relations between our defined entity types (see Section 9.4.2). Compared to 2D graphs, a 3D representation of relations offers additional visualization opportunities, especially for the presentation of large amounts of data. On the other hand, a more complex visualization poses usability challenges, which affect the user acceptance of the application.

For the visual translation into geon-based diagrams we followed the rules of Irani and Ware
Fundamental entities are visualized as simple 3D primitives, relations between entities by the geon skeleton. Less significant entities are shown as geon appendices. The size of entities is chosen proportionally to their importance. Emphasizing a 3D shape, geons are shadowed. Secondary attributes play a less significant role. A view presents all geons, which are aligned orthogonally to the viewing perspective.

Figure 9.13 shows an exemplary 3D visualization of personal data transactions, following the above-described guidelines. Marking the central elements of the visualization, partial identities are represented as red spheres, while service providers are shown as green cuboids. This definition allows for a clear identification of these fundamental entity types. The chosen shapes facilitate the projection of textures like icons on the shapes, supporting the perception and the spatial layout of a 3D shape [War04]. The diameter of a partial identity sphere is chosen with regard to the amount and the privacy sensitivity of its containing data types.

The relations between all entities are represented as cylinders. For relations between a partial identity and a service provider the thickness of the cylinders reflects the interaction frequency of the user (1), which corresponds to the number of transactions. Service providers that offer the same service type are grouped using transparent green cuboids that cover a set of service providers (2). Cylinders between service providers highlight service provider cooperations (3). Pyramids indicate hierarchical connections in corporate networks (4). Linkabilities of partial identities are highlighted using a red knot (5). In addition, the intercept set of linkable data types is shown above the knot. Partial identities can be grouped into identity classes using long-shaped transparent red bubbles (6). A border between partial identities allows for the
separation of anonymous and identifiable partial identities (7). Finally, a red sphere surrounded by a transparent red sphere indicates a subset of a partial identity (8).

### 9.5.1.2 Application Design

The development of the presented 3D visualization scheme resulted in a .NET 3.5 prototype that is depicted in Figure 9.14.

Implementing the concept of Smooth Transition [SIG07], the application initially presents a 3D graph containing all available entities (1). This graph only shows the most essential details about entities and relations. If the user zooms objects of interest, the application gradually increases the amount of entity details, like data types and additional textures. The Smooth Transition enables users both to maintain an overview of the graph and to receive supplemental entity information on demand. A double-click on an entity triggers a pre-defined animated zoom of that entity.

The detail window displays additional information about a selected entity (2). Applying a Cardstack pattern [Tid05], the first tab contains static entity information like data types of a partial identity. The second tab shows information about the involved transactions. For selected service providers a third tab lists partners the provider shares personal user data with. The border color of the detail window is matched with the color of the selected entity. This interplay maintains the connection of both elements, applying the principles of Color-Coded Sections [Tid05] as well as the Rule of Self-Evidence [WBWK00].

Offering further means to reduce the complexity of the user interface, a dynamic filter is provided that fades out elements of the graph based on particular entity type criteria (3). A final segment presents a short legend and statistics about the total number of entities and the amount...
of displayed entities (4). Finally, a text box allows users to directly search for elements in the graph (5). The search results are presented both in the main window and in the detail window.

9.5.1.3 Evaluation

The described 3D visualization tool was tested within the first conducted user test (see Chapter 5.3.3).

In general, the test candidates’ feedback of a 3D visualization that presents personal data disclosures was positive. The test revealed no severe shortcomings of the application’s usability and navigation. The majority of test persons interpreted the displayed graph correctly. Most test persons, however, did not intuitively click and select entities of the graph, which revealed the need for an introducing tutorial and explaining tool tips. As already observed in other user tests, the recognition of linkabilities was primarily misinterpreted due to the lack of user knowledge in that area.

Even though the presented approach provides an innovative opportunity to visualize disclosed personal data, we chose to offer and integrate a 2D-based solution into our privacy infrastructure (see Section 9.4). Main reasons for our choice were user studies that identify deteriorating user performances and an inferior user preference of 3D interfaces [RCMC00, CM02]. Even though 3D visualizations offer impressive presentation schemes, the user interfaces inevitably become complex and less intuitive.

Nevertheless, this section proved the applicability of a 3D application in the context of the Data Disclosure Log component. Implementing the required interfaces, the presented application can be integrated into our privacy infrastructure at any time.

9.5.2 Adobe AIR Approach

Finally, we weighed the potential of a visualization employing Adobe AIR. This section sketches the characteristics of Adobe AIR and presents a corresponding visualization application.

Recent trends show the emergence of Rich Internet Applications (RIAs), which run in the Web browser and offer powerful desktop application functionality [Sch08]. Built on common Internet technologies, like JavaScript [Fla06] and Adobe Flash [12], RIAs facilitate the development of platform-independent online applications. Famous representatives of RIAs are the mail client Google Mail [13] and the instant messenger Meebo [14].

Exploiting the advantages of platform-independent application development, Adobe offers the opportunity to run Flash-based RIAs outside the browser. The underlying Adobe Flex framework [15] combined with Adobe AIR facilitates the generation of powerful RIAs that can be

deployed as desktop applications [Wid08]. In order to run these applications, the installation of the Adobe AIR runtime environment is required, which is available for Microsoft Windows, Mac OS X and Linux. Offline RIAs facilitate the design of innovative graphical user interfaces that differ from standardized elements of operating systems.

In our effort to identify the most suitable visualization of logged personal data transactions, we developed a corresponding Adobe AIR application. The program consists of four parts including a built-in tutorial. After the start four buttons lead to the respective parts of the program. Mouse-over events trigger animated help texts in the main window. After a button is clicked, an animated transition leads to the selected view.

The first view focuses on service providers and is shown in Figure 9.15. The view enables users to get a quick overview of providers the user interacted with. Service providers are lined up in an animated 3D carousel that can be rotated by using the arrow buttons. While unselected service providers in the background are still visible to the user, the carousel view displays detailed information about the selected service provider. This information includes an indicator about the size of the used partial identity with regard to the user’s full identity. Below the service provider name five icons indicate the data type disclosure from particular data groups. Furthermore, the total number of transactions is presented.

Figure 9.16 shows a chronological view of data disclosures, which aggregates transactions by calendar month or day. Similar to the chronological view in Section 9.4.3.1, the user is able to define the observation period of the timeline. The main window allows users to expand individual days or months. The expansion triggers an animation that unwinds the stacked
personal data transactions and shows additional information like the disclosure time and the used process.

A final view focuses on disclosed personal data. A pie diagram presents the aggregated amount and sensitivity of personal data disclosures for each service provider. If the user clicks a slice of the diagram, more detailed information is displayed. All transitions of the user interface are animated.

The presented Adobe AIR application shows a promising way of visualizing personal data transactions. The underlying Flash framework allows the design of intuitive user controls that feature impressive animations. However, Adobe Flex and Adobe AIR are considered as relatively young technologies. The application development proved the early maturity stage of Adobe Flex 4.0 and Adobe AIR, which both show a small development community at this point. These caveats as well as the positive user feedback on graphs led us to choose a conventional visualization approach for the Data Disclosure Log component.

### 9.6 Summary

The Data Disclosure Log component of the proposed user-centric privacy infrastructure logs and visualizes past personal data disclosures. Dividing the component into a logging tool and a visualization tool, this chapter first collects requirements of both tools, before existing approaches in these areas are evaluated.

We introduce a transaction logging tool that identifies personal data types and used processes
in the Web browser. The data type identification process follows a hybrid approach. First, the
tool analyzes attributes of Web form fields using pre-defined lists of keywords. In an additional
step, the user input is compared with regular expressions as well as a user profile. After the
submission of personal data, the developed browser extension stores the detected information
in a transaction log file, which can be checked and edited at any time.

The next section introduces a versatile tool for the visualization of recorded personal data
disclosures. The tool offers multiple views that process and display entity types of personal data
transactions from many perspectives. A chronological view aligns service provider transactions
on a timeline and allows for a temporal analysis of data disclosures. A graph view facilitates
the visualization of various relations between entities, enabling users to dynamically generate
a self-defined graph. The tool also displays the presence of linkability threats in a dedicated
view. Supplemental views complement the visualization needs of users.

Conducted user tests of the logging tool as well as the visualization tool proved the usability
and user acceptance of our design efforts.

In the remainder of the chapter we discuss two alternative solutions for a suitable visualization
tool. We present and evaluate the potentials of a 3D graph-based implementation as well as an
Adobe AIR application. While a 3D graph allows for richer, more complex representations,
studies reveal that users prefer intuitive 2D interfaces to complex 3D visualizations. We also
proved that an Adobe AIR application has the potential to provide a portable solution offering
innovative non-standardized user interfaces.
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Prototype

In this chapter we lay out prototypical details of the privacy infrastructure introduced in the previous part of this work. Based on the user-centric privacy architecture proposed in Chapter 5, we present the system architecture including the designed components. After describing the definition and the central administration of the global privacy vocabularies, we provide implementational details of each component. We continue with an overview of the component interaction. Finally, we present the installer of the local privacy infrastructure, which assists users in setting up the developed local privacy components on the user side. The installer is available for download on the privacy community Web site.

10.1 System Architecture

While Part II of this work discussed the purposes, the technical characteristics and the user interfaces of each component, this section concentrates on the component distribution on system level, which is depicted in Figure [10.1].

Similar to the conceptual architecture in Chapter 5.1 (see Figure 5.1), the online privacy community marks the central component of the system architecture, representing an open information source of privacy-relevant service provider information, which is maintained in a dynamic Web front-end (see Chapter 6). Web service interfaces facilitate the flexible integration of these valuable data into the local privacy components. Likewise, the Privacy Preference Generator component, built for the user-understandable capture of individual privacy preferences (see Chapter 7), and the Privacy Agent component, a browser extension that presents information relevant for a personal data disclosure decision (see Chapter 8), form respective components on system level.

The Data Disclosure Log component, which is responsible for the logging and visualization of past personal data disclosures, is divided into two individual tools. While the FireLox browser extension detects and records personal data transactions in the Web browser (see Chapter [http://www-ifis.uni-regensburg.de/Privacy/])
Figure 10.1: System Component Distribution of the Privacy Infrastructure
10.2 Privacy Vocabularies

As the components of the introduced privacy infrastructure exchange information that refers to specific data types and service types, global vocabularies used by all five system components are required.

10.2.1 Administration

Analyzing the architecture of the presented privacy infrastructure, we chose the central privacy community as suitable place for the administration of the privacy vocabularies. The characteristics of the privacy community allow for the central maintenance and storage of this information, which can be added, changed and removed by administrators of the privacy community. Figure 10.2 shows a screenshot that depicts the vocabulary maintenance in the community.

In the following, we sketch the content of the defined data type and service type vocabularies and discuss their configuration and provision within the privacy infrastructure.
10.2.2 Data Type Definitions

As personal data mark the protection goal of this work, the vocabulary defining individual data
types represents the foundation of all information exchange within the privacy infrastructure.
Catering the needs of all components, we specified a three-level hierarchy of personal data.
The most fine-grained units of personal data are individual data types. These fundamental
information pieces refer to individual personal data types of the user and are used by all five
privacy components. An example of such a data type is Zip Code, which refers to the five digit
postal code of the user’s address.

Aggregating certain groups of data types, we define data elements, which represent the atomic
personal data pieces in the privacy community, when the required amount of personal user data
for a specific process is maintained (see Chapter 6.3.2). A typical example of a data element is
Address, including the data types Street, Street Number, City, State, Zip Code and Country.

Finally, we group all data types into ten distinct data groups and provide a characteristic
icon for each data group, which represents all included data types. Data groups are used for
the graphical presentation of data type sets in the Privacy Preference Generator (see Chapter
7.4). The Privacy Agent uses data groups to signal requested and approved data types in the
policy matching tab (see Chapter 8.3.3). The Privacy Agent also utilizes data groups for the
presentation of the required amount of personal data and the list of already disclosed data (see
Chapters 8.3.2 and 8.3.5, respectively). The Data Disclosure Log resorts to data groups for
the dynamic generation of data type nodes in the graph view (see Chapter 9.4.3.2) and in the
details window of the service provider view and the record slider view (see Chapter 9.4.3.4).
An exemplary data group is Phone Data, which includes data types that refer to the user’s
Landline phone number, Mobile phone number and Fax number.

In addition to identifiers of data types, data elements and data groups, we maintain the following
attributes and classifications:

- the English and German name of each data type
- the English and German name of each data element
- the English and German name of each data group
- the physical icon location of each data group
- data types belonging to each data element
- data types belonging to each data group

After the definition in the privacy community, the vocabulary data are transformed into an
XML file, which is distributed to the privacy components on the user side. As data elements
are exclusively used by the privacy community, the built XML file is limited to data types and
icon groups along with their attributes and relations.
Listing 10.1 shows an extract of the resulting `datagroups.xml` file. The listing presents the definition of the data group `Name Data`, including its ID, the physical location of its icon and the German and English translation. Subelements of the data group (`icon_group`) consist of data type definitions, which contain their IDs and German and English translations.

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<icon_groups xmlns="http://www-ifs.uni-regensburg.de/Privacy"
<icon_group id="NameData" icon="images/data/NamInfo.png">
  <locale id="de">Namensdaten</locale>
  <locale id="en">Name Data</locale>
  <DataType>
    <Family>
      <locale id="de">Nachname</locale>
      <locale id="en">Last Name</locale>
    </Family>
    <Given>
      <locale id="de">Vorname</locale>
      <locale id="en">Given Name</locale>
    </Given>
    <Maidenname>
      <locale id="de">Mädchenname</locale>
      <locale id="en">Maiden Name</locale>
    </Maidenname>
    <Middle>
      <locale id="de">Zweiter Vorname</locale>
      <locale id="en">Middle Name</locale>
    </Middle>
    <Nickname>
      <locale id="de">Spitzname</locale>
      <locale id="en">Nickname</locale>
    </Nickname>
    <Prefix>
      <locale id="de">Vorsatz</locale>
      <locale id="en">Prefix</locale>
    </Prefix>
    <Suffix>
      <locale id="de">Suffix</locale>
      <locale id="en">Suffix</locale>
    </Suffix>
  </DataType>
</icon_group>
```

Listing 10.1: Extract of the file `datagroups.xml`

In the process of defining the presented data type vocabulary, we initially resorted to the P3P basic data set [CDE+06], which primarily focuses on online data and demographic data. In an effort to offer attributes of a complete user model, we added elements of the UbisWorld ontology that aims for a comprehensive real world simulation, focusing on ubiquitous computing and user modeling.

Appendix A.1 lists the complete data type vocabulary. For data groups like Demographic Data

[http://www.ubisworld.org/]
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that contain numerous data types, we facilitate the definition of an additional hierarchy level, which is defined by the hid attribute. This additional hierarchy level is utilized by the Privacy Preference Generator for the individual selection of data type amounts in the advanced mode (see Chapter 7.4.3).

10.2.3 Service Type Definitions

In the context of this work, we divide service providers into pre-defined service types, which correspond to their offered service category. The according service provider classification is collaboratively maintained in the privacy community (see Chapter 6.3.1).

This service provider classification enables the Privacy Preference Generator to capture individual privacy preferences for each service type (see Chapter 7.4.2). The Privacy Agent looks up the service type of a service provider to select the applicable set of privacy preferences (see Chapter 8.3.3). In addition, service types are used for the aggregation of service providers in the graph view of the Data Disclosure Log (see Chapter 9.4.3.2).

Similar to the data type vocabulary in the previous section, we maintain supplemental information for each service type:

- the English and German name
- the English and German description
- the physical location of the service type icon
- the recommended data set (amount of data types appropriate for disclosure)
- the corresponding primary purpose elements of the P3P specification

Each service type definition contains a set of personal user data that is appropriate for disclosure. This data set is recommended by the Privacy Preference Generator when the amount of personal data types is captured (see Chapter 7.4.3). If no service type information about a service provider is available in the privacy community, the Privacy Agent identifies the service type by matching detected primary purpose elements in a published P3P policy with the maintained primary purpose elements of the service type definitions.

The resulting XML file services.xml contains the described information for all service types. The file extract shown in Listing 10.2 demonstrates the file structure by listing the properties of the service type Shopping.

```
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<service id="ONLINESHOPPING">
  <icon filename="images/services/shopping.png"/>
  <label>
    <lang id="de">Einkauf</lang>
    <description>Diverse Einkaufsdienste wie amazon.de, bol.de, musicload.de, ...
```
ebay.de und itunes.de.

<description>All kinds of online shopping services like amazon.com, ebay.com and itunes.com</description>

</lang>
</label>
</mindata>

<!-- Data types appropriate for disclosure -->
<Accountnumber/>
</Bankcode/>
<Bytes/>
</City/>
</Clickstream/>
</Clientevents/>
</Clientip/>
</Cookies/>
</Country/>
</Creditcardexpiration/>
</Creditcardnumber/>
</Creditcardsecuritycode/>
</Email/>
</Family/>
</Given/>
</Hostname/>
</Housenumber/>
</Http/>
</Httpmethod/>
</Id/>
</Interactionrecord/>
</Login/>
</Password/>
</Paymentmethod/>
</Postalcode/>
</Referer/>
</Searchtext/>
</Stateprov/>
</Statuscode/>
</Street/>
</Timestamp/>
</Uri/>
</Useragent/>
</mindata>
</ppurpose>
</survey/>
</sales/>
</payment/>
</marketing/>
</delivery/>
</charity/>
</arts/>
</downloads/>
</ppurpose>
</service>
...
</services>

Listing 10.2: Extract of the file services.xml
Altogether, we defined twelve service types by assuming and aggregating the primary purpose elements of the P3P specification \[CDE+06\]. Furthermore, we considered the results of selected surveys (see Chapter 7.4.2). Appendix A.2 provides the complete service type definitions.

### 10.2.4 Configuration

As laid out in the previous sections, the data type and service type vocabularies are centrally administered in the privacy community. For the distribution to the local privacy components, the vocabulary data are transformed into the XML vocabulary files `datagroups.xml` and `services.xml`.

The XML vocabulary files are generated whenever vocabulary information is updated in the administration area of the community. The XML files are stored in the download directory of the privacy community and can be accessed by the local components of the privacy infrastructure. In order to avoid redundant vocabulary downloads, the Privacy Agent downloads the vocabulary files on a regular basis and shares them with the remaining local privacy components, by placing the vocabulary files at a pre-defined location on the user side (see Section 10.5). While the `datagroups.xml` file is utilized by all local privacy components, the `services.xml` file is required by all components but the FireLox browser extension.

Figure [10.3] illustrates the central vocabulary configuration process of the privacy infrastructure.

### 10.3 Implementation Details

This section provides technical details of the individual component implementations, concentrating on the chosen programming environments, the designed data models as well as the input and output interface definitions.

#### 10.3.1 Privacy Community

The online privacy community offers a central information pool that contains privacy-related information about service providers. These data are collaboratively maintained in a Wikipedia-like Web front-end and can be accessed by the local privacy components via Web service interfaces. Chapter 6 lays out the content and the design of the proposed privacy community.

The back-end of the privacy community employs NuSOAP\[4\] a PHP-based SOAP toolkit that provides the required Web service functionality for our proposed privacy infrastructure. The Web service interface definitions can be accessed following this link[5].

The SOAP server accesses a MySQL database[5] which stores all service provider information as well as the presented data type and service type vocabularies. Figure [10.4] depicts the data model of the privacy community.

---


[http://www-ifs.uni-regensburg.de/Privacy/soap_ws/](http://www-ifs.uni-regensburg.de/Privacy/soap_ws/)

Figure 10.3: Configuration of Global Vocabularies within the Privacy Infrastructure
Figure 10.4: Data Model of the Privacy Community
10.3. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

For the Web front-end we utilize the Web application framework CodeIgniter. The PHP-based framework facilitates the MVC-compliant development of dynamic Web applications and allows for the smooth integration of the back-end Web services. On the client side, the JavaScript framework jQuery offers AJAX and dynamic HTML technologies, which provide necessary drag & drop and auto-complete functions, overlays, as well as high performance DOM parsing.

10.3.2 Privacy Preference Generator

The Privacy Preference Generator is designed as stand-alone tool that captures individual privacy preferences for up to twelve pre-defined service types. These privacy preferences represent rules under which users are willing to disclose personal data. The concept and design of the proposed Privacy Preference Generator is presented in Chapter 7.

The tool was implemented in Visual Basic using Visual Studio 2008. Hence, the Privacy Preference Generator requires an installed .NET framework version 3.5 at runtime.

After the completion of the privacy preference configuration, the resulting settings are saved in an XML file that contains all captured information. Listing 10.3 shows an extract of an exemplary privacy preference file.

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<privacypreferences xmlns="http://www-ifs.uni-regensburg.de/Privacy">
  <mode>advanced</mode>
</info>
  <service id="ONLINESHOPPING">
    <retention>
      <stated-purpose />
    </retention>
    <additionaldata>request-prompt</additionaldata>
    <data>
      <Accountnumber />
      <Bankcode />
      <Bytes />
      <City />
      <Clickstream />
      <Clientevents />
      <Clientip />
      <Cookies />
      <Country />
      <Creditcardexpiration />
      <Creditcardnumber />
      <Creditcardsecuritycode />
      <Email />
      <Family />
      <Given />
      <Hostname />
```

---

**Notes:**
- [http://codeigniter.com](http://codeigniter.com)
- [http://jquery.com](http://jquery.com)
The listing demonstrates the configuration of the service type *Shopping*. In particular, the file defines personal data types the user is willing to disclose to a provider of this service type. In addition, approved data usages and third party recipients are listed. The first subelement of the file specifies the chosen complexity mode, which is read and applied when the application is started. Appendix B.1 presents a complete exemplary privacy preference file including seven configured service types.

A configuration file of the Privacy Preference Generator sets the local directory of the vocabulary files and the privacy preference file. The file also specifies the chosen language as well as the URL of the privacy community, which is required for the download of data group and service type icons.
10.3.3 Privacy Agent

The Privacy Agent is implemented as an extension for the Mozilla Firefox browser and provides service provider information that facilitates a more informed decision about personal data disclosures. This information includes service provider data queried from the privacy community, a P3P privacy policy matching with captured privacy preferences, a linkability detection of used partial identities and personal data already disclosed to the visited service provider. Chapter 8 discusses the functionality and the graphical user interface of the Privacy Agent.

As laid out in Chapter 8.3.1, the application logic is implemented in JavaScript [Fla06]. User interfaces are defined with the XML User Interface Language (XUL) which facilitates the dynamic generation of graphical elements.

The identity tab of the Privacy Agent (see Chapter 8.3.4) analyzes the transaction log file of the user (see Section 10.3.4), in order to identify partial identity usages and their linkabilities. The resulting identity class and partial identity definitions are stored in an identity file. An extract of an exemplary identity file is shown in Listing 10.4.

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?>
<identities xmlns="http://www-ifs.uni-regensburg.de/Privacy">
    <identity id="default">
        <label>
            <lang id="de">
                <name>Echte Identität</name>
                <description>Die echte Identität von Paul Revere</description>
            </lang>
            <lang id="en">
                <name>True Identity</name>
                <description>The true identity of Paul Revere</description>
            </lang>
        </label>
        <partialIdentity id="1">
            <label>
                <lang id="de">
                    <name>Teilidentität 1</name>
                    <description>Die Teilidentität 1 wird für die Registrierung bei offiziellen Stellen und Communities verwendet</description>
                </lang>
                <lang id="en">
                    <name>Partial Identity 1</name>
                    <description>Partial identity 1 is used for registration at public authorities and communities</description>
                </lang>
            </label>
            <linkable>
                <partialIdentity id="2"/>
            </linkable>
            <serviceProviderInformation>
                <usedBy>
                    <!-- Further information about service providers -->
                </usedBy>
            </serviceProviderInformation>
        </partialIdentity>
    </identity>
</identities>
```

The listed extract defines the first partial identity of the true identity class of the fictional person Paul Revere. The file contains German and English names and descriptions for both the identity class and the partial identity. The partial identity contains information about the linkability to other partial identities, the disclosure to service providers and the involved personal data types. Appendix B.2 presents a complete identity file including five defined partial identities.

The Privacy Agent accesses Web services of the privacy community, in order to display privacy-relevant information of the visited service provider. In addition, the Privacy Agent downloads actual data type and service type icons from the privacy community on a regular basis.

A configuration file defines the locations of the vocabulary files and the local privacy files, the URL of the privacy community as well as the chosen language of the user interface.

10.3.4 FireLox

The Mozilla Firefox extension FireLox enables the recording of personal data disclosures in the Web browser. The logging tool analyzes Web form fields and identifies data types as well as the involved process. The detected information and the user-filled input are stored in an XML log file. The identification algorithm and the user interface of FireLox are presented in Chapter 9.3.

Similar to the Privacy Agent, the application logic is implemented in JavaScript, while the graphical user interface is specified employing XUL.

The resulting transaction log file groups all personal data transactions by service providers, which simplifies the processing for the accessing Privacy Agent and Data Disclosure Log. Listing 10.5 presents an extract of an exemplary transaction log file.
Listing 10.5: Extract of an Exemplary Transaction Log File
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The listing demonstrates the logging of two timely separated personal data transactions of the fictional person Paul Revere. Both transactions disclosed personal data to the service provider Amazon. The first transaction was identified as Registration process and included the personal data types Given Name, Last Name, E-mail Address, Password, Date-of-Birth and a postal address. FireLox identified the following transaction as Purchase process. During that transaction E-mail Address – presumably for identification – Password and credit card information have been disclosed to the service provider.

A FireLox configuration file stores the locations of the transaction log file and the data type vocabulary file as well as the preferred language.

10.3.5 Data Disclosure Log

The Data Disclosure Log displays logged personal data transactions employing intuitive visualization techniques. The tool offers multiple views that present past personal data disclosures from different perspectives. Chapter 9.4 introduces the concept and the designed views of the visualization tool.

The stand-alone tool is implemented as Java application and runs platform-independently with every Java 6 Runtime Environment. For the design of the graphical user interfaces we utilize the Java Swing toolkit. The dynamic graph generation is enabled by Visual Library. As discussed in Chapter 9.4.1 we employ a relational database for the integration and storage of available input data that include the transaction log file, the identity file and both vocabulary files. In particular, we utilize the H2 database. All required tables are generated at the start of the program and filled with data of the XML input files. Figure 10.5 shows the designed data model, which caters the needs of the developed visualization views.

In addition to the local privacy and vocabulary files, the database is loaded with selected service provider information queried from the privacy community. The privacy community is also accessed for the download of data type and service type icons, which are used for the dynamic generation of graph node icons.

A configuration file of the Data Disclosure Log specifies the local directory of the transaction log file, the identity file and the vocabulary files. Furthermore, the file sets the URL of the privacy community and the chosen language.

10.4 Component Interaction

After the presentation of the components’ implementational details this section summarizes the relations and dependencies of the developed tools by highlighting the information exchange
Figure 10.5: Data Model of the Data Disclosure Log
Figure 10.6: Interaction of System Components
within the privacy infrastructure. Figure 10.6 depicts the information flows between the privacy components at runtime.

Privacy preferences are captured by the Privacy Preference Generator and utilized by the Privacy Agent for the privacy policy matching. Registered community users have the option to upload and share privacy preferences with selected users. Likewise, privacy preferences of connected community members can be downloaded. The optional privacy preferences upload and download processes are managed by the Privacy Agent.

The transaction log file generated by the FireLox browser extension is made available to the Data Disclosure Log and the Privacy Agent. The log file represents the essential information source for the visualizations of the Data Disclosure Log. The Privacy Agent processes the transaction log file to display personal data already transferred to a visited service provider.

Finally, the identity file created by the Privacy Agent is utilized by the Data Disclosure Log, in order to relate personal data transactions to used partial identities.

Apart from the data exchange of the four local privacy components, the Privacy Agent and the Data Disclosure Log access and integrate Web services of the privacy community. In addition to the retrieval of static service provider and service type information, the Privacy Agent queries the required amount of personal data as well as available user ratings and experiences. Moreover, the Privacy Agent facilitates the direct submittance of ratings. The login service is a prerequisite for the controlled exchange of privacy preferences. The Data Disclosure Log requests service type information as well as third party recipients, which are required by the graph view and the linkability view, respectively.

10.5 Installer

In an effort to offer the developed privacy infrastructure to a maximum number of users, we created an installer that sets up the four local privacy components and writes the configuration files of the tools.

The installer is offered for download on the privacy community Web site (see footnote) and can be executed on every Microsoft Windows-based machine. Prerequisites of the installation are the Mozilla Firefox 3.5 browser, the .NET 3.5 framework and the Java 6 Runtime Environment. The installer checks the existence of these components, before the installation routine is started.

A wizard guides the user through the installation process. At the beginning, the wizard captures the preset default language of all tools (English or German). In a next step, the user is prompted to select the local privacy components to be installed (see Figure 10.7). The wizard recommends the selection of all four components. At this point the user can opt to copy sample privacy files that allow the instant demonstration of the tool’s capabilities. Subsequently, the user is requested to choose the installation directory of the privacy components. Simplifying the

http://www-ifs.uni-regensburg.de/Privacy/
exchange of local privacy information, the user is also asked to select a personal privacy directory for the storage of the privacy preference file, identity file and transaction log file. The same directory is used to place the downloaded data type and service type vocabulary files.

After the completion of the wizard the selected browser extensions and stand-alone tools are installed. Depending on the chosen settings, the configuration files of the components are generated. If no sample privacy files are copied, an empty privacy preference file, identity file and transaction log file are created in the personal privacy directory. The installer adds desktop icons for the Privacy Preference Generator and the Data Disclosure Log. After the first start of the Firefox browser, the user is informed about the added extensions. The first start of the Web browser also triggers the Privacy Agent to download and update the vocabulary files in the personal privacy directory.

As a result, a fully operational local privacy infrastructure is set up, preconfigured and ready for usage.
Chapter 11

Conclusions

The landscape of the World Wide Web with all its versatile services heavily relies on the disclosure of private user attributes. Unfortunately, the growing amount of personal data collected by service providers poses a significant privacy threat for Internet users. Targeting privacy in the context of personal data disclosures, this work introduced and developed solutions for the provider-independent protection of personal data, putting a special focus on usability and user-friendliness. In the following we recapitulate the contributions of this work by summarizing the results of the research questions we phrased in Chapter 1.

- **What are digital identities and how are they managed in the World Wide Web?**
  In Chapter 2, we lay out definitions and the use of identities and partial identities in the World Wide Web. While an identity includes all properties and characteristics of the user, a partial identity contains a subset of personal user data and represents the user on the provider side. Partial identities are used intuitively, when the user interacts with service providers. The rising number of cooperating service providers increases the possibility that linkable partial identities are exchanged among connected service providers and merged to a larger partial identity of the user. Identity management systems enable users to control the disclosure of partial identities more consciously. While the current trend leads to user-centric identity management, according systems do not offer sufficient mechanisms for privacy protection.

- **To what extent do service providers collect personal data and what is the reaction of users?**
  After the definition of the protection goal, Chapter 3 shifts the focus towards privacy aspects in the context of personal data disclosures. We highlight the incentives of service providers to collect personal user data and point out the limited user protection provided by effective privacy legislations. We show the growing privacy concerns of Internet users and present the shift towards more sensitive privacy attitudes. Furthermore, we acknowledge mismatches of self-expressed privacy preferences and the observed user behavior. Finally, we identify the requested kind of personal data, the intended use and third party recipients as most important factors that impact a disclosure decision of users.
• How can existing privacy-enhancing technologies protect personal user data?
Chapter 4 provides a detailed overview of privacy policy languages and existing privacy solutions that are designed to protect personal user data. In spite of its frequently cited deficiencies, the P3P specification in combination with APPEL offers the only complete framework capable of defining a machine-readable privacy policy and matching it with privacy preferences of the user. However, more flexible policy frameworks like XACML and EPAL bear the potential to offer superior expressiveness and evaluation capabilities in the future. A wide range of existing privacy tools like policy viewers, privacy seals and privacy agents have been developed to protect potential, actual and past personal data disclosures. While privacy agents and logging tools offer the highest value for users, we found that the described tools are barely used by the vast majority of Internet users.

• What are the usability requirements of privacy-enhancing technologies?
In Chapter 4.3 we conclude that usability deficits are a major reason for the lacking acceptance of the discussed privacy tools. In an effort to identify usability requirements of users, we conducted several user studies, which are outlined in Chapter 5.3. Initial studies involved questionnaire and online surveys that delivered valuable input for our early prototypes. These prototypes underwent two extensive user tests, which involved the completion of tasks as well as face-to-face interviews. The results of the timely separated user tests revealed remaining usability weaknesses of our intermediate versions and guaranteed the quality of the final solutions.

• How can privacy management be executed more provider-independently?
In addition to usability deficits, the dependency on service providers prevents a widespread usage of existing privacy tools that protect personal user data. Considering the apparent conflict of interests between users who are seeking to protect their privacy and service providers that rely on valuable user data, Chapter 5 introduces a user-centric privacy architecture, which facilitates the provider-independent exchange of privacy-related information about service providers. The privacy architecture includes a collaborative privacy community as well as three local privacy tools that cater for the usability requirements of average Internet users.

• What are the content and design requirements of a collaborative privacy community?
Introduced in Chapter 6, the privacy community represents the central element of our proposed privacy architecture. In order to facilitate a provider-independent privacy management, the privacy community provides a platform for the open exchange of privacy-related information relevant for the protection of personal data. In addition to static service provider information, a privacy community should maintain supplemental provider information that is valuable for Internet users. This information includes the amount of personal data required for the execution of a particular service of a provider. Moreover, the community should store third parties the service provider shares collected data with.
personal data with as well as historic and effective privacy policies. In this context, the privacy community should enable users to rate a privacy policy and the adherence to that policy. Finally, an open privacy community should facilitate the submittance of individual user experiences and the selective exchange of privacy preferences.

We developed a user-friendly Web front-end that enables a Wikipedia-like maintenance of service provider articles that contain the proposed privacy-relevant data. In addition to the front-end, the privacy community offers all stored information pieces via Web service interfaces, allowing local privacy components to access and integrate required information on demand.

- **How can privacy preferences of the user be captured and fine-tuned in a user-friendly way?**
  In Chapter 7 we introduce a usable tool that captures conditions under which users are willing to disclose personal data. Considering the varying level of privacy experience among Internet users, the Privacy Preference Generator offers two different complexity modes. Moreover, we acknowledge the goal-oriented disclosure behavior of users and facilitate the definition of individual privacy preferences for up to twelve pre-defined service types. The designed configuration wizard offers clear user interfaces using understandable language and supportive icons. A privacy cockpit presents an overview of the configured settings as well as intuitive feedback. We show that automatic approaches are inferior to our developed user-understandable configuration tool.

- **How can a privacy agent in the Web browser improve the user’s basis for decision-making, when personal data are about to be disclosed?**
  Chapter 8 presents a developed browser extension that provides valuable information, when the user is about to disclose personal data to a visited service provider. This information includes selected data queried from the privacy community as well as the results from matching the service provider’s privacy policy with user’s previously defined privacy preferences. The offered information is complemented by a mechanism that observes the usage of partial identities as well as a list of already disclosed personal data. Embedded into the Web browser, the introduced Privacy Agent displays the composed information in a clear and understandable way. Contributing to consistency, we reused graphical elements of the Privacy Preference Generator.

- **How can historic transactions of personal data be stored and visualized in a user-comprehensible manner?**
  Chapter 9 proposes a usable solution for the recording and visualization of past personal data disclosures. We introduce a browser extension that detects and stores personal data submitted to service providers in the Web browser. In order to identify the transfer of specific personal data types, a hybrid approach employs a keyword analysis of Web form fields and an evaluation of the user input using regular expressions and a pre-defined user profile. An additional tool displays the resulting transaction log using intuitive
visualization techniques. A chronological view facilitates the temporal analysis of past personal data disclosures. A flexible graph-based view enables the user-defined visualization of relations between involved entity types. Moreover, a linkability view visualizes disclosures of linkable partial identities in corporate networks. We prove that a 3D graph approach and an Adobe AIR approach show innovative visualization schemes, but do not provide the user acceptance and maturity of our proposed solution.

All introduced components of the proposed privacy architecture have been prototypically implemented (see Chapter 10 for implementation details) and are available for download. The privacy community facilitates the central administration of data type and service type vocabularies, which are distributed to the local privacy components.

The elaborated solutions realize provider independence and provide usable user interfaces, which both have been identified as main shortcomings of existing privacy-enhancing technologies. Hence, the developed privacy infrastructure, that is fully operational, makes a significant contribution towards the broad usage and acceptance of tools that protect personal user data.
Appendix A

Vocabularies

A.1 Data Type Vocabulary

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<icon_groups xmlns="http://www-ifs.uni-regensburg.de/Privacy"
<locale id="de">Namendaten</locale>
<locale id="en">Name Data</locale>
<DataType>
<Family>
<locale id="de">Nachname</locale>
<locale id="en">Last Name</locale>
</Family>
<Given>
<locale id="de">Vorname</locale>
<locale id="en">Given Name</locale>
</Given>
<Maidenname>
<locale id="de">Mädchenname</locale>
<locale id="en">Maiden Name</locale>
</Maidenname>
<Middle>
<locale id="de">Zweiter Vorname</locale>
<locale id="en">Middle Name</locale>
</Middle>
<Nickname>
<locale id="de">Spitzname</locale>
<locale id="en">Nickname</locale>
</Nickname>
<Prefix>
<locale id="de">Vorsatz</locale>
<locale id="en">Prefix</locale>
</Prefix>
<Suffix>
<locale id="de">Suffix</locale>
<locale id="en">Suffix</locale>
</Suffix>
</DataType>
<icon_group id="LoginData" icon="images/data/LoginInfo.png">
<locale id="de">Zugangsdaten</locale>
<locale id="en">Login Data</locale>
<DataType>
<Biometricinformation>
<locale id="de">Biometrische Informationen</locale>
<locale id="en">Biometric Information</locale>
</Biometricinformation>
<Cert>
<locale id="de">Zertifikat</locale>
<locale id="en">Certificate</locale>
</Cert>
</Data>
</icon_group>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Localized Value</th>
<th>English Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eye Color</td>
<td>Eye Color</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Familystatus</td>
<td>Marital Status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firstlanguage</td>
<td>Native Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Gender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haircolor</td>
<td>Hair Color</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jobtitle</td>
<td>Job Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nationality</td>
<td>Nationality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Politicalaffiliation</td>
<td>Political Affiliation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religiousdenomination</td>
<td>Religious Denomination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salary</td>
<td>Salary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondlanguage</td>
<td>Foreign Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siblingsstatus</td>
<td>Siblings Status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socialsecuritynumber</td>
<td>Social Security Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unionaffiliation</td>
<td>Union Affiliation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wealth</td>
<td>Wealth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City</td>
<td>City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordinate</td>
<td>Coordinates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographiclocation</td>
<td>Geographic Location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housenumber</td>
<td>Street Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization</td>
<td>Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postal</td>
<td>Postal Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postalcode</td>
<td>ZIP Code</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
<locale id="de">Bundesland</locale> <locale id="en">State / Province</locale><Stateprov>

<locale id="de">Straße</locale> <locale id="en">Street</locale></Street>

</Stateprov>
</icon_group>

<icon_group id="PhoneData" icon="images/data/PhoneInfo.png">

<locale id="de">Telefonnummern</locale> <locale id="en">Phone Data</locale><DataType>

<Fax>

<locale id="de">Fax</locale> <locale id="en">Fax</locale></Fax>

</DataType>

</icon_group>

<icon_group id="FinancialData" icon="images/data/FinancialInfo.png">

<locale id="de">Finanzdaten</locale> <locale id="en">Financial Data</locale><DataType>

<Accountbalance>

<locale id="de">Kontostand</locale> <locale id="en">Account Balance</locale></Accountbalance>

</Accountbalance>

<Accountnumber>

<locale id="de">Kontonummer</locale> <locale id="en">Account Number</locale></Accountnumber>

</Accountnumber>

</DataType>

</icon_group>

<icon_group id="HealthData" icon="images/data/HealthState.png">

<locale id="de">Gesundheitsdaten</locale> <locale id="en">Health Data</locale><DataType>

<Arousal hid="Physiologicalstate">

<locale id="de">Erregung</locale> <locale id="en">Arousal</locale></Arousal>

</Arousal>

</DataType>

</icon_group>
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514  <local id="de">Sonstige</local>
515  <local id="en">Other</local>
516  </Catother>
517  </Characteristic>
518  <Cinematicinterest hid="Catother">
519  <locale id="de">Film und Kino</locale>
520  <locale id="en">Cinema and Movie</locale>
521  </Cinematicinterest>
522  <Criminalrecords hid="Catother">
523  <locale id="de">Strafregister</locale>
524  <locale id="en">Criminal Records</locale>
525  </Criminalrecords>
526  <Culturalinterest>
527  <locale id="de">Kultur</locale>
528  <locale id="en">Culture</locale>
529  </Culturalinterest>
530  </Catinterests>
531  <Criminalinterest hid="Catinterests">
532  <locale id="de">Wirtschaft</locale>
533  <locale id="en">Economy</locale>
534  </Criminalinterest>
535  <Culturalinterest hid="Catinterests">
536  <locale id="de">Umwelt</locale>
537  <locale id="en">Environment</locale>
538  </Culturalinterest>
539  </Catinterests>
540  <Fashioninterest hid="Catinterests">
541  <locale id="de">Mode</locale>
542  <locale id="en">Fashion</locale>
543  </Fashioninterest>
544  <Identificationnumber>
545  <locale id="de">Identifizierungsnummer</locale>
546  <locale id="en">Identification Number</locale>
547  </Identificationnumber>
548  <Literaryinterest hid="Catinterests">
549  <locale id="de">Literatur</locale>
550  <locale id="en">Literature</locale>
551  </Literaryinterest>
552  </Catinterests>
553  <Musicalinterest hid="Catinterests">
554  <locale id="de">Musik</locale>
555  <locale id="en">Music</locale>
556  </Musicalinterest>
557  <Natureinterest hid="Catinterests">
558  <locale id="de">Natur</locale>
559  <locale id="en">Nature</locale>
560  </Natureinterest>
561  </Catinterests>
562  <Nutritioninterest hid="Catinterests">
563  <locale id="de">Ernährung</locale>
564  <locale id="en">Nutrition</locale>
565  </Nutritioninterest>
566  <Performingartsinterest hid="Catinterests">
567  <locale id="de">Darstellende Kunst</locale>
568  <locale id="en">Performing Arts</locale>
569  </Performingartsinterest>
570  <Philosophyinterest hid="Catinterests">
571  <locale id="de">Philosophie</locale>
572  <locale id="en">Philosophy</locale>
573  </Philosophyinterest>
574  <Politicalinterest hid="Catinterests">
575  <locale id="de">Politik</locale>
576  <locale id="en">Politics</locale>
577  </Politicalinterest>
578  <Scienceinterest hid="Catinterests">
579  <locale id="de">Wissenschaft</locale>
580  <locale id="en">Science</locale>
581  </Scienceinterest>
582  <Sportsinterest hid="Catinterests">
583  <locale id="de">Sport</locale>
584  <locale id="en">Sports</locale>
585  </Sportsinterest>
586  <Technologyinterest hid="Catinterests">
587  <locale id="de">Technologie</locale>
588  <locale id="en">Technology</locale>
589  </Technologyinterest>
590  <Travelinginterest hid="Catinterests">
591  <locale id="de">Reisen</locale>
592  <locale id="en">Traveling</locale>
593  </Travelinginterest>
594  <Visualartsinterest hid="Catinterests">
595  <locale id="de">Bildende Kunst</locale>
596  <locale id="en">Visual Arts</locale>
597  </Visualartsinterest>
A.2 Service Type Vocabulary

```xml
<services xmlns="http://www-ifs.uni-regensburg.de/Privacy">
  <service id="BANKING">
    <icon filename="images/services/banking.png"/>
    <label>
      <lang id="de">
        <name>Banken und Finanzen</name>
        <description>Online-Banking- und Bezahldienste, sowie Online-Brokerage wie comdirect.de, postbank.de, paypal.de, shareit.de und clickandbuy.de.</description>
      </lang>
      <lang id="en">
        <name>Banking</name>
        <description>Online banking and payment services as well as online brokerage like usbank.com, wells Fargo.com, paypal.com, shareit.com and clickandbuy.com.</description>
      </lang>
    </label>
    <mindata>
      <Accountnumber/>
      <Bankcode/>
      <Bdate/>
      <Birthplace/>
      <Bytes/>
      <City/>
      <Clickstream/>
      <Clientevents/>
      <Clientip/>
      <Cookies/>
      <Country/>
      <Creditcardexpiration/>
      <Creditcardnumber/>
      <Creditcardsecuritycode/>
      <Email/>
      <Employment/>
      <Family/>
      <Familystatus/>
      <Given/>
      <Hostname/>
      <Housenumber/>
      <Http/>
      <Httpmethod/>
      <Id/>
      <Interactionrecord/>
      <Login/>
      <Nationality/>
      <Password/>
      <Postalcode/>
      <Referer/>
      <Searchtext/>
      <Stateprov/>
      <Statuscode/>
      <Street/>
      <Timestamp/>
      <Uri/>
      <Useragent/>
    </mindata>
    <ppurpose>
      <payment/>
      <finmgt/>
    </ppurpose>
  </service>
  <service id="DOWNLOADS">
    <icon filename="images/services/downloads.png"/>
    <label>
      <lang id="de">
        <name>Download-Portale</name>
        <description>Download-Dienste wie rapidshare.com, winload.de und downloadmix.de</description>
      </lang>
      <lang id="en">
        <name>Downloads</name>
        <description>Download services like rapidshare.com.</description>
      </lang>
    </label>
    <mindata>
      <Bytes/>
      <Clickstream/>
      <Clientevents/>
      <Clientip/>
      <Cookies/>
      <Hostname/>
      <Http/>
      <Httpmethod/>
      <Id/>
      <Interactionrecord/>
      <Login/>
      <Password/>
      <Referer/>
      <Searchtext/>
      <Stateprov/>
      <Statuscode/>
      <Timestamp/>
      <Uri/>
      <Useragent/>
    </mindata>
    <ppurpose>
      <downloads/>
      <survey/>
    </ppurpose>
  </service>
  <service id="EDUCATION">
    <icon filename="images/services/elearning.png"/>
    <label>
      <lang id="de">
        <name>Schulung und Bildung</name>
        <description>Lern-Portale wie e-teaching.org, world-lecture-project.org, fahrschule.de</description>
      </lang>
    </label>
    <mindata>
      <Bytes/>
      <Clickstream/>
      <Clientevents/>
      <Clientip/>
      <Cookies/>
      <Hostname/>
      <Http/>
      <Httpmethod/>
      <Id/>
      <Interactionrecord/>
      <Login/>
      <Password/>
      <Referer/>
      <Searchtext/>
      <Stateprov/>
      <Statuscode/>
      <Timestamp/>
      <Uri/>
      <Useragent/>
    </mindata>
    <ppurpose>
      <downloads/>
      <survey/>
    </ppurpose>
  </service>
</services>
```
<name>E-Learning</name>
<description>Learning portals like e-teaching.org and world-lecture-project.org.</description>
</label>

<service id="GAMING">
<icon filename="images/services/games.png"/>
<label>
<lang id="de">
<name>Spiele</name>
<description>Online-Spiele wie Second Life, Ultima Online, World of Warcraft und Online-Poker</description>
</lang>
<lang id="en">
<name>Games</name>
<description>Online games like Second Life, Ultima Online, World of Warcraft and Online Poker</description>
</lang>
</label>
<mindata>
<Accountnumber/>
<Bankcode/>
<Bytes/>
<Clickstream/>
<Clientevents/>
<Clientip/>
<Cookies/>
<Creditcardexpiration/>
<Creditcardnumber/>
<Creditcardsecuritycode/>
<Email/>
<Hostname/>
<Http/>
<Httpmethod/>
<Id/>
<Interactionrecord/>
>Login/>
<Nickname/>
<Password/>
<Paymentmethod/>
<Referer/>
<Searchtext/>
>Statuscode/>
<Timestamp/>
<Uri/>
<Useragent/>
</mindata>
<ppurpose>
<education/>
<survey/>
</ppurpose>
</service>

<service id="GOVERNMENT">
<icon filename="images/services/government.png"/>
<label>
<lang id="de">
<name>Behörden</name>
<description>E-Government-Dienste von öffentlichen Einrichtungen (z.B. Führerscheinbeantragung, Reisepassverlängerung etc.)</description>
</lang>
<lang id="en">
<name>Government</name>
<description>eGovernment services of local, state and federal authorities; online services of the DMV.</description>
</lang>
</label>
<mindata>
<Accountnumber/>
<Bankcode/>
<Bdate/>
<Bytes/>
<City/>
<Clickstream/>
<Clientevents/>
<Clientip/>
<Cookies/>
<Country/>
<Creditcardexpiration/>
<Creditcardnumber/>
<Creditcardsecuritycode/>
<Email/>
<Family/>
<Given/>
</mindata>
<ppurpose>
<gaming/>
<gambling/>
<payment/>
<survey/>
</ppurpose>
</service>

<service id="EDUCATION">
<icon filename="images/services/education.png"/>
<label>
<lang id="de">
<name>Studium</name>
<description>Online-Lernportale und E-Learning-Plattformen (z.B. e-teaching.org und world-lecture-project.org) für Studenten und Lehrer</description>
</lang>
<lang id="en">
<name>E-Learning</name>
<description>Learning portals like e-teaching.org and world-lecture-project.org.</description>
</lang>
</label>
<mindata>
<Bytes/>
<Clientip/>
<Cookies/>
<Email/>
<Hostname/>
<Http/>
<Httpmethod/>
<Id/>
<Interactionrecord/>
</mindata>
<ppurpose>
<education/>
<survey/>
</ppurpose>
</service>

<service id="SURVEY">
<icon filename="images/services/survey.png"/>
<label>
<lang id="de">
<name>Erhebung</name>
<description>Schulbeschreibungen und Schülerbefragungen</description>
</lang>
<lang id="en">
<name>Survey</name>
<description>School descriptions and student surveys</description>
</lang>
</label>
<mindata>
<Bytes/>
<Clientip/>
<Cookies/>
<Email/>
<Hostname/>
<Http/>
<Httpmethod/>
<Id/>
<Interactionrecord/>
</mindata>
<ppurpose>
<education/>
<survey/>
</ppurpose>
</service>
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<Hostname/>
<Housenumber/>
<Http/>
<Httpmethod/>
<Id/>
<Interactionrecord/>
>Login/>
>Password/>
<Paymentmethod/>
<Postalcode/>
<Referer/>
<Searchtext/>
<Stateprov/>
.STATUSCODE/>
<Timestamp/>
<Urri/>
<Useragent/>

</mindata>

</ppurpose>
</service>

<service id="HEALTH">
<icon filename="images/services/health.png"/>
<label>
  <lang id="de">
    <name>Gesundheitsportale</name>
    <description>Gesundheitsinformationsdienste wie meine-gesundheit.de und arztpartner.de</description>
  </lang>
  <lang id="en">
    <name>Health</name>
    <description>Health information services like revolutionhealth.com.</description>
  </lang>
</label>
<mindata>
  <Age/>
  <Arousal/>
  <Bloodpressure/>
  <Bytes/>
  <Clickstream/>
  <Clientevents/>
  <ClientId/>
  <Cookies/>
  <Disability/>
  <Disease/>
  <Drugusage/>
  <Email/>
  <Fatigue/>
  <Gender/>
  <Heartbeat/>
  <Hostname/>
  <Http/>
  <Id/>
  <Injury/>
  <Interactionrecord/>
  <Login/>
  <Medication/>
  <Nickname/>
  <Nourishment/>
  <Password/>
  <Perception/>  
  <Physiologicalstates/>
  <Pupilsdilation/>
  <Referer/>
  <Respiration/>
  <Searchtext/>
  <Smokinghabits/>
  <Statuscode/>
  <Temperature/>
  <Timestamp/>
  <Urri/>
  <Useragent/>
</mindata>

</ppurpose>
</service>

<service id="INSTANTMESSAGING">
<icon filename="images/services/messaging.png"/>
<label>
  <lang id="de">
    <name>Instant Messaging</name>
    <description>Web-basierte Instant-Messaging-Dienste wie meebo.com, ICQ2Go und MSN Web Messenger</description>
  </lang>
  <lang id="en">
    <name>Messaging</name>
    <description>Web-based instant messaging services like meebo.com, ICQ2Go and MSN Web Messenger.</description>
  </lang>
</label>
<mindata>
  <Bytes/>
  <Clickstream/>
  <Clientevents/>
  <Clientip/>
  <Cookies/>
  <Hostname/>
  <Http/>
  <Httpmethod/>
  <Id/>
  <Instantmessagingid/>
  <Interactionrecord/>
  <Login/>
  <Password/>
  <Referer/>
  <Searchtext/>
  <Statuscode/>
  <Timestamp/>
</mindata>

</service>
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440 </lang>
441 <lang id="en">
442 <name>Social Networks</name>
443 <description>Social networking platforms like myspace.com, facebook.com
444 and xing.com.</description>
445 </lang>
446 </label>
447 </mindata>
448 </service>
449 <service id="USERGENERATED">
450 <icon filename="images/services/usergenerated.png"/>
451 <label>
452 <lang id="de">
453 <name>Foren und User-Generated Content</name>
454 <description>Webforen und Weblogs, sowie User-Generated-Content-Portale wie youtube.com,
455 flickr.com und myvideo.de.</description>
456 </lang>
457 <lang id="en">
458 <name>User-Generated Content</name>
459 <description>Forums and weblogs as well as user generated content portals like youtube.com
460 and flickr.com.</description>
461 </lang>
462 </label>
463 </mindata>
464 </service>
465 <service id="WEBMAIL">
466 <icon filename="images/services/mail.png"/>
467 <label>
468 <lang id="de">
469 <name>Web Mail</name>
470 <description>Webmail-Dienste wie googlemail.com, web.de or gmx.de.</description>
471 </lang>
472 <lang id="en">
473 <name>Mail</name>
474 <description>Web mail services like googlemail.com, web.de or gmx.de.</description>
475 </lang>
476 </label>
477 </service>
<Uri/>
</Useragent/>
</mindata>
</ppurpose>
</communicate/>
</purpose>
</service>
</services>
Appendix B

Exemplary Local Privacy Files

B.1 Privacy Preference File

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<privacypreferences xmlns="http://www-ifs.uni-regensburg.de/Privacy">
    <info>
        <mode>advanced</mode>
    </info>
    <services>
        <service id="BANKING">
            <retention>
                <stated-purpose />
            </retention>
            <additionaldata>refuse</additionaldata>
            <data>
                <Accountnumber />
                <Bankcode />
                <Bdate />
                <Birthplace />
                <Bytes />
                <City />
                <Clickstream />
                <Clientevents />
                <Clientip />
                <Cookies />
                <Country />
                <Creditcardexpiration />
                <Creditcardnumber />
                <Creditcardsecuritycode />
                <Depositnumber />
                <Email />
                <Employment />
                <Family />
                <Familystatus />
                <Given />
                <Hostname />
                <Housenumber />
                <Http />
                <Httpmethod />
                <Id />
                <Interactionrecord />
                <Login />
                <Nationality />
                <Password />
                <Postalcode />
                <Referer />
                <Searchtext />
                <Stateprov />
                <Statuscode />
                <Street />
                <Timestamp />
                <Uri />
                <Useragent />
            </data>
            <purpose>
                <current />
                <personalization>
                    <tailoring required="always" />
                </personalization>
                <contacting>
                    <contact required="always" />
                    <telemarketing required="always" />
                </contacting>
            </purpose>
        </service>
        <service id="EDUCATION">
            <retention>
                <stated-purpose />
            </retention>
            <additionaldata>refuse</additionaldata>
            <data>
                <Bytes />
            </data>
        </service>
    </services>
</privacypreferences>
```
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```xml
<clientevents />
<clientip />
<cookies />
<email />
<hostname />
<http />
<httpmethod />
<id />
<interactionrecord />
<login />
<nickname />
<password />
<referer />
<searchtext />
<statuscode />
<timestamp />
<uri />
<useragent />
</data>
<purpose>
<current />
<personalization>
<tailoring required="always" />
</personalization>
<contacting />
</purpose>
<recipient>
<ours required="always" />
</recipient>
</service>
<service id="NEWS">
<retention>
<stated-purpose />
</retention>
<additionaldata>request-prompt</additionaldata>
<data>
<bytes />
<clickstream />
<clientevents />
<clientip />
<cookies />
<hostname />
<http />
<httpmethod />
<id />
<interactionrecord />
<login />
<password />
<referer />
<searchtext />
<statuscode />
<timestamp />
<uri />
<useragent />
</data>
<purpose>
<current />
<personalization>
<tailoring required="always" />
</personalization>
<contacting />
</purpose>
<recipient>
<ours required="always" />
<pseudo-analysis required="always" />
<pseudo-decision required="always" />
<individual-analysis required="always" />
<individual-decision required="always" />
</personalization>
<contacting>
<contact required="always" />
<telemarketing required="always" />
</contacting>
</recipient>
</service>
<service id="ONLINESHOPPING">
<retention>
<stated-purpose />
</retention>
<additionaldata>request-prompt</additionaldata>
<data>
<accountnumber />
<bankcode />
<city />
<clickstream />
<clientevents />
<clientip />
<cookies />
<country />
<creditcardexpiration />
<creditcardnumber />
<creditcardsecuritycode />
<email />
<family />
<given />
<hostname />
<housenumber />
<http />
<httpmethod />
<id />
<interactionrecord />
<login />
<password />
<paymentmethod />
<postalcode />
<referer />
<searchtext />
<stateprov />
<statuscode />
</data>
</service>
</xml>
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<data>
<purpose>
<current />
</purpose>
</data>
B.2 Identity File

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<identities xmlns="http://www-ifs.uni-regensburg.de/Privacy">
  <identity id="default">
    <label>
      <lang id="de">
        <name>Echte Identität</name>
        <description>Die echte Identität von Paul Revere</description>
      </lang>
      <lang id="en">
        <name>True Identity</name>
        <description>The true identity of Paul Revere</description>
      </lang>
    </label>
    <partialIdentity id="1">
      <label>
        <lang id="de">
          <name>Teilidentität 1</name>
          <description>Die Teilidentität 1 wird für die Registrierung bei offiziellen Stellen und Communities verwendet</description>
        </lang>
        <lang id="en">
          <name>Partial Identity 1</name>
          <description>Partial identity 1 is used for registration at public authorities and communities</description>
        </lang>
      </label>
      <partialIdentityInformation>
        <linkable>
          <partialIdentity id="2"/>
        </linkable>
      </partialIdentityInformation>
      <serviceProviderInformation>
        <usedBy>
          <hostname name="http://www.facebook.com" title="Facebook"/>
          <hostname name="http://www.amazon.com" title="Amazon"/>
        </usedBy>
      </serviceProviderInformation>
      <data>
        <Given>Paul</Given>
        <Family>Revere</Family>
        <Email>prevere@hotmail.com</Email>
        <Id>prevere</Id>
        <Bdate>24.05.1971</Bdate>
        <Gender>male</Gender>
        <Telephone>617-555-1234</Telephone>
        <Addresses>
          <Postal>
            <Street>Arlington Road</Street>
            <Housenumber>1606</Housenumber>
            <City>Boston</City>
            <Stateprov>MA</Stateprov>
            <Postalcode>02101</Postalcode>
          </Postal>
        </Addresses>
        <Financialdata>
          <account type="Credit Card">
            <Creditcardnumber>1376151d963aaa09697872af7dd6c48bd3aa29</Creditcardnumber>
            <Creditcardexpiration>08/11</Creditcardexpiration>
            <Creditcardsecuritycode>451</Creditcardsecuritycode>
          </account>
        </Financialdata>
      </data>
    </partialIdentity>
    <partialIdentity id="2">
      <label>
        <lang id="de">
          <name>Teilidentität 2</name>
          <description>Die Teilidentität 2 wird zum Einkaufen verwendet und enthält Kreditkarteninformationen</description>
        </lang>
        <lang id="en">
          <name>Partial Identity 2</name>
          <description>Partial identity 2 is used for online shopping and therefore contains credit card information</description>
        </lang>
      </label>
      <partialIdentityInformation>
        <linkable>
          <partialIdentity id="1"/>
        </linkable>
      </partialIdentityInformation>
      <serviceProviderInformation>
        <usedBy>
          <hostname name="http://www.amazon.com" title="Amazon"/>
        </usedBy>
      </serviceProviderInformation>
      <data>
        <Given>Paul</Given>
        <Family>Revere</Family>
        <Email>prevere@hotmail.com</Email>
        <Id>prevere</Id>
        <Bdate>24.05.1971</Bdate>
        <Addresses>
          <Postal>
            <Street>Arlington Road</Street>
            <Housenumber>1606</Housenumber>
            <City>Boston</City>
            <Stateprov>MA</Stateprov>
            <Postalcode>02101</Postalcode>
          </Postal>
        </Addresses>
        <Financialdata>
          <account type="Credit Card">
            <Creditcardnumber>1376151d963aaa09697872af7dd6c48bd3aa29</Creditcardnumber>
            <Creditcardexpiration>08/11</Creditcardexpiration>
            <Creditcardsecuritycode>451</Creditcardsecuritycode>
          </account>
        </Financialdata>
      </data>
    </partialIdentity>
  </identity>
  <identity id="pseudonymous">
    <label>
      <lang id="de">
        <name>Pseudonyme Identität</name>
        <description>Die Identität verwendet u.a. das Pseudonym Mike Smith</description>
      </lang>
      <lang id="en">
        <name>Pseudonymous Identity</name>
        <description>This identity frequently uses the pseudonym Mike Smith</description>
      </lang>
    </label>
    <partialIdentity id="3">
    </partialIdentity>
  </identity>
</identities>
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<partialIdentityInformation>
  <linkable>
    <partialIdentity id="4"/>
  </linkable>
</partialIdentityInformation>

<serviceProviderInformation>
  <usedBy>
    <hostname name="http://www.youtube.com" title="YouTube"/>
    <hostname name="http://www.deviantart.com" title="deviantART"/>
    <hostname name="http://www.google.com" title="Google"/>
  </usedBy>
</serviceProviderInformation>

<data>
  <Email>braveman@gmail.com</Email>
</data>

</partialIdentity>

<identity id="anonymous">
  <label>
    <lang id="de">
      <name>Teilidentität 5</name>
      <description>Die Teilidentität 5 enthält persönliche Daten zur anonymen Interaktion mit Service Providern</description>
    </lang>
    <lang id="en">
      <name>Partial Identity 5</name>
      <description>The partial identity 5 contains personal data for the anonymous interaction with service providers</description>
    </lang>
  </label>
  <partialIdentityInformation>
    <linkable>
      <partialIdentity id="5"/>
    </linkable>
  </partialIdentityInformation>
  <serviceProviderInformation>
    <usedBy>
    </usedBy>
  </serviceProviderInformation>
  <data>
    <Id>smith123</Id>
    <Email>smith@aol.com</Email>
  </data>
</identity>
B.3 Transaction Log File

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<xml xmlns="http://www-ifs.uni-regensburg.de/Privacy">
  <hostname name="http://www.facebook.com" title="Facebook">
    <transaction process="Registration" id="1">
      <dynamic>
        <Uri>http://de.facebook.com/register</Uri>
        <Timestamp>1250074561</Timestamp>
        <Useragent>Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; de; rv:1.9) Gecko/2008052906 Firefox/3.0</Useragent>
        <Cookies>true</Cookies>
      </dynamic>
      <data>
        <Miscfields>
          <Notclassified>lorem</Notclassified>
          <Notclassified>ipsum</Notclassified>
        </Miscfields>
        <Given>Paul</Given>
        <Family>Revere</Family>
        <Email>prevere@hotmail.com</Email>
        <Id>prevere</Id>
        <Password>a3cca2b2aa1e</Password>
        <Bdate>24.05.1971</Bdate>
        <Gender>male</Gender>
        <Familystatus>single</Familystatus>
        <Nationality>British</Nationality>
        <Telephone>617-555-4567</Telephone>
        <Fax>617-555-2345</Fax>
        <Mobile>617-555-3456</Mobile>
      </data>
    </transaction>
  </hostname>
  <hostname name="http://www.amazon.com" title="Amazon">
    <transaction process="Registration" id="1">
      <dynamic>
        <Uri>http://www.amazon.com/gp/css/homepage.html</Uri>
        <Timestamp>1250592961</Timestamp>
        <Useragent>Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; de; rv:1.9) Gecko/2008052906 Firefox/3.0</Useragent>
        <Cookies>true</Cookies>
      </dynamic>
      <data>
        <Miscfields>
          <Notclassified>lorem</Notclassified>
          <Notclassified>ipsum</Notclassified>
        </Miscfields>
        <Given>Paul</Given>
        <Family>Revere</Family>
        <Email>prevere@hotmail.com</Email>
        <Id>prevere</Id>
        <Password>a3cca2b2aa1e</Password>
        <Bdate>24.05.1971</Bdate>
        <Addresses>
          <Postal>
            <Street>Arlington Road</Street>
            <Housenumber>1606</Housenumber>
            <City>Boston</City>
            <Stateprov>MA</Stateprov>
            <Postalcode>02101</Postalcode>
          </Postal>
        </Addresses>
      </data>
    </transaction>
  </hostname>
</xml>
```
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B.3. TRANSACTION LOG FILE

``` xml
<hostname name="http://www.google.com" title="Google">
  <transaction process="Login" id="2">
    <dynamic>
      <Uri>https://www.google.com/accounts/Login</Uri>
      <Timestamp>1250592961</Timestamp>
      <Useragent>Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; de; rv:1.9) Gecko/2008052906 Firefox/3.0</Useragent>
      <Cookies>true</Cookies>
    </dynamic>
    <data>
      <Miscfields/>
      <Given>Mike</Given>
      <Family>Smith</Family>
      <Email>braveman@gmail.com</Email>
      <Password>d257ca1g9</Password>
      <Addresses/>
      <Street>Fake Street</Street>
      <Housenumber>1201</Housenumber>
      <City>Arlington</City>
      <Stateprov>MD</Stateprov>
      <Postalcode>35416</Postalcode>
    </data>
  </transaction>
</hostname>

<hostname name="http://www.youtube.com" title="YouTube">
  <transaction process="Registration" id="1">
    <dynamic>
      <Uri>http://youtube.com/signup</Uri>
      <Timestamp>1251284161</Timestamp>
      <Useragent>Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; de; rv:1.9) Gecko/2008052906 Firefox/3.0</Useragent>
      <Cookies>true</Cookies>
    </dynamic>
    <data>
      <Miscfields/>
      <Given>Mike</Given>
      <Family>Smith</Family>
      <Email>braveman@gmail.com</Email>
      <Password>d257ca1g9</Password>
      <Addresses/>
    </data>
  </transaction>
</hostname>

<hostname name="http://www.homeland.com" title="Homeland">
  <transaction process="Registration" id="1">
    <dynamic>
      <Uri>http://youtube.com/signup</Uri>
      <Timestamp>1250592961</Timestamp>
      <Useragent>Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; de; rv:1.9) Gecko/2008052906 Firefox/3.0</Useragent>
      <Cookies>true</Cookies>
    </dynamic>
    <data>
      <Miscfields/>
      <Given>Joe</Given>
      <Family>Biden</Family>
      <Email>jbiden@googlemail.com</Email>
      <Password>f369et1f4</Password>
    </data>
  </transaction>
</hostname>
```
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```xml
<hostname name="http://www.google.com" title="Google">
  <transaction process="Login" id="2">
    <dynamic>
      <Uri>https://www.google.com/accounts/Login</Uri>
      <Timestamp>1250592961</Timestamp>
      <Useragent>Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; de; rv:1.9) Gecko/2008052906 Firefox/3.0</Useragent>
      <Cookies>true</Cookies>
    </dynamic>
    <data>
      <Miscfields/>
      <Given>Mike</Given>
      <Family>Smith</Family>
      <Email>braveman@gmail.com</Email>
      <Password>d257ca1g9</Password>
    </data>
  </transaction>
</hostname>
```
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```xml
<hostname name="http://www.youtube.com" title="YouTube">
  <transaction process="Login" id="2">
    <dynamic>
      <Uri>http://youtube.com/login</Uri>
      <Timestamp>1251370561</Timestamp>
      <Useragent>Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; de; rv:1.9) Gecko/2008052906 Firefox/3.0</Useragent>
      <Cookies>true</Cookies>
    </dynamic>
    <data>
      <Miscfields/>
      <Email>braveman@gmail.com</Email>
      <Password>d257ca1g9</Password>
    </data>
  </transaction>
</hostname>
```
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